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This report presents the off-design analysis of various

wood-fired combined-cycle power plants using a computer

model to simulate plant performance. The combined-cycle

systems investigated are characterized by having a wood-

fueled combustor, an indirect-fired gas turbine, and a

Rankine steam cycle. This work was conducted as part of a

larger biomass energy project at Oregon State University.

Three particular systems were studied in this report.

First, system 5 utilizes a wet-cell combustor requiring

little fuel preparation. Hot combustion gases leave the

combustor and flow through a heat exchanger where steam

produced in the heat recovery steam generator is

superheated. The combustion gases then flow through a

second heat exchanger heating pressurized air supplied by

the compressor. The hot, compressed air stream is returned

to the gas turbine driving the gas turbine-compressor set

after which the turbine exhaust is used as combustion air.

After leaving the heat exchangers, the combustion gases flow



into the heat recovery steam generator where feedwater is

converted to steam. Finally, the relatively cool combustion

gases flow through air pollution devices before being

discharged to the atmosphere.

With system 2, the wet-cell combustor is replaced with

a suspension burner requiring additional fuel preparation

(fuel moisture content dried to 12 percent wet basis and a

smaller particle size). A trimburner unit is implemented in

system 7 raising the temperature of the air entering the gas

turbine to 1612 F. Other than the previously noted

exceptions, systems 2, 5 and 7 are identical in design

except for changes in heat transfer area. To facilitate

fuel drying, the gas temperature entering the dryer is

increased by reducing the heat recovery steam generator size

approximately 45 percent in system 2.

The computer simulation consists of a main program and

component models. The main program coordinates the transfer

of information between component models and checks for

convergence of the solution. Equations describing

individual processes occurring in each component are

evaluated in their respective model. Unknown variables

require an initial guess when commencing program execution.

Variables are continuously updated during each subsequent

iteration until convergence is obtained.

The computer simulation allowed various system

component operating limitations to be analyzed over a range

of anticipated off-design conditions. Based on monthly



variations in fuel moisture content and ambient temperature,

the power output and efficiency of each plant were simulated

over an entire year. Recommendations for improved plant

design are also discussed.
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NOMENCLATURE

General Notation

A... -- area
c... -- a heat exchanger coefficient
D... -- diameter
dP... -- delta P (pressure)
dT... -- delta T (temperature)
EFF... -- efficiency
fou... -- fouling in heat exchanger
fs... -- factor of safety
HHV... -- higher heating value
ID... -- inside diameter of pipes
IRR... -- irreversibility
Kp... -- conductivity of pipes
len... -- length
LHV... -- lower heating value
M... -- molecular weight
MR... -- mass flow rate
npn... -- number of pipes normal to flow (heat exchanger)
npp... -- number of pipes parallel to flow (heat exchanger)
nu... -- number of "U's" (heat exchanger)
OD... -- outside diameter of pipes
P... -- pressure
Q... -- heating rate
rad... -- radiation loss ratio
RPM... -- revolutions per minute
RAT... -- number of Rateau stages (steam turbine)
ruf... -- relative roughness in piping
Snd... -- normalized spacing of tubes, normal to flow
Spd... -- normalized spacing of tubes, parallel to flow
T... -- temperature
typ... -- type of unit (see particular subroutine for

details)
U... -- overall heat transfer coefficient
V... -- velocity
W... -- specific humidity (mass ratio water/total)
WR... -- work rate
x... -- heat exchanger coefficient
X... -- ratio (steam quality, etc.)
y... -- molar ratio

...a.. -- air

...b.. -- biomass fuel
-- combustion products
-- exhaust

...s.. -- steam and water

...aer deaerator

...ap. -- air pollution devices



...ash -- ash

...bag -- baghouse

..bdwd -- bone-dry wood

...cmb -- combustor

...cmp -- compressor

...cnd -- condenser

...cnv -- conveyor

...col -- mechanical collector

...cyc -- cyclones

..dirt -- dirt

...ds -- dead state

...dsp desuperheater

...dry -- dryer

...ecn -- economizer

...evp -- evaporator

...fn. -- fans

...gbl -- gear box connected to gas turbine

...gb2 -- gear box connected to steam turbine

...gni -- generator connected to gas turbine

...gn2 -- generator connected to steam turbine

...grs -- gross

...gtb -- gas turbine

...Hg -- higher heating value, gross

...hml hammermill

...Hn -- higher heating value, net

...hxl -- steam-gas heat exchanger

...hx2 air-gas heat exchanger

...inj -- steam injector

...it. -- value used for iteration purposes

...Llg -- lower heating value 1, gross

...L3g -- lower heating value 3, gross

...mxc -- mixer after the combustor

...mxd -- mixer before the dryer

...net -- net (gross - auxiliary)

...oil -- number 2 heating oil (trimburner)

...pm. -- pumps

...scw -- screw (fuel feeder)

...st. -- steam turbine

...stp -- at standard temperature and pressure

...sup -- superheater

...trm trimburner

...twr -- cooling tower

...vlv -- throttling valve

...W1. -- Curtis stage wheel (steam turbine)

...W2. Rateau stage wheel (steam turbine)

...wb -- wet bulb

....AR -- argon

....CD -- carbon dioxide (CO2)

....CO -- carbon monoxide

....N2 -- nitrogen

....02 -- oxygen

....W -- water (H20)



a -- air side
g -- gas side
w -- water side

m -- minimum allowed

Specific Identifiers

Aevpg -- face area in hrsg (for gas velocity calculation)
AFrat air/fuel ratio
castwr -- specifies which case for cooling tower (see

subroutine for more details)
cmpbld -- percent bleed air from compressor
Ctwr -- cooling tower coefficient
Deqwd -- equivalent diameter of wood particle (dryer)
drylos -- fraction of available heat loss in dryer
exair -- excess air
HPtwr -- horsepower for fans (cooling tower)
MR...m -- minimum flow rate allowed in stream "..."; if

less, set = 0
HRwtwr -- mass rate of cooling water supplied by cooling

tower
Prcmp -- pressure ratio (compressor)
Prcblo -- percent blowdown (cooling tower, deaerator)
Prcinj -- percent injection of steam into gas turbine
radios -- radiation loss in combustor
radtrm -- radiation loss in trimburner
Taprch -- approach temperature when using log mean

temperature differences
Tsuper -- amount of steam superheat in hrsg
unbcbn -- ratio of unburned carbon
XCCO -- fraction of carbon burned to carbon monoxide
Xntwr -- cooling tower coefficient

XC,XH2,XN2,X02,Xdirt,Xash -- mass ratio of carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, oxygen, dirt and ash in the fuel



OFF-DESIGN ANALYSIS AND CONTROL

OF A WOOD-FIRED COMBINED-CYCLE POWER PLANT

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work consists of proposing a

control scheme for a wood-fired, combined-cycle power plant,

incorporating these controls in a computer simulation of the

plant and analyzing the system's off-design performance

based on equipment limitations and the effectiveness of the

control actions. This work was part of a larger project at

Oregon State University to study the feasibility of

constructing such a plant.

The plant burns wood obtained from forest fuel crops,

forest residues and/or industrial mill waste. Since fuel

supplies are often limited in supply within a region of

economical transportation to the plant, the plant is

intended to be semi-portable. When the wood residue in a

particular locale is depleted, the plant could be relocated

in an area with a more abundant fuel supply.

The main components of the combined-cycle plant consist

of an indirect-fired gas turbine and a heat recovery steam

generator used in a conventional Rankine cycle steam turbine

system. A detailed description of the power plant is given
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in chapter 2. In addition, the following two alternative

system designs were studied:

- Adding a trimburner to increase the gas turbine inlet
temperature (system 7).

- Adding a rotary drum dryer and the necessary processing
equipment to dry the fuel before combustion (system 2).

This thesis is an extension of the work of Brynjolfsson

[1983], Fox [1984] and Bauer [1984]. Brynjolfsson

investigated the design and application of heat exchangers

and Bauer investigated the combustion and fuel preparation

requirements. Fox compared several system designs with

variable-size component models based on thermodynamic

considerations. This work utilizes fixed-size component

models, as described in chapter 3, to analyze the off-design

operating conditions in terms of plant performance and

equipment limitations.

Chapter 4 describes the method of system analysis. The

results of the computer simulation and analysis are

discussed in chapter 5 in terms of equipment limitations,

improved plant design and overall plant performance.
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Chapter 2

THE BIOMASS PLANT

This chapter describes the three alternative plant

designs considered in this report (systems 2, 5 and 7) and

the control mechanisms used in the computer simulation. A

description of plant start-up and shut down are also

included.

The numbering system used in this report is consistent

with that defined by Bushnell [1984]. However, it should be

noted that system 7 was refered to as system 5-2 by Fox

[1984].

SYSTEM 5

The plant consists of two combustors, two indirect-

fired gas turbine systems and a single steam turbine system.

To simplify matters, all figures and descriptions in this

report refer to a single combustor and gas turbine system

and half of the steam turbine system. All computer

simulations were performed for such a "half" of the system.

A schematic of system 5 illustrating the relationship

between components in the "twin" system design is shown in

Figure 2.1. A listing of plant components is given in Table

2.1.
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Table 2.1. System Components For Biomass Plant.

Dryer - A

Water Treatment Package - AA

Cyclones - Bl, B2 and B3

Fans - Cl, C3, C4 and C5

Storage Bins - D

Screw Feeders - E

Combustor - Fl

Heat Exchanger (steam/flue gas and air/flue gas) - G

Trimburner - F2

Gas Turbines - H

Compressor - I

Gearboxes - J1 and J2

Generators - K1 and K2

Heat Recovery Steam Generator - L

Throttling Valve - T

Desuperheater - V

Steam Turbine - M

Condenser - N

Deaerator - 0

Pump - P

Hammermill Mill - Q

Air Pollution Devices - R

Cooling Tower - Y

Solid Waste Treatment Package - Z
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The proposed combined-cycle power plant is nominally

rated at 10 MW. Fuel is obtained from forest residues

and/or industrial mill wastes. The fuel arrives by truck at

the plant site in hogged form, 3 inch minus, with its

moisture content ranging between 35 and 50 percent wet basis

[U.S.D.A., 1953]. A 30 day supply of fuel is maintained on

site. Fuel is removed from storage to the wet-cell

combustor with a screw feeder. A small amount of compressed

air bled from the compressor to cool the gas turbine blades.

After being pressurized, the air flows through the air-gas

heat exchanger where it is heated. The high temperature

(1450 F), high pressure (approximately 9 atm) air is

expanded through the gas turbine, driving the gas turbine,

compressor and generator. Utilizing the high temperature

exhaust from the gas turbine as combustion air, the wood is

fired with high levels of excess air. A blend box is

supplied at the exit of the combustor so that a specified

exit temperature of 1675 F can be maintained. The mixing

air for this blend box is returned from the exit of the heat

recovery steam generator (HRSG). The dirty combustion gases

pass through a cyclone removing impurities. The combustion

gases then flow through the steam-gas and air-gas heat

exchangers heating both fluids. Next, the combustion gases

flow to the HRSG where much of the available energy of the

gases is removed by producing steam before encountering the

pollution devices and being discharged to the atmosphere.
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In the steam cycle, 640 psia feedwater*is supplied to

the economizer by the feedwater pump. The feedwater is

heated in the economizer by the exhaust gases thereby

supplying the evaporator with saturated makeup water.

Excess feedwater flow in the economizer is throttled to 20

psia and returned to the deaerator. Saturated steam

produced in the evaporator flows through the initial

superheater in the HRSG before receiving additional

superheating in the steam-gas heat exchanger. Before

entering the steam turbine, the steam flows through a

desuperheater where excessive steam temperatures may be

reduced to 900 F by injecting HRSG feedwater. The steam is

cooled by the latent heat of vaporization of the feedwater.

After passing through the turbine, the steam is condensed by

5200 gpm of cooling water supplied from the cooling tower.

The condensate is pumped from the condenser operating at 1.5

psia to the deaerator at 20 psia. Depending on the amount

of feedwater recycled from the economizer, some saturated

steam is bled from the evaporator and supplied to the

deaerator for deaerating purposes.

Makeup water is supplied to the cooling tower and

deaerator from the water treatment unit. Waste water is

sent to the waste water treatment facilities before

discharging.

SYSTEM 7

The difference between system 5 and 7 (Figure 2.2) is
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the addition of a trimburner. The trimburner considered in

this study is essentially a duct burner supplied with number

2 heating oil for combustion with the hot compressed air.

The products of combustion from the trimburner flow through

the turbine and into the combustor. Using a trimburner, the

gas turbine inlet temperature can be raised to its upper

limit of 1612 F without requiring ceramic heat exchangers.

This allows the gas turbine to produce its maximum rated

power and allows for increased system control. The air

temperature entering the combustor is also increased.

Although the trimburner considered in this report uses

heating oil, it may be possible to utilize a wood gasifier

that produces low Btu gas in combination with the

trimburner. The study of the wood gasifier is the subject

of a future report.

SYSTEM 2

System 2 (Figure 2.3) has several deviations from

system 5. First, reducing the size of the heat recovery

steam generator allows a higher exhaust temperature (454 F)

so that a rotary drum dryer can be used to dry the fuel (12

percent wet basis) before combustion. The suspension burner

requires a rather small (0.2 inch equivalent diameter)

particle size. Thus, additional fuel preparation is

required to process the fuel into a usable form from the as-

received condition. Also, the addition of cyclones is

necessary to recover wood particles from the dryer exhaust.
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Finally, the wet cell combustion unit is replaced with

a suspension burner. This allows a more portable combustion

unit and better control of the combustion process. The

trade off is the additional fuel processing equipment, which

negates some of the mobility of the plant, and the rather

stringent (10-15 percent wet basis) fuel moisture content

allowed with the suspension burner [Drucker, 1984].

CONTROLS

The control system for any power plant is a complex

combination of electrical and mechanical devices. A

thorough knowledge of each component's design, off-design

and transient operating characteristics is required to

accurately select control equipment. This type of

information has not been readily available from

manufacturers. Therefore, there has been no attempt to

specify the precise control equipment at this time, but the

basic control actions necessary to simulate the power plant

are considered. Since an iterative method of solution is

used for the computer simulation, transient controls can not

be modeled even though they are an important part of the

overall control scheme.

Manufacturers usually supply their equipment with

controls for standard operation. For example, a steam

turbine is supplied with a generator including the

appropriate gearing and speed controls for a particular

application. However, the steam turbine unit has no means

for controling its inlet steam conditions. As a result, the
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standard steam turbine controls must be interfaced with an

overall controller that receives and processes information

from each component and returns signals to the appropriate

component(s) to make the desired changes in the state of the

system and/or to compensate for disturbances acting on the

system. Hence, a description of the necessary control

actions is given.

Control Actions

The main action of the control scheme for the

thermodynamic model is to limit various temperatures,

pressures and mass flows so that equipment will not be

operated in a mode conducive to failure. The main control

actions are:

- A blend box at the exit of the combustor controls a fan
that recirculates a portion of the flue gases exiting
the HRSG maintaining the heat exchanger inlet
temperature below a specified value.

- A bypass of the heat exchanger is necessary in case of
an emergency shutdown. The flue gases could also be
vented with a blowoff. A bypass was selected so that
the flue gases will still pass through the air
pollution devices before venting to the atmosphere.

- The gas turbine is equipped with a trim control valve
that bypasses the heat exchanger sending some of the
air from the compressor directly to the gas turbine.
This can only be used to control the turbine during
transients. The trim control valve will not work as a
long term control mechanism since eventually the
decreased air flow in the heat exchanger will cause an
increase in the exiting air temperature. When the two
air flows are recombined, the net result is
approximately the same as circulating the total flow
through the heat exchanger.

- A percentage of the compressor air flow is bled off to
the gas turbine for blade cooling.
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- The HRSG is equipped with a flue gas bypass for the
same reason as the heat exchanger.

- The water level in the evaporator is maintained within
the desired range by high and low-level float controls.
The economizer conditions determine the feedwater flow
entering the HRSG. The feedwater flow into the
evaporator is controlled by a three-way control valve
at the exit of the economizer. The excess flow out of
the economizer, as determined by the high-level control
in the evaporator, is throttled and recirculated to the
deaerator. The low-level float determines the minimum
feedwater flow.

- A control valve at the exit of the evaporator passes a
certain amount of saturated steam to the deaerator as
required by the deaerator.

- Pressurized feedwater, supplied by the feedwater pump,
is used in the desuperheater to decrease the steam
temperature below a maximum value, measured at the
inlet to the steam turbine.

- Makeup water is added to the cooling tower and
deaerator as needed, depending on level and blowdown
controls.

- The wood moisture content exiting the dryer is
monitored. If too low of a moisture content occurs, a
fire hazard may result. Thus, the amount of gas
allowed to flow through the dryer is determined by the
fuel moisture content. Excess gas bypasses the dryer
to the air pollution equipment.

Start-Up

Again, detailed specifications of equipment performance

are required for transient analysis. This information has

not been available from manufacturers. Thus, the start-up

description is very general.

After the system has been checked and is ready to be

started, the diesel starter motor for the gas turbine is

started commencing air flow to the combustor. Wood is fed

into the combustor and ignited. As the motor increases the
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gas turbine speed, the wood feed rate is increased to

maintain the desired air to fuel ratio. The exit

temperature of the combustor is maintained at approximately

1150 F allowing the combustion gases to warm the heat

exchangers and HRSG without tube damage. The air trim

control valve in conjunction with the wood feed rate is used

to control the air temperature entering the gas turbine as

it is ramped to one-third of its rated speed. At these

conditions, the energy of the air flow is sufficient to

drive the compressor-gas turbine combination; the starting

motor disengages.

As the exhaust gases continue their path into the HRSG,

vapor is generated and the steam pressure increases. Steam

is bled from the evaporator to warm the steam turbine.

Initially, water flowing through the economizer is

recirculated to the deaerator. When the steam pressure in

the evaporator is sufficiently high and the steam turbine

has been warmed, steam is allowed to flow through the

superheaters to the steam turbine.

Finally, the combustor is ramped up to the design

firing rate increasing steam production. The generators are

loaded and power is produced. If a trimburner is used, it

would not be fired until the entire system is up, ready to

produce power.

Shut Down

A planned shut down is essentially the same as start-up

but with the procedure reversed. First, the flow of wood to
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the combustor is decreased. As the gas turbine and steam

turbine slow, their generator loads are removed. When the

heat exchanger inlet temperature falls, steam production and

the gas turbine speed decrease. Eventually the steam

produced is recirculated to the deaerator reducing the

evaporator pressure. When the gas turbine inlet temperature

reaches approximately 1100 F it can no longer drive the

compressor. The starting motor catches the gas turbine and

motors it supplying air to the combustion unit. As the

remaining wood burns, the gas turbine is slowed. When the

combustor is empty, the gas turbine and starter motor are

stopped.

In case of an emergency shut down the system is

equipped with bypasses and blowoffs to prevent equipment

damage. Care must be used in evacuating cyclones and the

HRSG so that the units do not collapse due to the pressure

difference generated as the gases cool. After the immediate

emergency control actions are made, the shut down sequence

is the same as previously described.
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Chapter 3

COMPUTER SIMULATION

This chapter provides a brief description of the main

program and a more detailed discussion of the component

models. The main program was developed by Fox [1984] and

should be consulted for additional information. The

component models used in this report parallel those listed

in Bushnell [1984]. The differences in the computer models

used in this report and those used in Bushnell will be

emphasized as well as the development of new models for

processes not previously simulated.

COMPUTER MODELS

A computer model was developed to simulate the wood-

fired combined cycle power plant. Each component of the

plant is a separate module, essentially a subroutine. The

modules are combined by an executive program that reads

input data, passes intermediate calculations to each

subroutine and creates the output file. The biomass system

has several recirculation loops. Furthermore, there are

many intermediate values that are initially unknown but are

necessary for calculating overall system performance.

Ideally, governing equations for each component could be

written and solved simultaneously. However, the large
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amount of memory required for simultaneous equation solution

exceeded the capability of the micro-computer chosen for

system simulation. Therefore, successive substitution, a

less memory intensive iterative technique, was used. The

unknown variables are initially estimated and then improved

upon during intermediate calculations for use in the next

iteration. The executive program controls the iteration

process and checks for convergence. A detailed description

of each component is beyond the scope of this report, but a

brief description of each component is useful in

understanding the computer simulation with respect to the

control system and will be presented.

Compressor

The compressor model is constructed from manufacturer's

data. The pressure ratio, efficiency, entering air

temperature, ambient air pressure and mass flow rate of air

at standard temperature and pressure are specified. The

exiting air temperature and pressure, actual mass flow rate

of air and the power required by the compressor are

calculated. The computer model is for a constant speed

compressor and, therefore, has a constant inlet volume flow

rate.

Gas Turbine

The gas turbine model calculates the power produced by

the gas turbine as well as the exiting temperature and

pressure of the air. The entering air temperature and
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pressure, efficiency, and mass rate of air must be

specified. The gas turbine performance is estimated from

the manufacturer's data.

Combustor

The combustor model performs an energy balance. When

the mass rate of wood, composition of the wood, mass rate of

air, composition of combustion air, entering air temperature

and the amount of unburned carbon are specified, the

adiabatic flame temperature, mass rate of flue gas and

composition of the flue gas are calculated. A constant

radiation loss of 2 percent of the rated combustor heat

generation capacity is assumed.

Trimburner

The purpose of the trimburner is to raise the

temperature of the air stream entering the gas turbine.

This is accomplished by directly combusting fuel in the air

stream. The trimburner model requires the mass rate and

composition of the gas to be specified. Additionally, the

type of fuel must be described by molar composition of the

elemental constituents and higher heating value.

Predetermined losses in the program include radiation loss,

amount of ash and pressure drop across the trimburner unit.

When the inlet air temperature and pressure are specified,

the amount of fuel required to heat the gas stream to a

specified exit temperature, the exit pressure and the

exiting composition of the flue gas are calculated.
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Dryer

Due to the complexity of the drying process, a

simplified model was used for the computer simulation. A

computer simulation of the drying process was constructed by

Kamke [1984] as part of his PhD thesis. There are three

types of rotary dryers to choose from in his model:

- Single-pass without center fill

- Single-pass with center fill

- Triple-pass

The requirement that the power plant be portable eliminated

the single-pass dryer without center fill from further

consideration since it was determined that such a dryer

would be too long to be easily moved.

In conjunction with the biomass project, regression

equations of the drying process were constructed by Kamke.

Using the Cyber computer at Oregon State University, a total

of 92 and 75 computer simulations were performed for the

single-pass and triple-pass dryers respectively. The

expected exit wood moisture content was correlated in terms

of the mass flow rate of the gas, inlet gas temperature,

wood particle size and length of the dryer (for the single-

pass dryer) using an interactive statistical programming

package (SIPS). The length of the triple-pass dryer is

constant at 40 feet. The equations were found to have an

acceptable degree of fit and are applicable over the ranges

shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Applicable Range of Regression Equations
for the Drying Process.

Variable

Inlet gas temperature
Inlet wood moisture content
Dry gas flow rate
Dry wood flow rate
Equivalent particle diameter

Range

405-536 F
33-60 percent (wb)
30.4-50.7 lb/s
1.1-3.3 lb/s
1/16-13/64 inch

With Kamke's regression equations, the exiting fuel

moisture content can be calculated directly from the value

of the previously mentioned variables. When the moisture

content is known, then an energy balance is performed to

calculate the exiting gas temperature. The pressure drop

across the dryer, type of dryer (single or three-pass),

radiation loss as a percent of entering energy and amount of

dirt in the wood is input by the user. An inlet leakage of

10 percent of the flue gas is assumed. The exit moisture

content of the wood and the gas temperature, pressure, mass

rate and composition are calculated. If excessive drying

occurs due to off-design conditions, the moisture content is

assigned a minimum value of 9 percent and the amount of gas

required to do the drying is calculated. The remaining gas

is bypassed to the air pollution equipment.

Heat Recovery Steam Generator

The heat recovery steam generator model is composed of

three subroutines: the superheater, evaporator and
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economizer. When the mass rate of steam and flue gas are

known, the superheater model calculates the exiting flue gas

temperature and the exiting steam temperature. An iterative

procedure is used to converge on the change in heat absorbed

by the steam (mass rate of steam multiplied by the enthalpy

difference) and the overall heat transfer between the steam

and gas, based on the heat transfer area and the log mean

temperature difference. When the two values are within a

specified amount, the solution is assumed to be converged.

If a negative temperature difference occurs, the exiting

steam temperature is assigned to the approach temperature.

The amount of heat transfer area, the overall heat transfer

coefficient, the approach temperature and steam and gas

pressure drops are user specified. These values have been

supplied by an HRSG manufacturer [Grove, 1984].

The evaporator calculates the amount of saturated steam

that can be generated at the average evaporator pressure.

The amount of heat transfer area, overall heat transfer

coefficient, approach temperature, entering water and gas

temperature, steam and gas pressure drops, boiler pressure

and mass rate of gas are specified. The subroutine uses a

root finding method similar to the superheater except the

mass rate of steam is varied instead of the exiting steam

temperature. If a pinch point problem occurs the

temperature difference is assigned to the approach value and

the mass rate of steam is recalculated. When the heat of

vaporization of the feedwater is equal to the overall heat
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transfer based on the log mean temperature difference the

solution is converged.

The economizer is treated the same as the superheater

except that the feedwater flow is maintained such that

saturated water enters the evaporator. If the feedwater

flow is greater than the steam generated in the evaporator,

the excess is throttled and recirculated to the deaerator.

If the feedwater flow in the economizer is less than the

evaporator steam flow, the feedwater flow is assigned equal

to the steam flow. Then the water entering the evaporator

will not be saturated and new exiting water and gas

temperatures corresponding to the specified steam flow are

calculated based on log mean temperature differences.

Throttling Valve

The throttling valve model calculates the pressure drop

across a throttling valve for a specified exit temperature

assuming isenthalpic expansion. Due to the large pressure

drop across the valve, a maximum throttling range of 10 F

was selected. If the valve inlet temperature is less than

the maximum steam turbine inlet temperature of 900 F, no

throttling is done and the valve exit temperature is

assigned equal to the valve inlet temperature. If the valve

inlet temperature is greater than 900 F but within the

throttling range (less than 910 F), the exit temperature is

assigned the maximum steam turbine inlet temperature of 900

F and the pressure drop is calculated. If the valve inlet

temperature is outside the design throttling range (greater
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than 910 F), the exit temperature is assigned equal to the

inlet temperature minus the throttling range (10 F) and the

pressure drop is calculated. The remaining excess

temperature above 900 F must be removed by the

desuperheater.

The throttling range and maximum steam turbine

temperature are input to the program and may be changed by

the user for different applications.

Desuperheater

The desuperheater maintains the steam temperature at or

below a maximum design temperature. When the mass rate and

condition of the steam is given, the amount of water that

must be injected to cool the steam to the maximum steam

temperature is calculated. The water used in this process

is obtained from the feedwater to the economizer. If the

steam temperature is less than the maximum allowed value no

desuperheating is done.

Steam Turbine

The steam turbine model is similar to the calculator

method for Steam Turbine Design [Lapina, 1983]. The most

notable exception is that two types of staging are used. If

more than three Rateau stages are used then a single primary

Curtis stage is assumed. Physical characteristics of the

turbine such as the type, condensing or noncondensing, the

number of Rateau stages, wheel diameter and turbine speed

are user specified. The conditions of the steam, (i.e.
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temperature, pressure, and mass rate) are input to the

program as well as the condenser pressure. The power

produced and, depending on the type of turbine, the exit

quality and temperature of the steam are calculated.

Cooling Tower

The cooling tower model [Webb, 1984] uses

manufacturer's data to generate heat and mass transfer

coefficients from empirical relations. When the wet bulb

temperature, mass rate of cooling water, mass rate of air

and entering cooling water temperature are specified, the

exiting water temperature as well as the amount of makeup

water are calculated. Options in the model include counter

flow or cross flow, fixed cooling water flow, fixed air flow

and fixed cooling water exit temperature.

For off-design considerations, limited manufacturer's

data was available. However, the literature reviewed

indicates that the performance of the cooling tower modeled

(at the same range and flow of cooling water), has an almost

linear relationship between wet bulb temperature and cooling

water exit temperature between 40 and 80 F wet bulb. Thus,

for off-design conditions the cooling water temperatures

were scaled to the design point (70 F wet bulb). The heat

and mass transfer calculations were then performed and the

results rescaled to the actual wet bulb temperature.

Results indicate that the calculated cooling water exit

temperature is within several degrees of the manufacturer's

data down to 40 F wet bulb. For temperatures lower than 40
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F, the corresponding condenser pressure is so low that it

probably could not be maintained.

At low wet bulb temperatures it may be desirable to

change the cooling tower flow characteristics by reducing

the air flow. As a result, a wet bulb temperature of less

than 40 F is not analyzed. If the inlet wet bulb

temperature is less than 40 F it is assumed equal to 40 F

for calculating and scaling cooling tower performance.

Deaerator

The deaerator model consists of an energy balance. It

has two condensate flows, one from the condenser and the

other from the economizer. When the deaerator operating

pressure, percent blowdown and the conditions of the

condensate flows are given, the model calculates the steam

required to deaerate the specified amount of feedwater, the

exit temperature of the feedwater and the amount of makeup

water required.

Pump and Fan

The computer models for the pump and fan are not based

on the pump and fan laws for one particular sized unit.

Instead, it is assumed that the unit modeled can supply a

specified flow and pressure. Whether this is accomplished

using a variable speed unit or constant speed fan and pump

with a damper or pressure reducing valve respectively, is

left for further consideration.
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These two simple models calculate the amount of power

required to increase the pressure of a given flow a

specified amount when the units' efficiency is supplied.

Mixer and Splitter

The mixer performs adiabatic mixing of two flows,

providing heating or cooling of the mixed flow as desired.

A more detailed description can be obtained in Appendix D.

The splitter enables the difference between two specified

flows to be calculated and returned to the main program.

Steam-Gas and Air-Gas Heat Exchanger

The steam-gas and air-gas heat exchangers have been

given considerable study [Brynjolfsson, 1983]. The physical

representation such as the length, inside diameter, outside

diameter, thermal conductivity and number of tubes normal

and parallel to the flow as well as the number of tube

bundles are input to the program.

This heat exchanger model is modified from the work of

Brynjolfsson where the tube length was calculated

iteratively. In the fixed-size version, when the two fluid

streams are specified in terms of mass flow rate and inlet

temperature, the fluid exit temperatures are calculated.

When the heat transfer based on the log mean temperature

difference and heat transfer coefficients calculated from

empirical relationships agree, the solution has converged.

Previously, the exit temperatures of the fluid streams were

specified.
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CHAPTER 4

OFF-DESIGN ANALYSIS

Due to the type of component modeling and the iterative

method of solution employed in the biomass project, it is

difficult to construct control laws for each component. A

more feasible alternative is to use overall system

performance data generated from the computer simulation and

attempt to correlate the variables of interest in terms of

the system disturbances. This is the objective of the

regression model used for the biomass system. Thus, for any

given variable change within the region evaluated, the

anticipated system operation with basic control actions is

predicted. Chapter 4 presents the method used to generate

the regression equations.

PROGRAM "REGRES"

Since the biomass program generates a data file saved

on disk and the knowledge that a large amount of data must

be processed, it is apparent that the only efficient way to

analyze the system for off-design conditions is to use a

computer. A program titled "REGRES" was written to process

the data required for component analysis. The program opens

the input file, reads the data and creates space for

variable and intermediate calculation storage. Next the

subroutines that perform the calculations are called. The
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regression coefficients and variance are calculated based on

the method described in Appendix C. The results are written

to the output file. The regression equation, predicted

values, actual values, residuals and percent error are

included in the output. Subroutines include MATRAN, matrix

transposition, MATMLT, matrix multiplication, and MATINV, a

routine that calculates the inverse of a matrix in place

using the maximum pivot strategy and Gauss-Jordan

elimination. A more detailed description and example are

included in Appendix B.

BUILDING A REGRESSION MODEL

If an accurate regression model is desired, there are

several items to consider. First, a reasonable operating

range is an important ingredient for building a regression

model. Typically a small range will have a better

correlation than a large one. However, if the range is too

small and the regression model is used for extrapolation,

large errors may result. The ideal range is one just large

enough to include all possible operating conditions.

For the biomass plant, it was decided that the off-

design analysis would consist of varying the parameters

shown in Table 4.1. It should be noted that varying the

mass rate of wood varies the air-fuel ratio since a constant

volume of air is supplied by the compressor. Likewise, the

air-fuel ratio varies slightly with ambient temperature

because of the changing density of the air.
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Table 4.1. Parameter Variation for Off-Design Analysis.

Variable Description

Ta01
Wb51

MRbdwd

ambient air temperature
wood moisture content (on a
wet basis)
mass rate of bone dry wood

Range

20-100 F
35-60 percent

2.1-2.9 lb/s
(air-fuel ratio
13 to 20)

For the off-design analysis, the relative humidity was held

constant at 60 percent. Therefore, the humidity ratio and

wet bulb temperature varied with the ambient temperature but

were not independent parameters. The range of each

correlated variable was varied over the entire expected off-

design operating conditions.

Second, it is important to obtain a good distribution

of data. A poor distribution of data will usually result in

a poor correlation. To insure a good data distribution over

each variable range, plots similar to Figures 4.1, 4.2 and

4.3 were constructed. The figures may be thought of as a

cross-section of space, with each regressor representing a

different dimension. Then for three regressors, each plot

represents the side of a cube and a planar view of the data

distribution is obtained.

Another important consideration in the model building

process is the selection of regressors. Inclusion of

regressors that have no effect on the modeled process will
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Figure 4.2. Data distribution for moisture content versus
mass rate of wood for systems 2, 5 and 7.
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introduce some error into the relation. Likewise,

collinearity between variables will introduce error. In

general, the regressor selection process can be difficult.

Usually physical insight will help select a group of

candidate regressors. Then subsets of this group can be

tried to determine the best set. Computer codes for

mainframes have been written to generate the best regressor

subset by several different methods. These include

generation of all possible subsets and many other iterative

searching schemes.

For the off-design analysis, the selection of

regressors is rather simple. All changes in the simulation

are caused by changing the variables shown in Table 4.1. In

terms of thermodynamic evaluation, all system changes can be

directly or indirectly related to those variables. If the

method is used to generate a control law for a particular

component then the regression equation could be rewritten in

terms of the measurable variables for that component

controller. Care must be excercised not to include

redundant regressor effects.

With reasonable variable ranges specified and the data

evenly distributed, the system model with all of the

thermodynamic controls mentioned in chapters 2 and 3, except

the throttling valve, was executed on the computer for each

variation. The results were stored on disk and manipulated

into a useful form for analysis with the aid of Lotus

software. The data was used with the previously described
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program, REGRES, to generate a least squares fit equation

for the given data. A typical result is shown in Table 4.2.

Notice the residual or error, percent error, average

magnitude of error and variance. A reasonable degree of fit

appears to have been obtained. However, the best way to

test a regression equation is to see how well it predicts

results using new data not contained in the formulation of

the equation.

In an effort to determine the accuracy of this method,

the overall system model was rerun with new data. All

regressors were held constant except for the parameter to be

investigated which was varied over its appropriate range.

Thus, for three regressors, the three-dimensional

curvilinear surface obtained with the regression equation is

reduced to the edge of a plane in two dimensions. Plots of

the actual and predicted values are shown in Figures 4.4,

4.5 and 4.6. The symbols represent data obtained from the

computer simulation and the lines represent the predicted

values using the regression equations. It is apparent that

the multiple linear regression model is adequate over the

expected off-design conditions to provide meaningful

predictions of plant performance. They give the plant

designer an opportunity to anticipate quantitatively the

effect of system disturbances or variations in system

operation. In addition, the equations may also be used to

maintain equipment operating limitations.
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Table 4.2. Sample Result Obtained Using REGRES for Tc111.

No. Actual Value Predicted Value Error Percent Error
1 1782.0 1819.8 -37.800 2.121
2 1868.4 1874.9 -6.584 0.352
3 1916.1 1897.3 18.266 -0.953
4 1874.9 1886.1 -11.218 0.598
5 1683.0 1673.6 9.320 -0.554
6 2002.0 1987.7 14.272 -0.713
7 1888.1 1905.8 -17.730 0.939
8 2210.0 2202.9 7.052 -0.319
9 1737.0 1725.6 11.376 -0.655
10 1993.8 2008.4 -14.648 0.735
11 1695.0 1672.2 22.725 -1.341
12 1972.2 1960.9 11.243 -0.570
13 1782.8 1813.8 -31.073 1.741
14 1966.4 1953.3 13.073 -0.665
15 2124.7 2118.0 6.646 -0.313
16 1831.0 1815.8 15.177 -0.829
17 2091.0 2088.5 2.499 -0.120
18 1866.8 1862.7 4.045 -0.217
19 2255.9 2256.6 -0.750 0.033
20 1736.7 1733.6 3.053 -0.176
21 2218.9 2211.6 7.204 -0.325
22 1931.8 1964.8 -33.071 1.712
23 1971.6 1965.7 5.803 -0.294
24 1888.9 1888.2 0.653 -0.035

Average error 12.718

Variance 309.681
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A method has been proposed to generate mathematical

equations describing power plant component behavior under

varying conditions. The accuracy of the method has been

shown to be within the limitations of the computer

simulation. Furthermore, the method can be applied to

generate equations useful in maintaining equipment

parameters within their physical limitations prolonging

equipment life and reducing failure. When used with

accurate manufacturers' data in the biomass plant

simulation, control actions for particular components can be

described mathematically.

Improvements in the regression equations can be

achieved by increasing the amount of data used, by weighting

certain anticipated design conditions more heavily than

others or by increasing or decreasing the ranges of the

variables as applicable to the desired analysis.
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Chapter 5

RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the off-design

analysis of systems 2, 5 and 7. Equipment limitations,

possible design improvements and a yearly analysis for each

system are discussed.

EQUIPMENT LIMITATIONS

When considering the off-design analysis in terms of

equipment limitations, it is useful to first recap the

component modeling: specifically, the combustor. The other

component limitations will be discussed in the subsections

for each system.

As previously described in chapter 3, when the

necessary inputs are specified, the combustor model performs

an energy balance. The model does not account for the

particular size and type of combustor or the associated

variations in the kinetics of combustion due to the changes

in wood moisture content and particle size. However, by

specifying the completeness of the combustion process, the

model provides sufficient information to analyze the other

plant components.

Another important point related to the modeling of the

combustor is the variation of the mass rate of wood (air-

fuel ratio). Each of the combustion units, wet-cell or

suspension burner, have sufficient turn down ratios,
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according to their manufacturers, that the lower mass rates

of wood (higher air-fuel ratios) can be considered to be

reasonably well modeled. For continuous operation as the

mass rate of wood is increased (decreased air-fuel ratio), a

progressively larger combustion unit must be selected. Wet-

cell units considered in this study are designed for 25, 50,

75 and 100 million Btu/hr. Likewise, the suspension

burners are supplied in 20, 40 and 60 million Btu/hr sizes.

Each of these units can produce a higher heating rate but

the air emissions will increase and may occur at

environmentally unacceptable levels.

The off-design variation in heating rate ranges from 65

to 95 million Btu/hr. Recalling that the plant is of a

"twin" system design, two 100 million Btu/hr wet-cell units

will provide the required heating rate over the specified

off-design range. For system 2 with the suspension burner,

utilizing two of the largest suspension burners will not

provide the heating rate studied in the off-design analysis.

Thus, the power production of system 2 will be decreased

unless the addition of a third (or more) combustor is found

to be economically feasible. Since the completeness of the

combustion process is specified and has been kept constant

for this analysis, the thermodynamic affect of the different

combustors on the system components is identical for similar

air-fuel ratios.
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The final selection of the size and type of combustor

used in the power plant should ultimately be based on the

following considerations:

- The reliability of the combustor in terms of stability,
controlability and maintenance requirements.

- The amount of fuel processing required by the
combustor, including the cost of the processing
equipment and auxiliary power consumption.

- The movability of the combustion unit (the plant is
designed to be semi-portable).

- The economics of contracting to supply a specified
amount of power to an utility for a maximum profit.
(The price paid by the utility is based on the amount
of power produced. When the contracted power level is
not maintained, a penalty is assessed by the utility.)

At this time, the actual combustor has not been

specified except that system 2 is designed for dry fuel

combustion whereas systems 5 and 7 are designed for burning

wet fuel. Thus the air-fuel ratio (mass rate of wood) was

varied over an expected range (Table 4.1) so that the system

components could be analyzed in an off-design mode. This

does not imply that each of the combustion units are

operable over this range, but merely suggests what the

affect on the system would be. Currently, two 75 million

Btu/hr combustors are used in system 5 to produce

approximately 9 MW at the design conditions (air-fuel ratio

of 17, 59 F ambient temperature and 50 percent wood moisture

content on a wet basis). The maximum, minimum and design

point power production for the different systems are shown

in Table 5.1. While the 75 million Btu/hr wet-cell unit
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Table 5.1. Net Power Production of Systems 2, 5 and 7
Over the Off-Design Range.

System Maximuml(KW) Design2(KW) Minimum3(KW)

2 4640 3610 3280
5 6030 4370 3700
7 6670 5190 4440

1 - At 20 F ambient temperature, 35 percent wood moisture
content (wet basis) and 2.9 lb/s mass rate of wood (air-fuel
ratio of approximately 13.7)

2 - At 60 F ambient temperature, 50 percent wood moisture
content (wet basis) and 2.23 lb/s mass rate of wood (air-
fuel ratio of approximately 17)

3 - At 100 F ambient temperature, 60 percent wood moisture
content (wet basis) and 2.1 lb/s mass rate of wood (air-fuel
ratio of approximately 16)

can be operated at up to 100 million Btu/hr, the air

emissions will increase, probably to an unacceptable level.

Thus, when considering the implementation of two 75 million

Btu/hr units in systems 5 and 7 or the smaller suspension

burners in system 2, it should be noted that the upper limit

of the heating rate (95 million Btu/hr) is not practical

with these units. Reducing the combustion rate can only

improve equipment operating limitations unless the

combustion rate is decreased enough that the equipment is

substantially oversized. Then, while the system may operate

properly, it would by no means be optimally designed.
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System 5

Depending on the combustor size, system 5 appears to be

designed well for avoiding equipment limitations. At the

design point (air-fuel ratio of 17), no equipment will be

operated outside its limitations when the ambient

temperature and moisture content are varied over their off-

design ranges. However, if the steam desuperheater was

removed, the steam turbine temperature would exceed 900 F.

When a higher combustion rate (lower air-fuel ratio) is

allowed, several components exceed their limitations.

Again, the steam turbine inlet temperature would exceed its

maximum value of 900 F it were not for the desuperheater.

In the absence of the desuperheater, the steam turbine inlet

temperature could be reduced by decreasing the air-fuel

ratio. This allows a higher steam production and a lower

steam temperature exiting the heat exchangers.

It has been recommended by the HRSG manufacturer that

the inlet gas temperature be maintained below 1200 F. The

combination of a high ambient temperature and low moisture

content could cause this limit to be exceeded when the

combustor is fired at a high rate. At an ambient

temperature of 100 F and fuel moisture content of 40 percent

wet basis, the HRSG inlet gas temperature exeeds 1200 F at a

mass rate of wood of 2.8 lb/s (air-fuel ratio of

approximately 13).

A consideration in the combustor is the high

temperature of the preheated air used for combustion.
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Typically this air flows around the outside of the wet-cell

combustor, except for the underfire air, cooling the

combustor. For this system the average air temperature is

730 F. The amount of cooling accomplished by this high

temperature air is unknown but a maximum value of 400 F has

been suggested.

System 2

System 2 has many variables to consider for equipment

limitations. The addition of the dryer causes several

problems. First, the suspension burner requires a wood

moisture content between 12 and 18 percent wet basis. At

wood moisture contents less than 50 percent wet basis and

mass rates of wood less than 2.23 lb/s (air-fuel ratio of

17), the dryer produces wood dried to a lower limit of 9

percent wet basis. The excess gas is bypassed to prevent

lower wood moisture contents and an additional fire danger

from developing. When the fuel moisture content is below 15

percent (wet basis), the dryer and combustor must be

monitored very closely. Usually a spark detection system is

installed for this purpose. As the moisture content of the

wood entering the dryer decreases, it is possible to dry

larger quantities of wood with a lower moisture content. As

more wood is burned, the gas temperature entering the dryer

increases since the amount of combustion air is determined

by the compressor which is operated at constant speed

supplying a constant volume of air. The result is that the
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gas temperature entering the dryer may exceed 580 F

according to the computer simulation. The leakage of

ambient air into the dryer will reduce this value. Never-

the-less, some additional ambient air may be required to

cool the drying gases when burning low moisture content wood

at high firing rates. If the air-fuel ratio is not

decreased below 16, the gas temperature entering the dryer

does not exceed 500 F.

At high wood moisture contents (60 percent wet basis),

the wood moisture content exiting the dryer increases to 22

percent wet basis. The stability of the suspension burner

with this high of a moisture content is uncertain. The

highest operable moisture content cited in the literature is

20 percent wet basis [ENFOR,1983].

The recirculation of the flue gas from the HRSG with

the gases exiting the combustor to limit the heat exchanger

inlet temperature varies over a substantial amount (10,000

to 50,000 cfm). At the higher recirculation rates, the gas

velocity in the steam-gas heat exchanger exceeds 100 ft/s.

Based on the work of previous designers, it has been

recommended that the gas velocity be designed to range

between 50 and 100 ft/s since high gas velocities produce a

larger heat transfer coefficient but a shorter tube life.

If the air-fuel ratio is limited to 17 or more, the heat

exchanger gas velocity is not a problem, ranging between 75

and 90 ft/s.
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At high ambient temperatures and mass rates of wood,

the HRSG inlet gas temperature exceeds the maximum

recommended value of 1200 F. The problem is similar to that

encountered with system 5, except that it occurs at lower

mass rates of wood (2.5 versus 2.8 lb/s) and lower

temperatures (80 versus 100 F). For the same conditions,

the HRSG inlet gas temperature for system 2 is higher than

for system 5. But as with system 5, if the minimum air-fuel

ratio is 17, then excessive gas temperatures are no longer a

concern.

The presence of the desuperheater maintains the steam

turbine inlet temperature at or below 900 F. Otherwise,

steam turbine temperatures could be as high as 930 F.

A final consideration is the combustion temperature.

The combination of high ambient temperature (100 F), low

wood moisture contents (less than 40 percent wet basis) and

high fuel flow rates can cause a combustion temperature in

excess of 2600 F. Typical suspension burners are designed

for a combustion temperature of between 1800 and 2400 F. In

practice, the air flow and wood flow rate must be varied

simultaneously if the proper suspension of the wood

particles is to be maintained. Since the biomass plant has

a fixed flow of air to the combustion unit, the amount of

wood burned can be decreased by bypassing a portion of the

combustion air. But the amount of wood burned can not be

increased above the design point since all of the combustion

air available from the gas turbine is already required to
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suspend the particles. Assuming a design point of an air-

fuel ratio of 17, the maximum combustion temperature is 2200

F, a more reasonable value for this type of combustor.

System 7

The addition of the trimburner causes two problems.

First, the higher gas turbine inlet temperature is reflected

in a higher gas turbine exit temperature. Since this unit

has a wet-cell combustor and the gas turbine exhaust is used

as combustion air, probably an excessively high air

temperature (825 F) occurs for cooling the combustor.

The effect of the elevated combustion air temperature

is propagated downstream. At the inlet to the HRSG, the gas

temperature is increased. As with systems 2 and 5, at low

moisture contents (less than 40 percent wet basis), higher

ambient temperatures (greater than 95 F) and high wood flow

rates (air-fuel ratio less than approximately 15), a high

gas temperature is obtained. Although the gas temperature

in system 7 is higher than system 2 or 5, it is less

sensitive to variations in ambient temperature and fuel flow

rate.

A positive result of the higher combustion air

temperature is the increased steam production. This

maintains the steam turbine temperature below 900 F without

using the desuperheater.
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IMPROVED DESIGN

With respect to the equipment limitations, there are

some general plant or component design changes that may

improve plant performance.

System 5

If the combustion air temperature is found to be

excessively high, using a combustor with a water-cooled

grate may alleviate the problem. A combustor with a water-

cooled grate and a typical wet cell combustor are shown in

Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

Fan sizing is another important area for design

improvement since large volumes of air are circulated

through the system requiring a significant amount of power.

Fan 5 has almost constant volume flow rate and can be a

fixed speed fan without a large change in efficiency.

However, fans 3 and 4 have considerable variation in volume

flow rate, from 52,000 to 80,000 and 0 to 25,000 cfm

respectively. It is desirable to maintain the fans

operating at or near their peak efficiencies. In order to

accomplish this, fan 4 could be a variable speed fan either

with an eddy-current drive or by using a v-belt drive pulley

with variable pulley shives. The former provides almost

infinite adjustment of the fan speed but has a high cost

whereas the latter is initially cheaper to purchase but

requires substantial maintenance. Fan 5, with a smaller

percentage of flow changes than fan 4, could be fitted with
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Figure 5.1. Diagram of wet-cell combustor with water cooled grate.
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radial inlet guide vanes to reduce fan power consumption at

lower flow rates by changing the fan operating

characteristics. The final decision on the type of fans

installed should be based on economics by comparing the

additional cost and/or maintenance of the variable speed

fans with the power saved from conventional fixed speed fans

equipped with dampers.

System 2

The first concern with system 2 should be reducing the

velocity in the steam-gas heat exchanger. The combination

of high temperature and high velocity gas will certainly

reduce the expected tube life. The heat exchanger gas

velocity can be reduced by providing more area for the gas

to flow through. This could be accomplished by changing the

tube spacing or by changing the number of tubes normal and

parallel to the gas flow. Both alternatives will change the

dimensions of the heat exchanger. Reducing the number of

tubes normal to the flow will require more tubes parallel to

the flow and/or a longer tube length for the same amount of

heat exchange.

If higher firing rates (air-fuel ratio less than 17)

are desired, the HRSG gas temperature may be reduced by

increasing the evaporator size, producing more steam and

absorbing more energy from the gas stream in the heat

exchangers or by increasing the air-gas heat exchanger area

so that the gas turbine air stream absorbs more of the
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energy from the combustion gas stream. The steam turbine

inlet temperature may be reduced in the same manner by

increasing the steam production or reducing the steam

superheater surface area.

The moisture content of the fuel entering the combustor

can be controlled by using metered fuel bins. A substantial

amount of dry fuel is stored in a reserve bin. If the fuel

moisture content exiting the dryer increases due to

extremely wet wood or insufficient and/or low temperature

drying gases, the fuel moisture content entering the

combustor can be reduced by mixing some of the drier reserve

fuel with the wetter fuel exiting the dryer to obtain an

appropriate moisture content. By maintaining the wood

moisture content within the desired range, much of the

variation in system components is reduced and the combustion

process may be controlled to a higher degree of accuracy.

In practice, the gas temperature entering the dryer is

probably not a problem. As the gas temperature increases at

high mass rates of wood, it would be desirable to produce

more steam. Since the steam system used in this analysis

was designed for an air-fuel ratio of 17, it may be

considered to be undersized for lower air-fuel ratios. If

the plant is to be fired at lower air-fuel ratios

consistently, the steam system would be redesigned for

higher steam production and the gas temperature entering the

dryer would be reduced.
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The selection of fan types consist of the same

possibilities as with system 5. The air flow in fans 3 and

4 varies to a higher degree than for system 5. Also, there

is an additional fan (fan 1) which has a large variation in

flow rate. These factors should be considered when choosing

fan types.

System 7

The discussion of system 7 is similar to system 5. The

only difference between these two systems is that the

addition of the trimburner allows greater power production

and plant control but increases the combustion air

temperature from 730 F to 825 F. The effect of the high air

temperature on the wet-cell combustor was previously

considered with system 5 and applies to system 7.

In conclusion, the final recommendation regarding

design changes, except for when the equipment is operated in

a mode conducive to failure, should be based on economics.

YEARLY ANALYSIS

As a final part of the off-design analysis, the

operation of systems 2, 5 and 7 were simulated for an

average year. Since the equations obtained in chapter 4

were found to be of sufficient accuracy, they were used to

generate the data for the yearly analysis in lieu of

additional computer runs. Therefore, it was necessary to

specify the three parameters used in the regression
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equations, the mass rate of wood, the ambient temperature

and the wood moisture content, as a function of time.

First, it was decided to keep the air-fuel ratio

constant at the design condition of 17. Thus, the mass rate

of wood was varied as the ambient temperature (mass flow

rate of air) changed, maintaining a constant air-fuel ratio.

The ambient temperature variation (figure 5.3) was

obtained from climatological information describing a

"typical" day of each month for Portland, OR furnished by

the Office of the State Climatologist [Redmond,1984]. The

"typical" day was calculated by taking a thirty year average

(1948 to 1978) temperature for each hour of the year and

then averaging each particular hour of the day over an

entire month to obtain a characteristic month-hour. For

example, the 10:00 a.m. month-hour for January was obtained

by averaging the thirty year averaged 10:00 a.m. temperature

for January 1 to 31.

The variation in fuel moisture content was obtained

from several sources supplied by the School of Forestry at

Oregon State University. Inspection of the data revealed,

what appeared to be, several inconsistencies. As a result,

a "typical" variation in moisture content utilizing the

available data was selected as shown in Figure 5.4.

Using the regression equations presented in chapter 4,

the monthly variation in power produced by generator 1 (gas

turbine), generator 2 (steam turbine) and the auxiliary

power required to operate the plant were calculated and are
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Figure 5.4. Typical yearly variation in fuel moisture content.
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shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. The net power is

obtained by adding the power produced by the generators and

subtracting the auxiliary power consumed.

The average power for system 5 was found to be 4660 KW.

The overall power production is relatively constant from

July to January. The decrease in power is shown to occur in

the steam turbine generator which can be attributed to the

high wood moisture content in February, March and April.

The increase in the steam turbine power in June, July and

August is offset by the decrease in the gas turbine

generator. This occurs because the average ambient

temperature increases, decreasing the mass flow rate of air

through the turbine. Between September and December the

decrease in power in generator 1 caused by increasing the

fuel moisture content is offset by increased power in

generator 2 caused by lower ambient temperatures resulting

in constant power production.

The average power produced with system 2 is 4270 KW.

The presence of the additional fuel processing (fuel drying

required by the suspension burner), results in an almost

constant power production throughout the year. The changes

in power production by the steam turbine generator are

offset by the gas turbine generator. In fact, the two

curves are almost identical mirror images. The decrease in

average system power from system 5 is caused by the

increased auxiliary power requirements.
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The average power (5470 KW) for system 7 is greater

than for systems 2 or 5 because of the higher air

temperature entering the gas turbine. The system power

output is more constant than with system 5 because the

trimburner maintains a constant gas turbine inlet

temperature. Thus, the only variation in the gas turbine

power is caused by changes in the ambient temperature (the

change in air density changes the mass flow rate through the

turbine). The overall system power is maintained constant

because the change in power due to changes in the fuel

moisture content are counterbalanced by changes in the

ambient temperature. The steam turbine power production is

the same as with system 5 except that the curve is shifted

upward by 215 KW due to the additional heat available for

steam production caused by the trimburner increasing the

preheating of the combustion air from 730 F to 825 F. The

system power production is less flat than system 2 because a

high turbine temperature (1612 F) is maintained even with

high wood moisture contents and low ambient temperature.

Thus, the increase in gas turbine power in November through

January caused by denser ambient air accounts for deviations

in the system power output.

A characteristic that distinguishes system 7 from

systems 2 or 5 is the distribution of the power production.

With systems 2 or 5, the steam system produces the majority

of the power. But for system 7, the largest portion of the

power is produced by the gas turbine when the ambient
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temperature is low and the fuel moisture content is high.

On the other hand, when the ambient temperature increases

and the fuel moisture content decreases, the steam turbine

produces the majority of the power. The power produced by

generator 1 and generator 2 are almost equal in May and

November.

The thermal efficiencies for systems 2, 5 and 7 based

on lower heating value 3 (higher heating value of wood minus

heat of vaporization of water formed from hydrogen during

combustion minus the heat of vaporization of water contained

in the wood, per pound of dry wood) are shown in Figure 5.8.

The curve representing the efficiency of system 5 is found

to closely parallel the curve representing the net power

produced by system 5.

Although there is little monthly variation in the power

output of system 2 (because of additional fuel processing

resulting in approximately constant wood moisture content

entering the combustor), a yearly cyclical variation in

system efficiency is observed. This can be directly

attributed to the cyclical change in fuel moisture content

(Figure 5.4). Due to the definition of lower heating value

3 (LHV3), the overall system efficiency will increase when

the fuel moisture content increases if the power output

remains constant.

The largest change in efficiency (LHV3) occurs with

system 7. Although the change in system efficiency

resembles the change in the power output of generator 1
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Figure 5.8. Thermal efficiency of systems 2, 5 and 7 based on
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(Figure 5.7), it can not be completely explained by

variations in only one parameter. A portion of the decrease

in efficiency results from the lower wood moisture content

during the summer months with little increase in power

output. However, the main reason for a declining efficiency

in the summer is the distribution of power produced by the

two generators. The steam portion of the system has a lower

efficiency than the gas turbine section. Thus, if a larger

percentage of the system power is produced by the gas

turbine, the overall efficiency of the process increases.

Conversely, if the steam turbine generator produces the

majority of the power, the system efficiency decreases.

The thermal efficiencies for systems 2, 5 and 7 based

on lower heating value 1 (higher heating value of wood minus

the heat of vaporization of water formed from hydrogen in

the wood during combustion, per pound of dry wood) are shown

in Figure 5.9. The influence of the moisture content on the

efficiency of each system is quite apparent. With

increasing wood moisture content, the efficiency based on

LHV3 (Figure 5.8) increases whereas the efficiency based on

LHV1 decreases. This illustrates the importance of

considering the definition of "efficiency" when comparing

results from different sources.

While it was shown in Figure 5.8 that variations in the

average monthly ambient temperature caused an increase in

the maximum efficiency and a decrease in the minimum

efficiency based on LHV3, the inverse occurs for the
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efficiency based on LHV1. This can be attributed to the

difference in definition of LHV1 and LHV3 and the nature of

ambient temperature and wood moisture content variation; low

ambient temperatures are coincident with high wood moisture

contents (Figures 5.3 and 5.4) and high ambient temperatures

occur during periods of low wood moisture content. Thus,

changes in ambient temperature increase the variation in

efficiency based on LHV3 and decrease the variation in

efficiency based on LHV1.

CONCLUSIONS

A computer model incorporating basic control actions

was developed to simulate the performance of three

alternative designs of a biomass power plant operating in an

off-design mode. Computer simulations over a wide range of

operating conditions were performed for each system.

Mathematical equations describing the performance of each

component were obtained using multiple linear regression.

Additional computer simulations were performed to determine

the exactness of the regression equations. The results were

found to be quite accurate with the difference between

actual computer simulation and predicted (from regression

analysis) values less than 2 percent for most components.

Each piece of equipment was analyzed for operation

outside the manufacturer's recommended range. The two most

significant equipment limitations were found to be the

velocity of the gas in the air-gas heat exchanger in system
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2 and the temperature of the combustion air entering the

combustor in systems 5 and 7. The high gas velocity will

reduce the expected life of the heat exchanger and the

combustion air temperature ranges between 700 and 825 F

exceeding the manufacturer's recommended value of 400 F.

With the air-fuel ratio specified at 17, no additional

operating limitations were exceeded.

Recommendations for possible design improvements are

discussed. Two such improvements are utilizing variable

speed fans to reduce auxiliary power requirements thereby

improving system efficiency and selecting a combustor with a

water-cooled grate to reduce the effect of the high

temperature combustion air. Since variable speed fans are

expensive, the fan selection should be based on economics

and requires further study.

As a final part of the off-design analysis, the power

plant was simulated for a "typical" year by varying the

ambient temperature and fuel moisture content appropriately.

The average power produced by systems 2, 5 and 7 was found

to be 4270, 4660 and 5470 KW with corresponding system

efficiencies based on lower heating value 3 of 26.9, 27.3

and 29.1 percent respectively.
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Appendix A

Coefficients of Regression Model

Table A.1. Regression Coefficients for System 2.

Variable = A + B*(Ta01, F) + C*(Wb51, percent wet basis) +
D*(MRbdwd, lb/s)

VARIABLE A
IMMO =MI MN,

B
=1, MEP

C
=1. MEN

D

CFMfn3 39809.2900 -135.1603 48.9014 9706.3340
CFMfn4 -59792.8000 47.6006 -265.1512 39792.9600
CFMfn5 -22959.0400 -90.4179 -230.3884 51925.6300
EFFHg 29.1567 -0.0075 -0.0224 -2.0943
EFFHn 27.8757 -0.0062 -0.0219 -0.2668
EFFL1g 31.2767 -0.0081 -0.0240 -2.2467
EFFL3g 32.0078 -0.0095 0.0189 -2.4488
MRc112 10.3637 -0.0363 -0.2118 25.6746
MRoil (does not apply)
MRs36 -0.8707 0.0351 -0.0534 3.9435
MRs43a -0.2593 -0.0006 0.0022 0.1677
MRs43b 12.7302 0.0638 -0.0859 7.5328
Pc14 18.7701 0.0047 0.0534 -6.7250
Ps38 647.4463 -0.0557 0.0913 -6.2936
Ps402 -0.2273 0.0179 -0.0110 0.4368
Ta04 571.6210 0.5453 -0.4300 56.9285
Ta031 1237.6310 0.6740 -0.6612 88.9810
Tc15 738.8171 1.2907 -1.2866 158.8586
Tc21 215.8296 -0.5638 -0.4009 133.6806
Tc111 1025.1340 2.4367 -6.6980 552.6348
Ts39 968.4609 -0.7317 1.0846 -39.4837
Tsuper 248.3546 -0.2525 0.4635 -23.8052
Vhxlg 13.0596 -0.0394 -0.2785 36.3714
Vhx2g 1.5553 -0.0082 -0.2777 35.6532
WRaux -282.6165 -0.4406 -0.9159 382.6043
WRgnl 1841.3390 -10.1118 1.2172 344.7272
WRgn2 22.6908 7.8338 -12.4131 1229.3260
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Table A.2. Regression Coefficients for System 5.

Variable = A + B*(Ta01, F) + C*(Wb51, percent wet basis) +
D*(MRbdwd, lb/s)

VARIABLE A
IMO NM

B
IMP MO IND

C
MD =ID IM1

D
, .

CFMfn3 26651.8900 1.8777 -524.4559 25292.4700
CFMfn4 -13734.8700 94.5758 -650.4052 19759.9600
CFMfn5 40477.6100 -94.0462 150.2516 4818.5200
EFFHg 32.0193 -0.0208 -0.1227 -1.1910
EFFHn 31.4429 -0.0220 -0.1133 -1.4806
EFFL1g 34.3414 -0.0223 -0.1370 -1.2757
EFFL3g 32.2958 -0.0262 -0.0145 -1.4001
MRc112 28.6612 -0.0062 -0.4323 17.4850
MRoil (does not apply)
MRs36 -0.9906 0.0249 -0.0868 4.7329
MRs43a 0.0415 -0.0002 -0.0016 0.1032
MRs43b 13.4974 0.0462 -0.1614 8.8188
Pc14 13.0441 -0.0019 0.0553 -2.4620
Ps38 651.7780 -0.0191 0.0845 -8.7639
Ps402 -0.2400 0.0163 -0.0139 0.5168
Ta04 599.0627 0.6282 -0.8150 53.3491
Ta031 1277.2130 0.8098 -1.2539 83.2990
Tc15 740.8332 1.6549 -3.0961 149.8254
Tc21 303.2542 -0.0146 -0.6262 30.5807
Tclll 1434.6770 2.4967 -15.1599 420.7717
Ts39 1014.6250 -0.3149 1.2850 -73.4137
Tsuper 240.9592 0.1152 0.7030 -34.2750
Vhxlg 34.2979 0.0015 -0.5159 25.1889
Vhx2g 17.9168 0.0249 -0.3885 19.1803
WRaux -22.1401 0.3020 -3.5307 132.9031
WRgnl 2196.2280 -9.8236 -4.5828 307.1832
WRgn2 153.1499 5.3045 -24.9737 1433.8630
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Table A.3. Regression Coefficients for System 7.

Variable = A + B*(Ta01, F) + C*(Wb51, percent wet basis) +
D*(MRbdwd, lb/s)

VARIABLE A B
MIND AM

C
,

D

CFMfn3 33916.2800 -20.4369 -480.3218 23372.7100
CFMfn4 -6394.5950 70.1397 -625.8053 18097.4800
CFMfn5 40979.6600 -96.9470 156.3899 4722.6530
EFFHg 36.6755 -0.0326 -0.1080 -2.5920
EFFHn 36.0115 -0.0333 -0.0943 -2.8561
EFFL1g 39.2974 -0.0349 -0.1159 -2.7688
EFFL3g 37.1383 -0.0388 0.0050 -2.8443
MRc112 34.8787 -0.0259 -0.4094 15.9813
MRoil 0.1831 -0.0004 0.0007 -0.0432
MRs36 0.3953 0.0212 -0.0817 4.4127
MRs43a 0.0858 -0.0004 -0.0017 0.0977
MRs43b 16.0649 0.0388 -0.1513 8.2285
Pc14 12.3543 0.0007 0.0540 -2.3545
Ps38 646.0812 -0.0378 0.1443 -7.4076
Ps402 -0.1573 0.0165 -0.0138 0.4995
Ta04 820.1913 0.1048 0.0062 -1.1308
Ta031 1320.5770 0.7059 -1.1971 71.7160
Tc15 769.7958 1.5330 -2.2058 133.1808
Tc21 308.7236 -0.0441 -0.5617 29.5739
Tclll 1612.0490 2.0969 -14.7722 376.5779
Ts39 1006.4310 -0.2766 1.2458 -73.6033
Tsuper 231.3399 0.1248 0.6281 -30.9605
Vhxlg 42.7117 -0.0248 -0.4859 23.2071
Vhx2g 24.1197 0.0053 -0.3657 17.7414
WRaux 17.8587 0.1317 -3.4717 127.1759
WRgnl 3656.9630 -13.9071 0.1734 -19.9972
WRgn2 657.3928 3.9578 -23.3472 1306.1460
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APPENDIX B

An Example Problem Using Program REGRES
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Appendix B

An Example Problem Using Program REGRES

A beverage company wants to know how long it takes its

workers to service its vending machines so that routes of

approximately equal duration can be constructed for each

worker [Montgomery, 1982, example 4.1]. The service

activity includes stocking the machine with beverage

products and minor maintenance.

An industrial engineer responsible for studying the

route times has suggested that the two most important

variables affecting delivery time are the number of cases to

be stocked and the distance the route driver must walk (The

study does not account for the time the driver spends

driving to his destination). The engineer has collected the

data shown in Table B.1.

The following is a list of the steps for using REGRES:

1) The data is arranged into the form as shown in Table B.2.
The inputs are read in free format.

2) After the data file has been created, the disk containing
the program is inserted into the disk drive.

3) The program title "REGRES" is typed and entered from the
keyboard commencing program execution. The program must be
in the default drive or the prefix for the appropriate disk
drive should be used before typing "REGRES".

4) Next, the program will prompt the user for the input
file. The user should type the name and address (disk
drive) of the input file and enter it.
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5) The program will` then prompt the user for an output
device. Entering a name will create a disk file by that
name on the default disk drive. Entering "con" will write
the output to the console whereas entering "prn" will write
the output to the printing device.

Table B.1. Beverage Distributor Delivery Time.

Observation Delivery time
(minutes)

Number of cases Distance
(ft)

1 16.68 7 560
2 11.50 3 220
3 12.03 3 340
4 14.88 4 80
5 13.75 6 150
6 18.11 7 330
7 8.00 2 110
8 17.83 7 210
9 79.24 30 1460

10 21.50 5 605
11 40.33 16 688
12 21.00 10 215
13 13.50 4 255
14 19.75 6 462
15 24.00 9 448
16 29.00 10 776
17 15.35 6 200
18 19.00 7 132
19 9.50 3 36
20 35.10 17 770
21 17.90 10 140
22 52.32 26 810
23 18.75 9 450
24 19.83 8 635
25 10.75 4 150

The results are shown in Table B.3.
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Table B.2. Example of Input Format for Program REGRES.
(parentheses contain description of input)

(no. of observations) (number of columns of data) (tol.)
25 4 .1d-19

(first title) (second title) (third title) (fourth title)
I I

, 'cases ' , 'feet ' 'min. '

(weighting) (number of cases) (distance walked) (time)
1 7 560 16.68
1 3 220 11.50
1 3 340 12.03
1 4 80 14.88
1 6 150 13.75
1 7 330 18.11
1 2 110 8.00
1 7 210 17.83
1 30 1460 79.24
1 5 605 21.50
1 16 688 40.33
1 10 215 21.00
1 4 255 13.50
1 6 462 19.75
1 9 448 24.00
1 10 776 29.00
1 6 200 15.35
1 7 132 19.00
1 3 36 9.50
1 17 770 35.10
1 10 140 17.90
1 26 810 52.32
1 9 450 18.75
1 8 635 19.83
1 4 150 10.75
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Table B.3. Results of an example problem.

min.

No.

= 2.3412

Actual Value

+ 1.6159 cases + .0144 feet

Predicted Value Error Percent Error
1 16.68 21.708 -5.028 30.144
2 11.50 10.354 1.146 -9.969
3 12.03 12.080 -0.050 0.414
4 14.88 9.956 4.924 -33.094
5 13.75 14.194 -0.444 3.232
6 18.11 18.400 -0.290 1.599
7 8.00 7.155 0.845 -10.558
8 17.83 16.673 1.157 -6.487
9 79.24 71.820 7.420 -9.364

10 21.50 19.124 2.376 -11.053
11 40.33 38.092 2.238 -5.548
12 21.00 21.593 -0.593 2.824
13 13.50 12.473 1.027 -7.608
14 19.75 18.682 1.068 -5.405
15 24.00 23.329 0.671 -2.797
16 29.00 29.663 -0.663 2.286
17 15.35 14.914 0.436 -2.843
18 19.00 15.551 3.449 -18.151
19 9.50 7.707 1.793 -18.876
20 35.10 40.888 -5.788 16.490
21 17.90 20.514 -2.614 14.605
22 52.32 56.007 -3.687 7.046
23 18.75 23.358 -4.608 24.574
24 19.83 24.403 -4.573 23.060
25 10.75 10.963 -0.963 1.978

Average error 2.284

Variance 10.624
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APPENDIX C

Description of Regression Analysis

Multiple Linear Regression

Properties of Least Squares Estimator

Transformations

Optimization of Regression Models
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Appendix C

Description of Regression Analysis

The general form for linear simple linear regression

with a single regressor is

= 30 81X

where the intercept Bo and the slope Bi are unknown and 0 is

an assumed random error component. Usual assumptions for

this type of model are that the distribution of 0 has a mean

of zero and is uncorrelated. The parameter y is the observed

or predicted value assumed to be dependent on x.

A common method used to calculate Bo and Bl is the

method of least squares. A set of paired data is required.

Thus for each data point

Yi = 80 4- 81Xi 4- 01 i = 1,2 ... n

As the name implies, the method uses the square of the error

to determine the "best" values of Bo and Bi. Rearranging the

equation and using summation notation

Zo2 = Z(yi - Bo - s1xi)2

Minimizing the sum of the error squared with respect to Bo

and B1,

a(E02)/aBo ] B0,131

and

= -2Z(yi - Bo - BiXi) = 0

b(E02)/01
7 80,81 = -22(yi - Bo - Bixi)xi = 0

Simplifying these equations yields

nBo + Bli = nri
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sozxi sixxi2 = 21rixi
The solutions for Bo and Bi are

BO Yi B1X'

Bi = aYiXi (rYi)(2ki)/n)/(Exi2 (EXi)2/n)

where

y' = 1/n Iyi

X' = 1/n Dci

Two useful terms used in statistics are the corrected sum of

squares,Sxx,

Sxx E Z Xi2 (ui)2/n - 3(,)2

and the corrected sum of products, Sxy,

Sxy = zyiXi (Eyi) (EXi)/n = Eyi(Xi X')

A more compact form for Bi is

B1 = Sxy/Sxx

The difference between the observed value of yi and the

corresponding predicted value of yi is called the residual.

ei Yi Yi = Yi (BO BlXi) i = 1,2,...,n

Residuals are useful in determining the accuracy of the

regression model.

MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION

The general form used in multiple linear regression for

k regressors is

y = BO B1X1 B2X2 BkXk

The parameters Bi, j = 0,1,2,...,k are called the regression

coefficients and represent the change in y with respect to X

when all other remaining regressors are held constant.
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Thus, they are sometimes referred to as partial regression

coefficients.

As with simple linear regression, the method of least

squares is used in determining optimum coefficients for

multiple linear regression. Again, it is assumed that the

error terms, 0j, are uncorrelated. Rewriting the equation

in summation notation yields

zoi2 S 2(yi 2BjXii)2

To obtain the "optimum" value for the regression

coefficients, the error, S, must be minimized. The partial

derivatives are

(aS/aBo) for Bo...Bk = -2(Iyi - Bo - ZBjXij) = 0

and

(aS/aBj) for Bo...Bk = -2(Eyi - Bj - lt1BjXij) = 0

j= 1,2,...,k

It can be seen that this method becomes tedious when used in

this manner. A more compact form is to use matrices.

The general form for multiple linear regression in matrix

form is

Y = XB + 0

where

Y =

X =

Y2

yn

1 X11 X12 Xlk
1 X21 X22 ... X2k

...
1 Xni Xn2 Xnk
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B = Bo 0 = 01
81 02

8n On

Again, the minimum of the sum of the square error must be

found. Performing the operation in vector notation where

the symbol ' denotes transpose

ZOi2 = S(B) = 0'0 = (Y - XB)'(Y - X8)

S(B) = Y'Y - B'X'Y - Y'XB + B'X'XB

= Y'Y - 2B'X'Y + B'X'XB

since B'X'Y is a (1*1) matrix, or a scalar, and its

transpose (B'X'Y) = (Y'XB) is the same scalar. The least

squares estimates are determined from

(aS/aB)B = -2X'Y + 2X' X8 = 0

which simplifies to

X'XI5 = X'Y

The equation can be solved for B

B = (X'/X)-1X'Y

provided that (X/X)-1 exists. The (X'X)-1 matrix will

always exist if the regressors are linearly independent.

From the theory of linear algebra, that means no column of X

can be a linear combination of another. The regression

model has the form

y = BO +Mi3jXj

or

y = XB = X(X'X)-1Y

The residuals are

e = y - X8
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PROPERTIES OF LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATOR

One property that is useful in the determination of the

accuracy of a regression model is the variance0. An

estimate can be determined from

SSE = T(yi - yi') 2

=Zei2

= e'e

substituting e = y - XS',

SSE = (y - XB')'(y - XB)

= y'y - 2B'X'y + B'X'XB

Simplifying, since X'XB' = X'y

SSE = y'y - B'X'y

The residual sum has n-p degrees of freedom since there are

p parameters estimated in the model. The residual mean

square error is

MSE = SSE/(n-p)

Since the expected value of MSE is 62, an unbiased estimator

of G2 is

d2 MSE

The variance can be used in conjunction with typical

statistical methods to determine confidence intervals as

well as test the contribution of each regression coefficient

to the model.

TRANSFORMATIONS

Although the regression model defines a straight line,

the regressors do not have to be linear. In fact, there are



occasions when the model fits the data better when the

regressors are nonlinear. The general form for multiple

linear regression is

yi = BO 213j Xj °i i = 1,2,...,n

84

The regressor Xj is a linear term. However, it may be

replaced by one of many transformations such as

Xj' = (Xj))4 )6.4 = 1,2,...,n

Xi' = 1/Xj

Xi' = In (Xj)

X.' = exp (X3 .)

The transformation determines a new regression coefficient

that is linear based on Xj'. Scatter diagrams, analysis of

residuals and experience help determine which transformation

is "best".

OPTIMIZATION OF REGRESSION MODELS

There are many methods for choosing which regressors to

include in a model. The coefficient of multiple

determination, the residual mean square, Mallow's Cp

statistic and the generation of all possible solutions based

on forward, backward and stepwise regression. The more

complex models are hard to analyze. Computer code to

generate all possible solutions based on an iterative search

have been written. Depending on the method of search a

different optimum model may be selected. Thus, it is

important to eliminate extraneous regressors from the model

selection process whenever possible. Sometimes this may be

easy, based on experience and the type of model, or it may
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be impossible to determine beforehand which regressors

contribute significantly. The proof of a regression model

is how well it "predicts" behavior from new data.
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APPENDIX D

Listing of Program REGRES
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$title:'REGRES --- multiple linear regression'
$storage:2

program REGRES
***********************************************************************

This program calculates regression coefficients and the
corresponding residuals and variance for multivariate linear
regression. Data is read from unit 4 in free format. Output is
unit 5, free format. The data is read into the X array. The
predicted values ,Y, are included in the last column of the X
array.

* *
By:Robert Brawn Date:8-20-84 Revised:8-29-84

* *
Variables:

* *
X = matrix of data (includes "V values)
Xtran = transpose of X

= column matrix of dependant values
Xprod = product of X and Xtran
XX = dummy storage space for matrix operations

* W = column matrix used in SIMUL for simultaneous
solution of linear equations

. BETA = column matrix of regression coefficients
TITLE = column matrix of titles for data input/output
ERROR = column matrix of residuals
Etran = transpose of ERROR
SSE = sum of square error
MSE = mean square error
DETER = value of determinant of X
SUM = dummy variable for the sum of the residuals
SUMerr = total sum of residuals, absolute value
Avgerr = average magnitude of the residuals

* *
Subroutines:

* *
MATMLT = matrix multiplication
MATRAN = matrix transpose
SIMUL = matrix inverter and linear equation solver

***********************************************************************

implicit real (a-h,o-z)
real MSE
dimension X(40,40),Xtran(40,40),Y(40),Xprod(40,40),XX(40,40),

W(40),BETA(40),TITLE(40),ERROR(40),Etran(1,40)
character TITLE*6

c.... read data and titles

write( *, *)'Enter input file name
open(4,file = ")
read(4,*) II,JJ,EPS
read(4,*) (TITLE(K),K = 1,JJ)
do 1 K = 1,II
read(4,*) (x(K,L), L = 1,JJ)
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Y(K) = X(K,JJ)
1 continue

close(4)

c... change coefficients for X array (subtract Y terms)

I = II
J = JJ - 1

c... do calculations

5

4

c...

call MATRAN(X,Xtran,I,J)
call MATMLT(Xtran,X,XPROD,J,I,J)
call SIMUL(J,XPROD,W,EPS,-1,DETER)
if (DETER .eq. 0.) then

write (1,300) 'Value of DETER = 0 ---- find new solution'
else

call MATMLT(XPROD,Xtran,XX,J,J,I)
call MATMLT(XX,Y,BETA,J,I,1)

begin output

write( *, *)'Enter output file name '

open(S,file = ")

write equation and titles for ouptut

write(5,700) TITLE(JJ),' = ',BETA(1),(' + 1,BETA(K),TITLE(K),
K = 2,J)

write(5,400) 'No.','Actual Value ','Predicted Value',
'Error ','Percent Error '

write(5,600) '---','
f 1

sumerr = 0.

calculate residuals and write results

do 4 K = 1,1
SUM = BETA(1)
do 5 L = 2,J
sum = sum + BETA(L)*X(K,L)
continue
ERROR(K) = Y(K) sum

write(5,200) K,Y(K),sum,ERROR(K),100*(sum Y(K))/Y(K)
sumerr = sumerr + abs(ERROR(K))
continue
Avgerr = sumerr/I

calculate variance

SSE = 0
do 20 n = 1,I

SSE = ERROR(n)*ERROR(n) + SSE
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20 continue
MSE = SSE/(I J)

write(5,100) 'Average error ',Avgerr
write(5,100) 'Variance ',MSE
close(S)

endif
100 format (lx /,28x,a,2x,f10.3)
200 format (5x,I2,4x,4(f10.3,7x))
300 format (5x,a)
400 format (lx,2(/),Sx,a,4x,2(a,2x),4x,a,4x,a)
600 format (Sx,a,4x,2(a,2x),4x,a,4x,a)
700 format (Sx,a,a,f11.4,2(a,f11.4,1x,a),/,20x,3(a,f11.4,1x,a))

end
***********************************************************************

This subroutine multiplies C(1,m) times B(m,n)
***********************************************************************

subroutine MATMLT(C,B,PROD,1,m,n)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
dimension C(40,40),B(40,40),PROD(40,40)
do 1 I = 1,L
do 1 J = 1,N

1 PROD(I,J) = 0.
do 2 I = 1,1

do 2 J = I,n
do 2 k = 1,m
PROD(I,J) = C(I,K)*B(K,J) + PROD(I,J)

2 continue
return
end

***********************************************************************

This subroutine calculates the transpose of C(L,M)
***********************************************************************

subroutine MATRAN(C,Ctran,L,M)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
dimension C(40,40),Ctran(40,40)
do 1 I = 1,L
do 1 J = 1,M

1 Ctran(J,I) = C(I,J)
return
end

subroutine SIMUL(N,A,X,EPS,INDIC,DETER)
************************************************************************

When INDIC is negative, SIMUL computes the inverse of the N by
N matrix A in place. When INDIC is zero, SIMUL computes the N
solutions X(1)...X(N) corresponding to the set of linear
equations with augmented matrix of coefficients in the N by N+1 *

array A and in addition computes the inverse of the coefficient *

matrix in place as above. If INDIC is positive, the set of lin- *

ear equations is solved but the inverse is not computed in place.*
The Gauss-Jordan complete elimination method is employed with
maximum pivot strategy. Row and column subscripts of successive *

pivot elements are saved in order in the IROW and JCOL arrays
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* respectively. K is the pivot counter, PIVOT the algebraic value *

* of the pivot element, MAX the number of columns in A and DETER *

* the determinant of the coefficient matrix. The solutions are *

* computed in the (N+1)th column of A and then unscrambled and put *
* in proper order in X(1)...X(N) using the pivot subscript *

* information available in the IROW and JCOL arrays. The sign of *

* the determinant is adjusted, if necessary, by determining if an *

* odd or even number of pairwise interchanges is required to put *

* the elements of the JORD array in ascending sequence where JORD( *

* IROW(I)) = JCOL(I). If the inverse is required, it is unscramb- *

* led in place using Y(1)...Y(N) as temporary storage. The value *

* of the determinant is returned as the value of the function. *

* Should the potential pivot of the largest magnitude be smaller *

* in magnitude than EPS, the matrix is considered to be singular *

* and a true zero is returned as the value of the function. *

* *

* ref. Carnahan, Applied Numerical Analysis *

* *

* Variables: *

* *

* A = augmented matrix of coefficients *

* DETER = determinant of original coefficient matrix *

* EPS = minimum allowable magnitude for a pivot element *

* I,J = row and column subscripts *

* INDIC = computational switch *

* MAX = number of columns in A (N or N+1) *

* N = number of rows in A *

* X = vector of solutions *

* AIJCK = Aick *

* INTCH = number of pairwise interchanges *

* IROW = vector of pivot element row subscipts *

* JCOL = vector of pivot element column subscripts *

* JORD = J vector *

* JTEMP = temporary variable used in ordering the J vector *

* K = cycle counter and pivot element subcript *

* PIVOT = pivot element *

* Y = vector used in unscrambling the inverse matrix *

* IPI,KM1,NM1 = I + 1, K I, N I *

************************************************************************

c

implicit real (A-H2O-Z)
dimension IROW(40),JCOL(40),JORD(40),Y(40),A(40,40),X(40)

MAX = N
if (INDIC .ge. 0) MAX = N + 1

c... is N larger than 40

if (N .le. 40 ) goto 5
write(1,200)'Array greater than SO'
DETER = 0.
return

c... begin elemination procedure
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5 DETER = 1.
do 18 K = 1,N
KM1 = K 1

c... search for the pivot element

PIVOT = 0.
do 11 I = 1,N
do 11 J = 1,N

c

c... scan IROW and JCOL for invalid pivot subscripts

if (K .eq. 1) goto 9
do 8 ISCAN = 1,KM1
do 8 JSCAN = 1,KM1
if (I .eq. IROW(ISCAN)) goto 11
if (J .eq. JCOL(JSCAN)) goto 11

8 continue
9 if (ABS(A(I,J)) .le. ABS(PIVOT)) goto 11

PIVOT = A(I,J)
IROW(K) = I

JCOL(K) = J
11 continue

c... insure that selected pivot is larger than EPS
c

if (ABS(PIVOT) .gt. EPS) goto 13
DETER = 0.
return

c... update the determinant value

13 IROWK = IROW(k)
JCOLK = JCOL(K)
DETER = DETER*PIVOT

c... normalize pivot row elements

do 14 J = 1,MAX
14 A(IROWK,J) = A(IROWK,J)/PIVOT

c... carry out elemination and develop inverse
c

A(IROWK,JCOLK) = 1./PIVOT
do 18 I = 1,N
AIJCK = A(I,JCOLK)
if (I .eq. IROWK) goto 18
A(I,JCOLK) = -AIJCK/PIVOT
do 17 J = 1,MAX

17 if (J .ne. JCOLK) A(I,J) = A(I,J) AIJCK*A(IROWK,J)
18 continue



c... order solution values (if any) and create JORD

do 20 I = 1,N
IROWI = IROW(I)
JCOLI = JCOL(I)
JORD(IROWI) = JCOLI

20 if (INDIC .ge. 0 ) X(JCOLI) = A(IROWI,MAX)

c... adjust sign of determinant

INTCH = 0
NMI = N 1

do 22 I = 1,NM1
IP1 = I + 1

do 22 J = IP1,N
if (JORD(J) .ge. JORD(I)) goto 22
JTEMP = JORD(J)
JORD(J) = JORD(I)
JORD(I) = JTEMP
INTCH = INTCH + 1

22 continue
if (INTCH/2*2 .ne. INTCH) DETER = D TER

c... if INDIC is positive return with results
c

if (INDIC .1e. 0) goto 26
return

c... if INDIC is negative or zero, unscram
c first by rows

26 do 28 J = 1,N
do 27 I = 1,N
IROWI = IROW(I)
JCOLI = JCOL(I)

27 Y(JCOLI) = A(IROWI,J)
do 28 I = 1,N

28 A(I,J) = Y(I)
c

c... then by columns

do 30 I = 1,N
do 29 J = 1,N
IROWJ = IROW(J)
JCOLJ = JCOL(J)

29 Y(IROWJ) = A(I,JCOLJ)
do 30 J = 1,N

30 A(I,J) = Y(J)

c... return for INDIC negative or zero

return

le the inverse

92
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c... format for output statement
c

200 format(10x,a>
c

end
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APPENDIX E

Computer Simulation Listing

Prosim

Eqns

Gasprop

H2Oprop

Hxroots

Airhx

Stmhx

Econ

Evap

Super

Dsuper

Throtl

Stb

Dearatr

Cooltwr

Steams

Dryer

Burner

Trimburn

Turbcomp

Various
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Stitle: 'PROSIM -- process simulation program'
$storage:2

program PROSIM
************************************************************************
* PROSIM -- process simulation for non-linear, algebraic models.
* written by S. Fox 83.10.31
************************************************************************

* IDENTIFIERS:
* c -- the array of constants
* cname the name of each constant
* cunits -- engineering units of each constant
* deltav the change in v from one iteration to another
* debug -- if .TRUE., certain extra write statements are executed
* italld -- maximum allowable iterations
* iter iteration number
* maxits -- if .TRUE., maximum iterations were attempted
* numc number of constants
* numr -- number of intermediate calculations
* numv -- number of variables
* r -- the array of intermediate calculations
* rold previous values of the r array
* rname -- the name of each intermediate calculation
* runits -- engineering units of each intermediate calculation
* solutn -- if .TRUE., solution has been found
* tolrnc -- maximum tolerance of the deltav's permitted
* v -- the array of variables
* vmax -- maximum allowable value of each variable
* vmin -- minimum allowable value of each variable
* vname -- the name of each variable
* vold -- previous values of the v array
* vratio ratio of deltav to v
.* vunits engineering units of each variable
* wayoff -- if .TRUE., one or more variables went out-of-bounds
* worst -- worst of the vratios
************************************************************************

DIMENSION c(150), Cold(150), cunits(150), cname(150)
DIMENSION v(25>,vold(25),vmin(25),vmax(25),vunits(25),vname(25)
DIMENSION r(165), rold(165), runits(165), rname(165)
CHARACTER cname*6,rname*6,vname*6,cunits*15,runits*15,vunits*15
CHARACTER big *l,page *l,title *35

LOGICAL solutn,wayoff,maxits,debug
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO
common /array/ c,v,r
common /num/ Cold,vold,vmin,vmax,rold
common /name/ cunits,cname,vunits,vname,runits,rname

C prompt user for debug flag
write(*,100) 'Debug on/off? (T = extra output) Enter T or F:'
read(*,110) debug

C obtain constants, initial guesses, and int calc names
write(*,*) 'INPUT files:'
write(*,*) ' Unit 4--constants.'
write(*,*) ' Unit 5 -- variables.'

write(*,*) 'OUTPUT files (with typical output file name):'
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write(*,*) ' Unit 1--warning file (CON).'
write(*,*) ' Unit 6--constants, variables, intermediate calcs

'listing (PRN).'

write(*,*) ' Unit 8--component subroutines output (PRN).'

call 6ETC(c,Coldgcnameccunits,numc,debug)
call GETV( v, vmin ,vmax,vname,vunits,numv,debug)

call GETR(rname,runits,numr)
if(numc+numv .eq. 0) stop 'No input data, check input files ...'

C open output files
open(1,file=",status='new')
open(6,file=",status='new')
open(8,file=",status='new')

C prompt user and initialize
write(*,100) 'Enter title for output (max 35 characters):
read(*,200) title
write(*,100) 'Enter tolerance (e.g. 0.01):'
read(*,210) tolrnc

if (tolrnc .eq. 0.0) tolrnc =-0.01
write(*,100) 'Enter max iterations allowed (e.g. 20):'
read(*,220) italld
if (italld .eq. 0) italld = 20
iter = -1
maxits = .FALSE.
wayoff = .FALSE.

c.......... repeat __________ _______________________________

10 continue
C initialize for this iteration

iter = iter + 1

solutn = .TRUE.
do 15 i = 1, numv

15 vold(i) = v(i)
do 16 i = 1, numr

16 rold(i) = r(i)

C perform the equations to get new v's
call EQNS(c,v,r,title,debug)
write(*,1010) 'Iteration ',iter

C check for convergence
call CHKCON(vold,v,vname,numv,tolrnc,solutn,worst)
call CHKCON(rold,r,rname,numr,tolrnc,solutn,worst)
if( .not. solutn) then

C check for max iterations
if( iter .eq. italld) then
maxits = .TRUE.
DEBUG = .true.

endif

C check for variables out-of-bounds
do 40 i = 1, numv

if( (v(i) .1t. vmin(i)) .or. (v(i) .gt. vmax(i)) ) then

write(*,1015) vname(i),' out of allowable bounds'
wayoff = .TRUE.
debug = .TRUE.

endif
40 continue
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endif
if(wayoff) pause

C write out current values of each variable
if(debug) then
call deltac(Cold,c,cname,cunits,numc,0)
call RESULT(' Variables ',v,vname,vunits,numv,0)

call RESULT(' Int.Calcs ',r,rname,runits,numr,0)

endif

C== == until solution or max-iterations or way-off ============
if ( (.not. solutn) .and. (.not. maxits) .and. (.not. wayoff) )

> goto 10
C printer control chars: double wide & new page

big = char(14)
page = char(12)

C send results of simulation to output device

if( .not. debug) then
write(*,101) 'One more iteration to print in subroutines'
iter = iter + 1
do 50 i = 1, numv

50 vold(i) = v(i)
do 51 i = 1, numr

51 rold(i) = r(i)
call EQNS(c,v,r,title,.TRUE.)

C check convergence, assume won't go out of bounds

call CHKCON(vold,v,vname,numv,tolrnc,solutn,worst)
endif

C send constants, variables, and int calcs to output device

write(6,'("1"/10x,a,a)') big,title
write(6,1110) iter, ' iterations,'

write(6,1114) ' specified tolerance: ',tolrnc
write(8,1115) ', actual tolerance: ', worst

call RESULT(' Constants ',c,cname,cunits,numc,6)

call deltac(Cold,c,cname,cunits,numc,G)
write(6,'(1x,a,a,a)') page,big,title
call RESULT(' Variables ',v,vname,vunits,numv,G)
write(6,'(1x,a,a,a)") page,big,title
call RESULT(' Int.Calcs 1,r,rname,runits,numr,6)

call deltac(Cold,c,cname,cunits,numc,0)
write(6,'(1x,a)')

C send out a closing comment
if( solutn ) write(*,*) 'VALID SOLUTION'
if( wayoff ) write(*,*) 'SOLUTION DIVERGED'
if( maxits ) write(*,*) 'DID NOT CONVERGE'

C you're all done, close up shop
close(1)
close(6)
close(8)

C Want a Lotus 1 -2 -3 readable output file?

call Lotus(c,cname,cunits,numc, v,vname,vunits,numv,
r,rname,runits,numr)

stop
C formats
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100 format(lx,a\)
101 format(lx,a )

110 format(L1)
200 format(bn,a)
210 format(bn,f10.0)
220 format(bn,i10)
1010 format(lx,a,i3)
1015 format(lx,'=======> ',a,a)
1020 format(lx,a,a,f10.4,1x,a\)
1021 format(lx,a,a,f10.4,1x,a )

1110 format(/10x,i3,a\)
1114 format(a,f6.4\)
1115 format(a,f6.4)

end

subroutine GETC (c,Cold,cname,cunits,numc,print)
************************************************************************

* GETC -- obtains the constants, their name and their units

initializes the Cold array
print -- if .TRUE., write constants

************************************************************************

dimension c(*),Cold(*),cname(*),cunits(*)
CHARACTER cname*6,cunits*15
LOGICAL*2 print
open(4,file=")
if(print) write(*,200) ' Reading constants '

do 10 i = 1, 32767
read(4,100,end=20) cname(i),c(i),cunits(i)
Cold(i) = c(i)
if(print) write(*,200)

10 continue
20 continue

close(4)
numc = i 1

if(print) then
write(*,'(i3)') num
call RESULT('Constants: g,c,cname,cunita,numc,0)

endif
return

100 format(bn,a6,4x,f10.0,a15)
200 format(a\)

end

subroutine GETV (v,vmin,vmax,vname,vunits,numv,print)
************************************************************************

* GETV obtains the guesses for the variables.
Also gets the minimum and maximum values for the variables,
the name and units of the variables,
and the number of variables.
print if .TRUE., then write guesses.

************************************************************************

dimension v(*),vmin(*),vmax(*),vname(*),vunits(*)
CHARACTER vname*6,vunits*15
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LOGICAL*2 print
open(S,file=")
if(print) write(*,200) ' Reading initial guesses '

do 10 i = 1, 32767
read(5,100,end=20) vname(i), v(i), vmin(i), vmax(i), vunits(i)
if(print) write(*,200)

10 continue
20 continue

close(S)
numv = i 1

if(print) then
write( *,'(i3)') numv

call RESULT('Initial guesses: ',v,vname,vunits,numv,0)

endif
return

100 format(a6,4x,3f10.0,bn,a1S)
200 format(a\)

end

subroutine CHKCON(vold,v,vname,numv,tolrnc,solutn,worst)
C

C CHKCON checks for convergence
C

dimension vold(*),v(*),vname(*)
character*6 vname
logical*2 solutn
worst = 0.0
do 30 i = 1, numv
deltav = abs(vold(i) - v(i))

for large numbers, i.e. Iv: > tolerance
if( abs(v(i)) .gt. tolrnc) then
vratio = abs( deltav / v(i) )

if(vratio .gt. tolrnc) then
solutn = .FALSE.

endif
if (vratio .gt. worst) then
worst = vratio
write(*,1) vname(i),woret

endif

C for small numbers, i.e. Ivl <= tolerance

else
if(deltav .gt. tolrnc) then

solutn = .FALSE.
endif
if (deltav .gt. worst) then
worst = deltav
write(*,1) vname(i),worst

endif

endif
30 continue

write(*,'(a)') '

return
1 format42x,a,':',f5.3\)
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end

subroutine RESULT(string,x,xname,xunits,numx,lun)
************************************************************************

* RESULT prints the identifier x,' its name, and units.
The arrays are printed in two columns, from top to bottom.

* written by S. Fox 83.07.15
************************************************************************

dimension x(*),xname(*),xunits(*)
CHARACTER xname*8,xunits*15,string*21
LOGICAL*2 even
write(lun,90) string
lines = numx / 2

C check for even or odd number of x's
if( lines * 2 .eq. numx) then

even = .TRUE.
else

even = .FALSE.
endif

C write the two columns
do 10 i = 1, lines
write(lun,100) xname(i), x(i), xunits(i)
if (even) then
write(lun,101) xname(i+lines), x(i+lines), xunits(i+lines)

else
write(lun,101) xname(i+lines+1),x(i+lines+1),xunits(i+lines+1)

endif

10 continue
C if odd, write the middle x

if( .not. even) then
write(lun,102) xname(lines+1), x(lines +l), xunits(lines+1)

endif
return

C formats
90 format(10x,a)
100 format(10x,a,lx,f10.4,1x,a\)
101 format( lx,a,lx,f10.4,1x,a)
102 format(10x,a,lx,f10.4,1x,a)

end

*

subroutine deltac(c,Cold,cname,cunits,numc,lun)

checks to see if any constants were changed
*

dimension c(*),Cold(*),cname(*),cunits(*)
character'cname*8,cunits*15
do 10 i = 1,numc

10 if(c(i) .ne. Cold(i)) write(lun,100) cname(i),c(i),Cold(i)
100 format(10x,a,' was changed from ',f15.5,' to ',f15.5)

return
end

subroutine Lotus(c,cname,cunits,numc, v,vname,vunits,numv,
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C

C

C
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r,rname,runits,numr)

Generate a file that Lotus 1-2-3 can read.
Sort the c, v, and r arrays as one large array.

dimension c(*),cname(*),cunits(*),v(*),vname(*),vunits(*),r(*),
rname(*),runits(*)

dimension string(400)
character cname*6,cunits*15, vname*6,vunits*15, rname*6,runits*15
character string*40,temp*40, filnam*12
logical*2 Wantlt, InOrdr

C prompt for decision whether to make Lotus file
write(*,9) 'Want output that can be imported into Lotus 1 -2 -3 ?'
write(*,1) 'If so, enter T. If not, enter F.
read(*,2) Wantlt
if (.not. Wantlt) return
numtot = numc + numv + numr
if (numtot .gt. 400) then

write(*,1) 'Hey, your arrays are too big, >400 total'
return

endif
C write c, v, and r arrays to string array

write(*,1) 'Copying ...'
do 10 i = 1, numc

write(string(i), 6) cname(i), c(i), cunits(i)
10 continue

do 20 i = 1, numv
write(string(i+numc), 6) vname(i), v(i), vunits(i)

20 continue
do 30 i = 1, numr

write(string(i+numc+numv), 6) rname(i), r(i), runits(i)
30 continue

C sort string array using Shell's algorithm
write(*,1) 'Sorting ...'
ndelta = numtot

SO if (ndelta .gt. 1) then
ndelta = ndelta / 2

60 InOrdr = .true.
do 70 i = 1, numtot-ndelta

if (string(i) .gt. string(i+ndelta)) then
temp = string(i)
string(i) = string(i+ndelta)
string(i+ndelta) = temp
InOrdr = .false.

endif
70 continue

if (.not. InOrdr) goto 60
goto 50

endif
C write to file

write(*,1) 'Output file name (use extension .PRN):'
read(*,3) filnam
open(10,file=filnam,status='new')
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do 80 i = 1, numtot
write(10,3) string(i)

80 continue
close(10)
return

1 format(lx,a\)
2 format(L1)
3 format(a)
fi format(lh",a,lh",lx, e12.5,1x, lh",a,lh")
9 format(lx,a)

end
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$title: 'Biomass. Equations subroutine'

$nodebug
$storage:2

subroutine EQNS(title,print)
implicit integer*2 (a-z)
logical*2 print
real c,v,r,Tx,Px,YxCO2,YxH2o,Yx02,YxN2,YxAr,YxCO
character title*35,page*1
common /DS/ Tx,Px,YxCO2,YxH20,Yx02,YxN2,YxAr,YxCO
common /array/ c(150),v(25),r(165)

************************************************************************

* EQNS -- calculates the new variables as functions of: the previous
values of those variables, and some constants. Also calc-

* latex results, and sends a print flag to the various
component subroutines that make up the equations.

************************************************************************

* PARAMETERS:
* c constant array
* v variable array
* r result array
* print if .TRUE., then execute certain write statements.
************************************************************************

$page
C initialize the subscripts for the c array

DATA Acnd, Aecn, Aevp ,Aevpg,Ahxl,Ahx2,Asup,castwr,
chxl,chx2, cmpb1d,Ctwr,Deqwd,dPapl,dPap2,dPap3,dPbag,
dPcmb,dPcmp,dPcycl,dPcyc3,dPdry,dPecng,dPecnw,dPevpg,
dPevpw,dPgtb,dPsupg,dPsupw,dPtrim,drylos, dTv1v,DW1st1,

DW2st1,0W1st2,DW2st2,EFFcmp,EFFfnl,EFFfn3,EFFfn4,EFFfn5,
EFFgbl,EFFgb2,EFFgn1,EFFgn2,EFFgtb,EFFpm1,EFFpm2,fouhxl,
fouhx2, fshxl,fshx2,HHV,HHVoi1,HPtwr,IDhx1,IDhx2,Kphxl,
Kohx2,1endry,LHVoil,MRatwr,MRbdwd,MRcl6m,MRc23m,MRstp,
MRwtwr,npnhxl,npnhx2,npphxl,npphx2,nuhxl,nuhx2,0Dhx1,00hx2
/1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,
23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,
43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,
62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75/

DATA Pa01,Pa04,Pc22,Pds,Pe61,Pe64,Pitstl,Pitst2,Prcblo,Prcin
Prcmp
/76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86/

DATA Ps31a,Ps39,P542,radlos,radtrm,Ratstl,Ratst2,RPMst1,RPMst2,
rufhxl,rufhx2,SnDhx1,SnDhx2,SpDhx1,SpDhx2,Ta01,Ta032,
Taprch, Tc112, Tds, Tithxl ,Tithx2,Tstl,Twb,typdry,typhxl,
typhx2,typstl,typst2,typtwr ,Ucnd,Uecn,Uevp,unbcbn,Usup,
Wa01,Wb51,WRcnv,WRhml,WRscw,Xash,Xashoi,XC,XCCO,XCCOoi,
Xcoil, Xdirt, XH2, XH2oil, xhxl,xhx2,Xntwr,XN2,XN2oil,X02,

Xo2oil,ydsCD,ydsW,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAr,ydsCO
/87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,
104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,
118,119,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,127,128,129,130,131,
132,133,134,135,136,137,138,139,140,141,142,143,144,145,
146,147,148/

c initialize the subscripts for the v array
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DATA MRc16,MRc2S,MR533,MR536,MR538c,Pa031,Pc211,Pc29,P536,P538a,
Ps402,Ta031,1c21,Tc26,1.531a,T532,T533,Ts36,T539,T5402,T540a,
WbS2
/1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,16,17,18,19,20,21,22/

C initialize the subscripts for r array (int. calcs)
DATA AFrat,CFMfn1,CFMfn3,CFMfn4,CFMfn5,dPfnl,dPfn3,dPfn4,dPfn5,

dPhx1g,dPhx1w,dPhx2a,dPhx2g,EFFHg,EFFHn,EFFL1g,EFFL3g,
EFFstl,EFFst2,IRRaer,IRRcmb,IRRcmp,IRRcnd,IRRdry,IRRdsp,
IRRecn,IRRevp,IRRfnl,IRRfn3,IRRfn4,IRRfnS,IRRgn1,IRRgn2,
IRRgtb,IRRhx1,IRRhx2,IRRinj,IRRmxc,IRRmxd,IRRpml,IRRpm2,
IRRstl,IRRst2,IRRsup,IRRtrm,IRRvlv
/1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,
23,24,26,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,36,36,37,38,39,40,41,
42,43,44,46,46/

DATA LHV1,LHV2,Ma01,Ma02,Ma03,MRa021,MRa022,MRa032,
MRa04,MRa06,MRbS1,MRbS2,MRc111,MRc112,MRc12,MRc231,MRc26,
MRc26b,MRe61,MRoil,MR531a,MRs31b,MR532m,MR534,MR537,MRs402,
MR543a,MR543b,Pa021,P8022,Pa032,Pc111,Pc112,Pc113,Pc13,Pc14,
Pc15a,Pc212,Pc232,Pc26,Pc27,Pe62,Pe63,P538b,pcmb,Qcnd,Ta021,
Ta022,Ta04,Tc111,Tc13,Tc14,Tc15a,Tc1Sb,Te61,T538a,Ts38b,
Ts38c,Ts40b,Tsuper,Vevpg,Vhx1g,Vhx2g
/47,48,49,60,61,62,53,64,66,56,57,68,59,60,61,62,63,64,66,
66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,76,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,86,
86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,96,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,
104,105,106,107,108,109/

DATA WRaux,WRcmp,WRdry,WRfnl,WRfn3,WRfn4,WRfnS,WRgnl,WRgn2,
WRgrs,WRgtb,WRpml,WRpm2,WRstl,WRst2,Xs39,X5402,ya01CD,
ya01W,ya0102,y801N2,ya0lAr,ya01CO3ya02CD,ya02W,ya0202,ya02N2,
ya02Ar,ya02CO3ya03CD,ya03W,ya0302,ya03N2,ya03Ar,ya03CO3
ya040,ya04W,ya0402,ya04N2,ya04Ar,ya04CO3
yc11CD,ycl1W,ycl102,ycl1N2,ycllAr,ycl1CO,
ye61CD,ye61W,ye6102,ye61N2,ye6lAr,ye61C0
/110,111,112,113,114,116,116,117,118,119,
120,121,122,123,124,125,126,127,128,129,130,131,132,133,134,
136,136,137,138,139,140,141,142,143,144,146,146,147,148,149,
160,151,152,163,154,165,166,157,168,169,160,161,162/

c... copy all block values to common block

Tx = c(Tds)
Px = c(Pds)
yxCO2 = c(ydsCD)
yxH2O = c(ydsW)
yx02 = c(yds02)
yxN2 = c(ydsN2)
yxAR = c(ydsAR)
yxCO = c(ydsCO)

Spage
page = char(12)

C call the component subroutines
if(print) write(8,14) title
call COMPRE( c(Ta01), c(Pa01), c(dPcmp), r(MRa021), r(MRa06),
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c(MRstp), r(Ta021), r(Pa021), r(WRcmp), c(EFFcmp),
c(Prcmp), c(cmpb1d),
r(ya01CD),r(ya01W),r(ya0102),r(ya01N2),r(ya0lAr),r(ya01C0),
r(Ma01), c(Wa01), r(IRRcmp),print )

call INJECT( v(MR538c),v(Ts39 ),c(P539),r(MR5402),r(MRa021),
r(ya01CD),r(ya01W),r(ya0102),r(ya01N2),r(ya0lAr),r(ya01C0),
r(Ma01),r(Ta021),r(Pa021),r(MRa022),
r(ya02CD),r(ya02W),r(ya0202),r(ya02N2),r(ya02Ar),r(ya02C0),
r(Ma02),c(Prcinj),
r(Ta022),r(Pa022),r(IRRinj),print)

call TRIM(c(HHVoil),c(radtrm),c(Xashoi),c(XCoil),c(XH2oil),
c(XN2oil),c(X02oil),c(XCCOoi),c(Ta032),
r(ya020),r(ya02W),r(ya0202),r(ya02N2),r(ya02Ar),r(ya02C0),
v(Pa031),c(dPtrim),v(Ta031),r(MR8022),c(Ta01),
r(ya03C0),r(ya03W),r(ya0302),r(ya03N2),r(ya03Ar),r(ya03C0),
r(MRoil),r(MRa032),r(Pa032),r(Ma03),r(IRRtrm),print)

call GASTUR( c(Ta032), r(Pa032), r(MRa032),
r(Ta021), r(Pa021), r(MRa06),
r(Ta04), c(Pa04), r(MRa04), c(dPgtb), r(WRgtb), c(EFFgtb),
r(ya03CD),r(ya03W),r(ya0302),r(ya03N2),r(ya03Ar),r(ya03C0),
r(Ma03),
r(ya01C0),r(ya01W),r(ya0102),r(ya01N2),r(ya0lAr),r(y801C0),
r(Ma01),
r(y8040),r(ya04W),r(ya0402),r(ya04N2),r(ya04Ar),r(ya04C0),
r(IRRgtb),print)

call BURNER( c(HHV), c(radlos), c(Xash), c(Xdirt), c(XC), c(XH2),
c(XN2), c(X02), v(Wb52), c(unbcbn), c(XCCO), HAFrat),
r(ya040),r(ya04W),r(ya0402),r(ya04N2),r(ya04Ar),r(ya04C0),
c(Pa04), c(dPcmb),
r(Ta04), r(MRa04), c(Ta01),
r(ycl1CD),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
r(LHV1), r(LHV2), r(MRb52), c(MRbdwd), r(MRc111), r(Tclll),
r(Pc111), r(Qcmb), r(IRRcmb), print )

call MIXER ( 'after combustor ',r(Tc111),r(Pc111),r(MRc111),

v(Tc21),r(Pc111),r(MRc231),c(Tc112),r(Pc112),r(MRc112),
c(MRc23m),r(ycl1C0),r(ycl1W),r(ye1102),r(ycl1N2),r(ycllAr),
r(ycl1C0),r(IRRmxc),print)

call OELTAP( 'Cyclone #3 , r(Pc112), c(dPcyc3),
r(Pc113), print )

call SPLITT( 'after combustor r(MRc112), v(MRc16),

r(MRc12), print )

if(print) write(8,12) page,title
call STMHX ( v(Ts36), v(Ps36), v(MRs36), r(T538a), v(Ps38a),

c(Tc112), r(Pc113), r(MRc12),
r(ycl1CD),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
r(Tc13), r(Pc13), r(dPhxlw), r(dPhx1g),
c(Mhx1),c(IDhx1),c(Kphx1),c(SnDhx1),c(SpDhx1), c(chxl ),

c(xhx1),
c(nuhxl), c(npnhxl), c( npphxl ),c(typhxl),c(fshxl),c(fouhxl),

c(rufhxl ), c(Ahx1),r(Vhx1g),r(IRRhx1),c(Tithx1),print)
if(print) write(8,12) page,title
call AIRHX ( r(Ta022), r(Pa022), r(MRa022),

r(ya02CD),r(ya02W),r(ya0202),r(ya02N2),r(ya02Ar),r(ya02C0),
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v(Ta031), v(Pa031), r(Tc13), r(Pc13), r(MRc12),
r(ycl1CD),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
r(Tc14), r(Pc14), r(dPhx2a), r(dPhx2g),
c(00hx2),c(IDhx2),c(Kphx2), c(SnDhx2), c(SpDhx2), c(chx2),
c(xhx2),
c(nuhx2), c(npnhx2),c(npphx2),c(typhx2),c(fshx2),c(fouhx2),
c(rufhx2), c(Ahx2), r(Vhx2g),r(IRRhx2),c(Tithx2),print)

if(print) write(8,12) page,title
call MIXER ( 'to dryer v(Tc21), c(Pc22), v(MRc25),

c(Tc112), r(Pc113), v(MRc16), v(Tc26), r(Pc26), r(MRc26),
c(MRcl6m),
r(ycl1C0),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(yclIN2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
r(IRRmxd),print )

call DELTAP( 'Air pollution dev 1 ', v(Pc29), -c(dPap1), r(Pc27),

print )

call DRYER ( c(dPdry), c(Wb51), v(Wb52), v(Tc26), r(Te61),
r(MRc26), r(MRe61), c(MRbdwd), c(drylos), c(Xdirt), c(Dequid),
c(lendry),c(typdry),
r(ycl1C0),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(yclIAr),r(ycl1C0),
r(ye61CD),r(ye61W),r(ye6102),r(ye61N2),r(ye6lAr),r(ye61C0),
v(Pc29), c(Pe61), c(Ta01), r(WRdry), r(MRb51), r(MRbS2),
r(MRc26b),print )

call DELTAP( 'Cyclones #1, #2 c(Pe61), c(dPcycl),
r(Pe62), print )

call DELTAP( 'Bag house c(Pe64), -c(dPbag),
r(Pe63), print )

if(print) write(8,12) page,title
call SUPER ( c(Taprch),r(Tc14), r(Tc1Sa), r(pc14),r(MRc12),

r(ycl1CD),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(yclIAr),r(ycl1C0),
r(PclSa), v(Ts33), c(Ps31a), v(MRs36), v(Ts36), v(Ps36),
r(Tsuper), c(dPsupg), c(dPsupw),c(dPevpw),c(dPecnw),
c(Usup); c(Asup),HIRRsup),print )

call EVAP ( c(Taprch),r(Tc15a), r(Tc15b), r(Pc14),r(MRc12),
r(ycl1CD),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
v(Ts32), c(Ps31a), v(MRs33), v(Ts33), c(dPsupg), c(dPevpg),
c(dPecnw), c(dPevpw), c(Uevp),
c(Aevp),c(Aevpg),r(Uevpg),r(IRRevp), print )

call ECON ( c(Taprch),r(Tc1Sb), v(Tc21), r(Pc14),r(MRc12),

r(ycl1CD),r(yc11W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
v(Pc211), v(Ts31a), c(Ps31a), r(MRs31b), v(Ts32),c(dPsupg),
c(dPevpg),c(dPecng), c(dPecnw), c(Uecn), r(MRs32m),
v(MRs33),c(Aecn),r(IRRecn), print )

if (print) write(8,12) page,title
call THROTL (r(Ts38a),v(Ps38a),r(Ts38b),r(Ps38b),c(Tst1),

c(dTv1v),v(MR538),r(IRRv1v),print)
call OSUPER (r(Ts38b),v(Ts31a),r(Ts38c),c(Tst1),r(Ps3813),

v(MRs36),r(MR537),v(MR538c),r(IRRdsp),print)
c ---- check for steam injection and assign exit conditions if false

if ( c(Prcinj) .gt. 0.) then
call STTURB( r(T538c), r(Ps38b), v(MR538c), r(EFFst1),

v(T539),c(Ps39), r(WRst1), r(IRRst1),r()(539),c(RPMst1),

c(OWlst1),c(Ratst1),c(Pitst1),c(typst1),c(DW2st1),print)
else
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v(Ts39) = r(Ts38c)
c(Ps39) = r(Ps38b)

endif
call STTURB( v(Ts39), c(Ps39), r(MRs402), r(EFFst2), v(Ts402),

v(Ps402), r(WRst2), r(IRRst2),r()(5402),c(RPMst2),c(DW1st2),
c(Ratst2),c(Pitst2),c(typst2),c(DW2st2),print)

call CONDEN ( v(Ps402), r(Xs402), r(MRs402), c(MRwtwr),r(Qcnd),
v(Ts402),v(Ts40a),r(Ts40b),c(Ucnd),c(Acnd),r(IRRcnd),print)

call COOLTWR ( c(typtwr),c(castwr),c(HPtwr),c(MRatwr),c(Twb),
r(Ts40b),v(Ts40a),c(MRwtwr),c(Ctwr),c(Xntwr),c(Prcblo),
r(MRs43b),print )

call PUMP ( v(Ps402), c(Ps42), r(MRs402), c(EFFpm2), r(WRpm2),
r(IRRpm2),print )

call SPLITT ('to desuperheater ',r(MRs31b),-r(MR537),r(MR531a),
print)

call DEARATR (v(Ps402),c(Ps42),c(Ps318),c(dPecnw),c(dPevpw),
r(MRs31a), v(T631a),r(MRs402),r(MRs32m),r(MRs43a),r(MRs34),
c(Prcblo), r(IRRaer),print)

call SPLITT ('after evaporator ',v(MRs33),r(MRs34),v(MRs36),
print)

if(print) write(8,12) page,title
call PUMP ( c(P542), c(Ps31a), r(MRs31a), c(EFFpm1), r(WRpml),

HIRRpm1),print )

call DELTAP( 'Air pollution dev 3
r(Pc212), print )

call SPLITT( 'after fan #3
v(MRc2S), print )

call DELTAP( 'Air pollution dev 2

',

',

v(Pc211),

r(MRc12),

r(Pclll),

c(dPap3),

r(MRc231),

-c(dPap2),
r(Pc232), print)

C call these only when printed results needed
if (print) then

call FAN ( 'FAN #1 r(Te61), r(Pe62), r(MRe61),
r(ye61CD),r(ye61W),r(ye6102),r(ye61N2),r(ye6lAr),r(yeG1C0),
r(Pe63), c(EFFfnl), r(WRfn1), r(dPfnl), r(CFMfn1),
r(IRRfnl ),print)

call FAN ( 'FAN #3 v(Tc21), r(Pc212),r(MRc12),
r(yclICO),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
c(Pc22), c(EFFfn3), r(WRfn3), r(dPfn3), r(CFMfn3),

r(IRRfn3), print )

call FAN ( 'FAN #4 v(Tc21), c(Pc22),r(MRc231),
r(ycl1CD),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(ycl1N2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
r(Pc232), c(EFFfn4), r(WRfn4), r(dPfn4), r(CFMfn4),
HIRRfn4),print )

call FAN ( 'FAN #S v(Tc26), r(Pc26), r(MRc26),
r(ycl1CD),r(ycl1W),r(ycl102),r(yclIN2),r(ycllAr),r(ycl1C0),
r(Pc27), c(EFFfnS), r(WRfnE), r(dPfnS), r(CFMfnS),
r(IRRfnS), print )

if(print) write(8,12) page,title
call GENBOX( 'Gas-Turbine r(WRgtb), r(WRcmp),

c(EFFgn1), c(EFFgb1), r(WRgnl), HIRRgn1),print )

C {--- note: GENBOX was designed for gas-turbine/compressor
call GENBOX( 'Steam-Turbine r(WRstl),- r(WRst2),

c(EFFgn2),c(EFFgb2), r(WRgn2),r(IRRgn2), print )
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call EFF ( r(WRgnl), r(WRgn2), r(WRfnl), r(WRfn3), r(WRfn4),
r(WRfnS), r(WRpml), r(WRpm2), c(WRcnv), c(HPtwr),
r(WRdry), c(WRhml), c(WRscw), c(HHV), r(LHV1),
r(LHU2), c(MRbdwd), v(Wb52), c(Wb51), c(HHVoil),
c(LHvoil), r(MRoil), r(MR543a),r(MRs43b),r(EFFHg),
r(EFFHn), r(EFFL1g), r(EFFL3g), r(WRaux),
r(WRgrs), print )

endif
12 format(lx,al,9x,a)
14 format(10x,a)

return
$list

end

subroutine GETR(rname,runits,numr)
$nolist
C

C GETR gets the result names and units.
C

dimension Rname(*),Runits(*),R(200)
character Rname*6,Runits*15,R*22
R( 1) = 'AFrat lb air/lb 1

R( 2) = 'CFMfnl cu ft/min
R( 3) = 'CFMfn3 cu ft/min 1

R( 4) = 'CFMfn4 cu ft/min
R( 5) = 'CFMfnS cu ft/min
R( 6) = 'dPfnl in. h2o
R( 7) = 'dPfn3 in. h2o
R( 8) = 'dPfn4 in. h2o
R( 9) = 'dPfnS in. h2o

R( 10) = ' dPhxlg in.h2o
R( 11) = 'dPhxlw psia
R( 12) = 'dPhx2a psia

R( 13) = 'dPhx2g in.h2o
R( 14) = 'EFFHg % gross, HHV
R( 15) = 'EFFHn % net, HHU 7

R( 16) = 'EFFLig % gross, LHV1
R( 17) = 'EFFL3g % gross, LHU3
R( 18) = 'EFFstl 7.

R( 19) = 'EFFst2 %

R( 20) = 'IRRaer kw

R( 21) = 'IRRcmb kw 1

R( 22) = 'IRRcmp kw

R( 23) = 'IRRcnd kw

R( 24) = 'IRRdry kw

R( 25) = 'IRRdsp kw

R( 26) = 'IRRecn kw

R( 27) = 'IRRevp kw

R( 28) = 'IRRfnl kw

R( 29) = 'IRRfn3 kw

R( 30) = 'IRRfn4 kw

R( 31) = 'IRRfn5 kw 1

R( 32) = 'IRRgn1 kw
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R( 33) = 'IRRgn2 kw

R( 34) = 'IRRgtb kw 1

R( 35) = 'IRRhx1 kw

R( 36) = 'IRRhx2 kw

R( 37) = 'IRRinj kw

R( 38) = 'IRRmxc kw (mix ex cmb)'

R( 39) = 'IRRmxd kw (mix in dry)'
R( 40) = 'IRRpml kw

R( 41) = 'IRRpm2 kw 1

R( 42) = 'IRR5t1 kw (turbine 1) '

R( 43) = 'IRRst2 kw (turbine 2) '

R( 44) = 'IRRsup kw

R( 45) = 'IRRtrm kw

R( 46) = 'IRRylv kW

R( 47) = 'LHV1 BTU/lb -h2ocomb'

R( 48) = 'LHV2 BTU/lb -h2owood'

R( 49) = 'Ma01 lb/mol

R( 50) = 'Ma02 lb/mai

R( 51) = 'Ma03 lb/mal

R( 52) = 'MRa021 lb/5

R( 53) = 'MRa022 lb/5

R( 54) = 'MRa032 lb/5

R( 55) = 'MRa04 lb/5

R(

R(

56)

57)

=

=

'MRa06
'MRb51

lb/5
slb/s

R( 58) = 'MRb52 lb/5

R( 59) = 'MRc111 1lb/5

R( 60) = 'MRc112 lb/5

R( 61) = 'MRc12 1lb/s

R( 62) = 'MRc231 1lb/5

R( 63) = 'MRc26 lb/s

R( 64) = 'MRc26b lb/5

R( 65) = 'MRe61 lb/5

R( 66) = 'MRoil 1lb/5

R( 67) = 'MRs3le lb/s

R( 68) = 'MR531b lb/s

R( 69) = 'MRs32m lb/5

R( 70) = 'MRs34 lb/5

R( 71) = 'MRs37 lb/5

R( 72) = 'MR5402 lb/5

R( 73) = 'MRs43a lb/5

R( 74) = 'MRs43b lb/s

R( 75) = 'Pa021 psia
R(

R(

76)

77)

=

=

'Pa022

'Pa032

psia
spsia

R( 78) = 'Pc111 in.h2o

R( 79) = 'Pc112 in.h2o
R( 80) = 'Pc113 in.h2o
R( 81) = 'Pc13 in.h2o

R(

R(

82)

83)

=

=

'Pc14

'Pc15a

in.h2o
sin.h2o

R( 84) = 'Pc212 in.h2o
R( 85) = 'Pc232 in.h2o
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R( 86) = 'Pc26 in.h2o
R( 87) = 'Pc27 in.h2o
R( 88) = 'Pe62 in.h2o
R( 89) = 'Pe63 in.h2o

R( 90) = 'Ps38b psia

R( 91) = 'Qcmb btu/5
R( 92) = 'Qcnd btu/5
R( 93) = 'Ta021 F

R( 94) = 'Ta022 F

R( 95) = 'Ta04 F

R( 96) = 'Tc111 F

R( 97) = 'Tc13 F

R( 98) = 'Tc14 F

R( 99) = 'Tc15a F

R(100) = 'Tc15b F

R(101) = 'Te61 F

R(102) = 'T538a F

R(103) = 'Ts38b F

R(104) = 'Ts38c F

R(105) = 'Ts40b F

R(106) = 'Tsuper F

R(107) = 'Vevpg ft/5

R(108) = 'Vhxlg ft/5

R(109) = 'Vhx2g ft/5

R(110) = 'WRaux kW

R(111) = 'WRcmp kW

R(112) = 'WRdry kW

R(113) = 'WRfnl kW

R(114) = 'WRfn3 kW

R(115) = 'WRfn4 kW

R(116) = 'WRfnS kW

R(117) = 'WRgn1 kW

R(118) = 'WRgn2 kW

R(119) = 'WRgrs kW

R(120) = 'WRgtb kw

R(121) = 'WRpml kW

R(122) = 'WRpm2 kw

R(123) = 'WRstl kW

R(124) = 'WR5t2 kW

R(125) = 'Xs39 lb/lb quality
R(126) = 'X5402 lb/lb quality
R(127) = 'ya01CD mol fract CO2
R(128) = 'ya01W mol fract H2O
R(129) = lya0102 mol fract 02
R(130) = 'ya01N2 mol fract N2
R(131) = 'ya0lAr mol fract AR
R(132) = 'ya01C0 mol fract CO
R(133) = 'ya02CD mol fract CO2
R(134) = 'ya02W mol fract H2O
R(135) = 'ya0202 mol fract 02
R(136) = 'ya02N2 mol fract N2

R(137) = 'ya02Ar mol fract AR
R(138) = 'ya02C0 mol fract CO
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R(139) = sya03CO mol fract CO2 '

R(140) = lya03W mol fract H2O '

R(141) = 'ya0302 mol fract 02 '

R(142) = 'ya03N2 mol fract N2

R(143) = 'ya03Ar mol fract AR

R(144) = 'ya03C0 mol fract CO '

R(145) = 'ya04CD mol fract COZ '

R(146) = 'ya04W mol fract H2O '

R(147) = 'ya0402 mol fract 02 '

R(148) = 'ya04N2 mol fract N2

R(149) = 'ya04Ar mol fract AR '

R(150) = iya04C0 mol fract CO '

R(151) = 'ycllCD mol fract CO2 '

R(152) = 'ycliW mol fract H2O '

R(153) = 'yc1102 mol fract 02 '

R(154) = 'ycl1N2 mol fract N2

R(155) = 'ycilAr mol fract AR

R(I56) = 'ycilCO mol fract CO '

R(157) = 'ye61CD mol fract CO2 '

R(158) = 'ye61W mol fract H2O '

R(159) = 'ye6102 mol fract 02 '

R(160) = 'ye61N2 mol fract N2

R(161) = 'ye6lAr mol fract AR

R(162) = 'ye61C0 mol fract CO 1

numr = 162
do 10 i = 1,numr

read ( R(i) , 100 ) Rname(i),Runits(i)

10 continue
return

100 format (a6,1x,a15)
end
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$debug
c Enthalpy of gas, HGAST(T,yCO2,yH20,...,yCO)

c This function calculates the enthalpy of a gas as a function
c of temperature and mole fractions. The equations for Cp are
c from "Fundamentals of Classical Thermodynamics", G.J. Van Wylen
c and R.E. Sonntag, pp. 683 684. Cp for argon is assumed to be
c constant: 5.005 btu/lbmole R. Maximum error for air was
c around 0.5 %.

function HGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

common /DS/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO
real Mm,m02,mN2,mCO2,mH20,mAr,mC0
data R /1.9858/
data al,a2,a3,a4 /9.3355,-122.56,256.38,-196.08/
data bl,b2,b3,b4 /8.9465,4.8044E-03,-42.679,56.615/
data cl,c2,c3,c4 /-.89286,7.2967,-.98074,5.7835E-03/
data dl,d2,d3,d4 /34.190,-43.868,19.778,-0.88407/
data el,e2,e3,e4 /16.526,-0.16841,-47.985,42.246/
data m02,mCO2,mN2,mH20,mAr /32.,44.01,28.016,18.016,39.944/
data mC0 /28.01/

Q = (T+459.67)/180.
Qref= (Tds+459.67)/180.

hN2=(a1*(Q-Qref)-a2*2.*(1./sqrt(Q)-1./sqrt(gref))-a3*(1.10-
> 1./Qref)-a4*.5*(1./Q**2-1./Qref**2))*180.

h02=(b1*(Q-Qref)+62*.4*(Q**2.5-Qref**2.5)-b3*2.*(1./sqrt(Q)-
> 1./sort(Oref))-b4*(1./Q-1./Qref))*180.

hCO2=(c1*(Q-Qref)+c2/1.5*(Q**1.5-Oref**1.5)+c3*.5*(Q**2-Qref**2)
+c4/3.*(Q**3-Qref**3))*180.

hH20=(d1*(Q-Qref)+d2/1.25*(Q**1.25-Qref**1.25)+d3/1.5*(Q**1.5-
> Oref**1.5)+d4*.5*(0**2-Oref**2))*180.

hC0=(e1*(Q-Oref)+e2/1.75*(Q**1.75-Qref**1.75)+e3*2.*(sqrt(Q)-
> sqrt(Qref))+e4*4.*(Q**.25-Qref**.25))*180

hAr=5.005*(Q-Qref)*180.

Mm-yN2*mN2+y02*m02+yCO2*mCO2+yH20*mH2O+yAr*mAr+yCO*mC0

HGAST=(yN2*hN2+y02*h02+yCO2*hCO2+yH20*hH2O+yAr*hAr+yCO*hC0)/Mm

end

c Entropy, SGASTP(T,P,yCO2,...,yCO)

c This function calculates the entropy of a gas as a function
c of temperature, pressure and mole fractions. The equations for
c Cp are from "Fundamentals of Classical Thermodynamics",
c G.J. Van Wylen and R.E. Sonntag, pp. 683 684. Maximum error
c for air was around 0.5 %.

function SGASTP.(T,P,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
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common /DS/Tds,Pds,Yd5CO2,YdsH2G,Yds02,Yd5N2,YdsAr,YdsCO
real Mm,m02,mN2,mCO2,mH20,mAr,mC0
data R /1.9858/
data al,a2,a3,a4 /9.3355,-122.56,256.38,-196.08/
data bl,b2,b3,b4 /8.9465,4.8044E-03,-42.679,56.615/
data cl,c2,c3,c4 /-.89286,7.2967,-.98074,5.7835E-03/
data dl,d2,d3,d4 /34.190,-43.868,19.778,-0.88407/
data el,e2,e3,e4 /16.526,-0.16841,-47.985,42.246/
data m02,mCO2,mN2,mH20,mAr /32.,44.01,28.016,18.016,39.944/
data mC0 /28.01/

Q = (1+459.67)/180.
Qref= (Tds+459.67)/180.
502 =0.
sN2 =0.

sCO2=0.
sH20=0.
sC0 =0.
5Ar =0.

if (y02 .ne. 0.0) then
s02=bl*alog(Q/Qref)+b2/1.5*(Q**1.5-Qref**1.5)-b3/1.5*
(Q**(-1.5)-Qref**(-1.5))-b4*.5*(Q**(-2)-Qref**(-2))
-R*alog(y02*P/yds02/Pds)

endif
if (yN2 .ne. 0.0) then

sN2=al*alog(Q/Qref)-a2/1.5*(Q**(-1.5)-Qref**(-1.5))-
> a3*.5 *(0**(-2)-Qref**(-2))-a4/3.*(Q**(-3)-Qref**(-3))

-R*alog(yN2*P/ydsN2/Pds)
endif
if (yCO2 .ne. 0.0) then

sCO2=c1*alog(Q/Qref)+c2*2.*(scirt(Q)-scirt(Qref))+
c3*(Q-Qref)+c4*.5*(Q**2-Oref**2)
-R*alog(yCO2*P/ydsCO2/Pds)

endif
if (yH2O .ne. 0.0) then

5H20=d1*alog(Q/Oref)+d2*4.*(Q**.25-Qref**.25)+
d3*2*(scirt(Q)-scirt(Qref))+d4*(Q-Qref)
-R*alog(yH20*P/ydsH20/Pds)

endif
if (y00 .ne. 0.0) then

sC0=el*alog(Q/Qref)+e2/.75*(Q**.75-Qref**.75)-e3/.5*(1.
/scIrt(Q)-1./sort(Qref))-e4/.75*(Q**(-.75)-Oref**(-.75))
-R*alog(yCO*P/ydsCO/Pds)

endif
if (yAr .ne. 0.0) then

sAr=5.005*alog(Q/Qref)-R*alog(yAr*P/ydsAr/Pds)
endif

Mm=yN2*mN2+y02*m02+yCO2*mCO2+yH20*mH2O+yAr*mAr+yCO*mC0
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SGASTP=(yN2*5N2+y02*502+yCO2*sCO2+yH20*sH20+yAr*sAr+yCO*5C0)/Mm

end

c Temperature of gas, TGASH (H,y002,...)

c This program calculates the temperature of gas as a

c function of the enthalpy, Tref and mole fractions. It uses

c the function HGAST and iterates. 3-5 iterations are needed

c for air. For low temperatures, it only takes 2-3.

C

function TGASH(H,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

common /DS/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO
T1=Tds
H1=0.
T2=Tds+50.
H2=HGAST(T2,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

c... Iteration:

DO 10 1=1,20
T=T2-(H2-H)*(72-T1)/(H2-H1)
IF(ABS(T /T2- 1.).LT.0.0005)GO TO 20

T1=T2
H1=H2
T2=T
H2=HGAST(T2,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

10 CONTINUE
20 TGASH=T

END

c ---- Temperature of gas, f(S,Pds,yCO2,...,yCO)

c

c This program calculates the temperature of gas as a
c function of the entropy, P, Tds, Pds and mole fractions. It

c uses the function SGASTP and iterates. 4-6 iterations are

c needed for air. For low temperatures, it only takes 2-4.

FUNCTION TGASS(S,P,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

common /0S/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO
T1=Tds
S1=SGASTP(TI,P,y002,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
T2=Tds+50.
S2=SGASTP(T2,P,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

c... Iteration:

DO 10 1=1,20
T=T2-(S2-S)*(T2-T1)/(S2-S1)
IF(ABS(T/T2-1.).LT.0.0005)G0 TO 20
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T1=T2
S1=S2
T2=T
S2=SGASTP(T23P,yCO2,yH20,y02,yNZ,yAr,yCO)

10 CONTINUE
20 TGASS=T

END

c Mole fractions

c This function calculates the mole fractions after
c mixing two gas streams. The mole fractions of the mixing gases
c and mass flows are input to the program. It then returns the
c mass flow, mole fractions and molar mass of the new mixture.
c yn02,ynN2,... are number of moles pr. lb of "dry" gas.

subroutine MOLFRC (MRi1,yi1CO2,yilH20,yi102,yilN2,yilAr,yilCO,
Mil,MRi2,yi2CO2,yi2H20,yi202,yi2N2,yi2Ar,yi2CO,M12,
MRo,yoCO2,yoH20,yo02,yoN2,yoAr,yoCO,Mo)

real MRil,MRi2,MRo,m02,mN2,mCO2,mH20,mAr,mCO,MOLil,MOLi2,MOLo
real Mil,Mi2,Mo
data m02,mCO2,mN2,mH20,mAr /32.,44.01,28.016,18.018,39.944/
data mC0 /28.01/

molar mass of inlet streams:

Mil=yi102*m02+yi1N2*mN2+yi1CO2*mCO2+yilAr*mAr+yi1H20*mH20+
yi1C0*mC0

Mi2=yi202*m02+yi2N2*mN2+yi2CO2*mCO2+yi2Ar*mAr+yi2H20*mH20+
yi2C0*mC0

c... number of moles (pr.sec):

c

MOLi1=MRi1 /Mil

MOLi2=MRi2/Mi2
MOLo=MOLi1 +MOLi2

yoCO2=(yi1CO2*MOLi1 +yi2CO2*MOLi2)/MOLo
yoH20=(yi1H20*MOLil+yi2H20*MOLi2)/MOLo
yo02=(yi102*MOLil+yi202*MOLi2)/MOLo
yoN2=(yilN2*MOLi1 +yi2N2*MOLi2)/MOLo
yoAr=(yilAr*MOLil+yi2Ar*MOLi2)/MOLo
yoC0=(yilCO*MOLi1+yi2CO*MOLi2)/MOLo

MRo=MRil+MRi2
Mo=yo02*m02+yoN2*mN2+yoCO2*mCO2+yoAr*mAr+yoH20*mH2O+yoCO*mC0

end

Viscocity, MUGAST (T,ye02,...,yAr)

This function calculates the dynamic viscosity of
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gas. It uses semiempirical formula recommended by
Frank M. White, "Viscous Fluid Flow", pp. 25-38.

yl = yCO2
y3 = y02
y5 = yAr

y2 = yH2O
y4 = yN2
y6 = yCO

real function MUGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

real mu(6),y(6),M(6),T0(6),S(6),mu0(6)
data M /44.01,18.016,32.,28.016,39.944,28.01/
data TO /491.6,750.,491.6,491.6,491.6,491.6/
data S /400.,1550.,250.,192.,260.,245./
data mu0 /.1370,.1703,.1919,.1663,.2125,.1657/

y(1)= yCO2
y(2)= yH2O
y(3)= y02
y(4)= yN2
y(5)= yAr
y(6)= yCO
Tabs=1+459.67

do 10 i=1,6
mu(i)=mu0(i)*(Tabs/T0(i))**1.5*(T0(i)+S(i))/(Tabs+S(i))

10 continue

temp=0.
do 20 i=1,6

templ=0.
do 30 j=1,6

temp2=1.+scirt(mu(i)/mu(j))*(M(j)/M(i))**.25
temp3=sort(8.+8.*M(i)/M(j))
templ=templ+temp2**2/temp3*y(j)

30 continue
temp=temp+mu(i)*y(i)/templ

20 continue

MUGAST=temp*1.5-3/14.882

end

c Conductivity, KGAST (T,yCO2,...,yAr)

c This function calculates the thermal conductivity of
c gas. It uses semiempirical formula recommended by
c Frank M. White, "Viscous Fluid Flow", pp.30 36. It is not
c accurate for high temperatures. (approx 4-5 % for T > 1000. F)

c yl = yCO2 y2 = yH2O
c y3 = y02 y4 = yN2

c y5 = yAr y6 = yCO
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real function KGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

real k(6),y(6),M(6),T0(6),S(6),k0(6)
data M /44.01,18.016,32.,28.016,39.944,28.01/
data TO /491.6,491.6,491.6,491.6,491.6,491.6/
data S /4000.,2300.,400.,300.,270.,320./
data k0 /.008407,.01036,.01419,.0140,.009444,.01342/

y(1)= yCO2
y(2)= yH2O
y(3)= y02
y(4)= yN2
y(5)= yAr
y(6)= yCO
Tabs=T+459.67

do 10 i=1,6
k(i)=k0(1)*(Tabs/T0(i))**1.6*(T0(i)+S(i))/(Tabs+S(1))

10 continue

temp=0.
do 20 i=1,6

templ=0.
do 30 j=1,6

temp2=1.+sqrt(k(i)/k(j))*(M(j)/M(i))**.25
temp3=scirt(8.+8.*M(i)/M(j))
templ=templ+temp2**2/temp3*y(j)

30 continue
temp=temp+k(i)*y(i)/templ

20 continue

KGAST=temp

end

c Density, f(T,P,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

c This function calculates the density according to the ideal
c gas law. Temperature in F, pressure in psia and density in
c lbm/cu.ft

function ROGAS (T,P,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

real Mm,m02,mN2,mCO2,mH20,mAr,mC0
data m02,mCO2,mN2,mH20,mAr /32.,44.01,28.016,18.016,39.944/
data mC0 /28.01/

Mm=yN2*mN2+y02*m02+yCO2*mCO2+yH20*mH2O+yAr*mAr+yCO*mC0
ROGAS =Mm/10.73/(T+459.67)*P

end

Prandtl number, f(T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
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c This function calculate the Prandtl number of a gas as a
c function of temperature. But since the thermal conductivity
c is not accurate for high temperatures, the Prandtl number is
c assumed constant. That is just as accurate.
c Sigurdur Brynjolfsson, 07-24-83

function PrGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

c real k,mu,KGAST,MUGAST

c CP=HGAST(T+.5,T-.5,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
c mu=MUGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
c k =KGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

c PrGAST=Cp*mu/k * 3600.
PrGAST=0.69

end
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Stitle: 'Steam properties functions'
$storage:2
Cxaa == = == ======= =_==__=__
C Equations are taken from "Thermodynamic Properties of Water for
C Computer Simulation of Power Plants", Prepared by I. Z. Kuck,
C Department of Nuclear Engineering, University of Arizona Nov. 1981
C However, the equations given by NUREG are valid only from 1 bar to
C 150 bar/373.15 K to 873.15K (superheat) and 1 bar to 160 bar
C (saturated). So some of the functions have been extended to lower
C bars using polynomial curve fit equations. Many of the functions
C are fairly accurate at low pressures, (since they are close to an
C ideal gas) without additional curve fit equations.
C Some functions were pure curve fits from Steam Tables data.
C

C Programmed by S FOX 83.09.07
C

C LUN definition: 1 warning file (out-of-domain messages)
Ca================================================= arA===========

subroutine WARN(name,value,units)
C prints warnings

character name*6, units*6
write(1,10) name,value,units

10 format(lx,a,' warning:',f12.5,1x,a, outside accurate domain')
return
end

REAL FUNCTION TsatWP(press)
C saturation temperature as a function of pressure

DATA xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9
/356.53, -2.0611, 5.7064E-3, -1.0110E-5, 2.1841,
-9.9885E-3, 2.5304E-5, 38.845, -22.420/

DATA a0,al,a2,a3
/2.682574, -0.2009935, -2.11973E-3, -6.676318E-5/

DATA b0,b1 /2.83085, -0.1628501/
DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696/

C convert inputs to metric units
p = press / Pconv

C check domain of inputs (extended past NUREG domain)
if ((p .lt. 0.000381) .or. (p .gt. 200.0))

> call warn('TsatWP',p,'bars ')

C calculate Tsat
if (p .gt. 1.0) then
pi = 1.0 / p
ps = sqrt(p)
partl = xl + p * (x2 + p * (x3 + p * x4))
part2 = pi * (x5 + pi * (x6 + pi * x7)) + x8 * ps + x9 / ps
TsatWP = (partl + part2) * Tconv + Tabzro

else if (p .gt. 0.007) then
C below 1 atmosphere



p1 = alog(p)
TsatWP = 1000.0 / (a0 + pl * (al + pl * (a2 + pl * a3))) *

Tconv + Tabzro
else

C solid-vapor saturation
TsatWP = 1000.0 / (b0 + alog(p) * bl) * Tconv + Tabzro

endif
RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION PsatWT(temp)
C saturation pressure as a function of temperature
C

C iter current iteration
C maxits -- max no. of iterations allowed
C deltap change in pressure since last iteration
C toler maximum change in pressure acceptable
C dtdp derivative of temerature with respect to pressure
C
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DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /

C convert inputs to metric units
t = (temp Tabzro) / Tconv

C check domain of inputs (as per other functions)
if ((t .1t. 243.15) .or. (t .gt. 643.15))

> call warn('PsatWT',WK )

C use a polynomial to guess p (rough curve fit)
t = t/100.0
p = exp(-34.87 + t*(17.18 + t*(-2.66 + t*0.15)))

C set iteration variables
toler = 0.001
maxits = 100
deltap = 0.01 * p

C solve TsatWP(p) temp = 0 for p (note that p is in bars)

C iterate until deltap is small using Newton's method
do 1 iter = 1, maxits

tsat = TsatWP(p*Pconv)
dtdp = (TsatWP((p+deltap)*Pconv) tsat) / deltap
deltap = (tsat temp) / dtdp
P = p deltap

C don't let p get negative! causes trouble ...
if(p .1t. 0.0) then
write(1,20) p

endif
if(abs(deltap) .1t. toler * p) goto 2

1 continue
2 continue

C check for max iterations
if (iter .gt. maxits) write(1,30) iter

20 format(' PsatWT warning: ',f10.2,' pressure is negative ')
30 format(' PsatWT warning: ',i3,' iterations with no convergence.')



C return the value of the function
PsatWT = p * Pconv
RETURN
END
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REAL FUNCTION VfWP(press)
C volume of saturated water as a function of pressure

DATA vl,v2,v3,v4,v5
/1.0562, 7.2848E-3, -7.8325E-5, 5.8788E-7, -1.4035E-9/

DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Vconv / 0.016020 /

C convert inputs to metric units
P = press / Pconv

C check domain of inputs (extended past NUREG domain)
if ((p .lt. 0.02) .or. (p .gt. 190.0))

> call warn('VfWP ',p,'bars ')

C calculate function
VfWP = (v1 +p * (v2 + p * (v3 + p * (v4 + p * v5))))

* Vconv
RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION VfWT(temp)
C volume of saturated liquid water as a function of T

DATA dl,d2,d3,d4 /-4.4267, 0.035980, -8.0055E-5, 6.1163E-8/
DATA d5,d6,d7,d8 /1.38817, -0.00329542, 8.14377E-6, -4.78753E-9/
DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Vconv / 0.016020 /

C convert inputs to metric units
t = (temp - Tabzro) / Tconv

C check domain of inputs (as per other functions)
if((t .lt. 273.15) .or. (t .gt. 643.15))

> call warn('VNT ',t,'K )

C calculate function
if(t .gt. 373.) then
VfWT = (dl + t * (d2 + t * (d3 + t * d4))) * Vconv

else
VfWT = (d5 + t * (d6 + t * (d7 + t * d8))) * Vconv

endif
RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION HfWP(press)
C enthalpy of saturated water as a function of pressure

DATA wl,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6,w7,w8
/644.80, 18.818, -0.27564, 2.7955E-3, -1.4470E-5, 2.9450E-8,
-488.54, 243.70/

DATA a0,al,a2,a3,a4
/417.4713, 117.6007, 10.15931, 0.7910544, 0.03379874/

DATA b0,b1,b2 /-165.8852, 40.28861, 1.45605/
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Hconv / 0.43022 /
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C convert inputs to metric units
p = press / Pconv

C check domain of inputs
if ((p .lt. 0.001035) .or. (p .gt. 190.0))

> call warn('HfWP ',p,'bars ')

C calculate Hf
if(p .gt. 1.0) then

C from NUREG curve fit equation
pi = 1.0 / p
partl = wl + p * (w2 + p * (w3 + p * (w4 + p * (wS + p * w6))) )
HfWP = (partl + pi * (w7 + pi * w8)) * Hconv

else if(p .gt. 0.006113) then
C least squares fit of data between t.p. and 1.0 bar

pl = alog(p)
HfWP = (a0 + pl * (al + pl * (a2 + pl * (a3 + pl * a4))))* Hconv

else
C least squares fit for solid-vapor region

pl = alog(p)
HfWP = (be + pl * + pl * b2)) * Hconv

endif
RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION HfWT(temp)
C enthalpy of saturated liquid water as a function of T

DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /

C convert inputs to metric units
t = (temp Tabzro) / Tconv

C check domain of inputs (as per other functions)
if((t .lt. 253.15) .or. (t .gt. 600.0))

> call warn('HfWT ',t,'K 7 )

C calculate function
HfWT = HfWP(PsatWT(temp))
RETURN
END

real function TfWH(enthal)
c temperature of sat liquid from entahlpy

c set upper and lower bounds
Tmin = 20.
Tmax = 700.
Hmin = -149.4
Hmax = 989.2

if ((enthal. gt. Hmax) .or. (enthal. lt. Hmin)) then
write (1,10) H
if (enthal. gt. Hmax) then

T = Tmax
else

T = Tmin
endif

TfWH = T



return
endif

c interpolation for root
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100 T = Tmin + (enthal Hmin)*(Tmax Tmin)/(Hmax Hmin)

Hnew = HfWT(T)
test = abs((Hnew enthal)/enthal)
if (test. It. .0001) then

TfWH = T
return

else
if (Hnew. gt. enthal) then

Tmax = T
Hmax = Hnew

else
Tmin = T
Hmin = Hnew

endif
endif
goto 100

10 format('TfWH warning: ',f8.3,'H outside accurate domain')
return
end

real function PvWTH(T,H)
c pressure of superheated steam from temp. and entahlpy
c set upper and lower bounds

Tmin = 212.
Tmax = 1600.
Pmin = 14.696
Pmax = 700.
Hmin = 1150.
Hmax = 1860.

if ((T. gt. Tmax) .or. (T. lt. Tmin)) then
write (1,10) T

endif
if ((H. gt. Hmax) .or. (H. It .Hmin))then

write (1,20) H
endif

calculate Hlo and Hhi for iteration
Hlo = HvWTP(T,Pmin)
Hhi = HvWTP(T,Pmax)

interpolation for root

100 P = Pmin + (H Hlo)*(Pmax Pmin) /(Hhi Hlo)

Hnew = HVWTP(T,P)
test = abs((Hnew H)/H)

if (test. It. .00001) then
PvWTH = P
return
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else
if (Hnew. gt. H) then

Pmax = P
Hhi = Hnew

else
Pmin = P
HI° = Hnew

endif
endif
goto 100

10 format('PvWTH warning: ',f8.3,'T outside accurate domain')

20 format('PvWTH warning: ',f8.3,'H outside accurate domain')

return
end

REAL FUNCTION SfWP(press)
C entropy of saturated liquid water as a function of P

DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /

C convert inputs to metric units

p = press / Pconv

C check domain of inputs (as per other functions)
if ((p .lt. 0.001035) .or. (p .gt. 190.0))

> call warn('SfWP ',p,'bars ')

C calculate the function
tsat = TsatWP(press)
hfg = HvWTP(tsat,press) HfWP(press)

SfWP = SvWTP(tsat,press) hfg / (tsat Tabzro)

C RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION SfWT(temp)

C entropy of saturated liquid water as a function of T

DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /

C convert inputs to metric units

t = (temp Tabzro) / Tconv

C check domain of inputs (error unknown)
if((t .lt. 253.15) .or. (t .gt. 643.15))

> call warn('SNT ',t,'K )

C calculate function
SfWT = SfWP(PsatWT(temp))

C RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION VvWTP(temp,press)
C volume of vapor as a function of T, P

DATA r /4.619/
DATA z0,z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9

/1.0001, -5.3391, 6.1322E-3, -74.961, 0.25547,

-2.0580E-4, -8.9010E-3, 4.3505E-6, 6.1847, -1471.5/

DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /



DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Vconv / 0.016020 /

C convert inputs to metric units
p = press / Pconv
t = (temp - Tabzro) / Tconv

C check domain of inputs (extended past NUREG domain)
if ((p .1t. 0.02) .or. (p .gt. 150.0))

> call warn('VvWTP ',p,'bars 1)

if ((t .lt. 253.15) .or. (t .gt. 873.15))

> call warn('VvWTP ',t,'K ,)

C calculate function
pa = p ** 2
is = t ** 2

partl = zl + t * (z0 / p + z2)

part2 = p * (z3 / t + z4 + z5 * t + (z6 + z7 * t) * p)

part3 = p * p * (z8 / t + z9 / (t * t))

VvWTP = r * (partl + part2 + part3) * Vconv
C RETURN

END
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REAL FUNCTION HvWTP(temp,press)
C enthalpy of vapor as a function of T, P

DATA cl,c2,c3 /1.7524, 2.4936E-4, 3.0978E-7/
DATA z0,z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9

/1.0001, -5.3391, 6.1322E-3, -74.961, 0.25547,

-2.0580E-4, -8.9010E-3, 4.3505E-6, 6.1847, -1471.5/
DATA tl,pl,hl,sl,rl / 273.16, 0.006113, 2501.3, 9.1571, 0.4619/
DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Hconv / 0.43022 /

C convert inputs to metric units
p = press / Pconv
t = (temp Tabzro) / Tconv

C check domain of inputs (extended past NUREG domain)
if ((p .lt. 0.01) .or. (p .gt. 150.0))

> call warn('HvWTP ',p,'bars ')

if ((t .lt. 243.15) .or. (t .gt. 873.15))

> call warn('HvWTP ',t,'K 1 )

C calculate h
ps = p ** 2
pc = p ** 3
is = t ** 2
tc = t ** 3
pls = pl ** 2
plc = pl ** 3
tls = tl ** 2
tic = tl ** 3
partl = cl * (t tl) + c2/2.0 * (ts tls) + c3/3.0 * (tc tic)

part2 = zl * (p pl) + z3 * (ps/t pls/t1) + z4/2.0 * (ps pis)

part3 = z6/3.0 * (pc plc) + 2.0/3.0 * z8 * (pc/t plc /ti)

+ z9 * (pc/ts plc/Us)
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HvWTP = (part' + r1 * (part2 + part3) + hl) * Hconv
RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION SvWTP(temp,press)
C entropy of vapor as a function of T, P

DATA c1,c2,c3 /1.7524, 2.4936E-4, 3.0978E-7/
DATA z0,z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9

/1.0001, -5.3391, 6.1322E-3, -74.961, 0.25547,

-2.0580E-4, -8.9010E-3, 4.3505E-6, 6.1847, -1471.5/
DATA ti,pl,hl,sl,rl / 273.16, 0.006113, 2501.3, 9.1571, 0.4619/
DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Sconv / 0.23901 /

C convert inputs to metric units
p = press / Pconv
t = (temp - Tabzro) / Tconv

C check domain of inputs (extended past NUREG domain)
if ((p .1t. 0.01) .or. (p .gt. 150.0))

> call warn('SvWTP ',p,'bars ')

if ((t .11. 243.15) .or. (t .gt. 873.15))

> call warn('SvWTP ',t,'K )

C calculate s
ps = p ** 2
pc = p ** 3
ts = t ** 2

tc = t ** 3
pls = pl ** 2
plc = pl ** 3
tls = tl ** 2
tic = tl ** 3
partl = cl * alog(t /tl) + c2 * (t tl) + c3/2.0 * (ts tls)

part2 = z0 * alog(p /pi) + z2 * (p-pl) z3/2.0 * (ps/ts pis /tls)

part3 = z5/2.0 * (ps pis) + z7/3.0 * (pc plc)

part4 = -z8/3.0 * (pc/ts plc/t1s) 2.0/3.0 * z9 *

(pc/tc plc/tic)
SvWTP = (part' rl * (partZ + part3 + part4) + 51) * Sconv

RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION TvWPS(press,entrop)
C temperature of vapor as a function of P,
C

C iter current iteration
C maxits -- max no. of iterations allowed
C deltat change in temperature since last iteration

C toler maximum change in temperature acceptable
C dsdt derivative of entropy with respect to temperature
C

DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Sconv / 0.23901 /

C convert inputs to metric units
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p = press / Pconv
= entrop / Sconv

C check domain of inputs (as per rest of functions)
if ((p .lt. 0.1) .or. (p .gt. 150.0))

> call warn('TvWPS ',p,'bars ')

if ((s .lt. 5.3086) .or. (s .gt. 10.500))
> call warn('TvWPS ',5,'J/g-K ')

C set iteration variables; guess t Tsat(P)
toler = 0.001
maxits = 100
t = TsatWP(press)
deltat = 10.0

C iterate until deltat is small using Newton's method
C solve s(T,P) entrop = 0 for T (we know P = press)

do 1 iter = 1, maxits
s = SvWTP(t,press)
dsdt = (SvWTP(t+deltat,press) s) / deltat

deltat = (s - entrop) / dsdt
t = t deltat
if(abs(deltat) .lt. toler * t> goto 2

1 continue
2 continue

C check for max iterations
if (iter .gt. maxits) write(1,30) iter

30 format(' TvWPS warning: ',i3,' iterations with no convergence.')
C return the value of the function

TvWPS = t
RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION TvWPH(press,enthal)
C temperature of superheated steam as function of P,h

DATA al,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9
1-1158.4, 35.880, -0.12666, 0.63660, -1.9700E-2, 7.1515E-5,
-2.3814E-5, 2.7366E-6, -1.0107E-8/

DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Hconv / 0.43022 /

C convert inputs to metric units
p = press / Pconv
h = enthal / Hconv

C check domain of inputs (extended past NUREG domains)
if ((p .1t. 0.1) .or. (p .gt. 150.0))

> call warn('TvWPH ',p,'bars ')

if ((h .lt. 2500.0) .or. (h .gt. 3582.4))
> call warn('TvWPH ',h,'J/g ')

C calculate T
ps = p ** 2
hs = h ** 2
partl = al + a2 * p + a3 * ps + a4 * h + 55 * h * p
part2 = a6 * h * ps + a7 * hs + a8 * hs * p + a9 * hs * ps
TvWPH = (partl + part2) Tconv + Tabzro



RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION HvWPS(press,entrop)
C enthalpy of vapor as function of P, h

DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Sconv / 0.23901 /

C convert inputs to metric units
p = press / Pconv
s = entrop / Sconv

C check domain of inputs (as per other functions)
if ((p .lt. 0.1) .or. (p .gt. 160.0))

> call warn('HvWPS ',p,'bars 1)

if ((s .lt. 1.3026) .or. (s .gt. 10.500))
> call warn('HvWPS ',s,'J/g-K ')

C calculate function
HvWPS = HvWTP(TvWPS(press,entrop),press)
RETURN
END
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REAL FUNCTION MUvWT(temp)
C dynamic viscosity of vapor as function of T
C curve fit from data in U.K. Steam Tables in SI units 1970

implicit real (a-z)
DATA MUconv / 0.671969 /
DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA TO / 273.15 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA f0,fl,f2,f3,f4
>/1.66373, 3.81849, 3.85990, -0.796568, 0.0526622/

C convert input to metric units
t = (temp Tabzro) / Tconv

C check domain of inputs
if((t .lt. 473.15) .or. (t .gt. 1273.15))

> call warn('MUvWT ',t,'K )

C calculate function
tratio = t / TO

MUvWT = 1.E-6 * (f0 + tratio * (fl + tratio * (f2 + tratio * (f3 +
tratio * f4)))) * MUconv

RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION KvWTP(temp,press)
C thermal conductivity of vapor as function of T,P
C eqns from U.K Steam Tables in SI Units 1970

implicit real (a-z)
DATA Kconv / 0.577789 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA TO / 273.15 /
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Vconv / 0.016020 /
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DATA al,bl,cl,dl
/ 17.6, 0.0587, 1.04E-4, -4.51E-8 /

DATA a2,b2,c2,d2,e2
/ 103.51, 0.4198, -2.771E-5, 2.1482E14, 0.0 /

C convert input to metric units
p = press / Pconv
t = (temp - Tabzro) / Tconv TO

check domain of inputs
if((t .lt. 100.0) .or. (t .gt. 700.0))

> call warn('KvWTP ',t,'C )

if((p .lt. 1.0) .or. (p .gt. 175.0))
> call warn('KvWTP ',p,'bars ')

C calculate function
Kl = 0.001 * (al + t * (bl + t * (cl + t * d1)))

v = VvWTP(temp,press) / Vconv
KvWTP = (K1 + 0.001 * ((a2 + t * (b2 + t * c2)) / v +

d2 / (t e) ** 4.2 / v/v)) * Kconv

RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION PRvWTP(temp,press)
C Prandtl number of vapor as function of T, P

C curve fit from data in U.K. Steam Tables in SI units 1970

implicit real (a-z)
DATA Tabzro / -459.67 /
DATA TO / 273.15/
DATA Tconv / 1.8 /
DATA Pconv / 14.696 /
DATA al, bl, cl /1.026115, -3.238733E-04, 1.741846E-07/
DATA a50,b50,c50 /2.172336, -4.412849E-03, 3.887905E-06/

C convert input to metric units

t = (temp Tabzro) / Tconv TO

p = press / Pconv
C check domain of inputs

if((t .lt. 350.0) .or. (t .gt. 560.0))

> call warn('PRvWTP',t,'C )

if((p .lt. 1.0) .or. (p .gt. 50.0))
> call warn('PRvWTP',p,'bars ')

C calculate function at 1, SO atm, then linear interp.

PR1 = al + t * (bl + t * cl )

PR50 = a50 + t * (b50 + t * c50)

PRvWTP = PR50 (50.0 p) / (50.0 1.0) * (PR50 PR1)

RETURN
END
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$title:'Heat transfer coeffs and pressure drops'
$storage:2
C Heat transfer coefficient for crossflow hx

C

C This function calculates the heat transfer coefficient on the

C outside of a crossflow heat exchanger (from J.P. Holman;

C "Heat Transfer",pp. 212-223. Input to the program is the mass

C flow, average and film temperature, pressure, height of heat

C exchanger, diameter of the tubes and specifacations of the heat

C exchanger.
C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson July 1983

C Revised 07-23-83, SB
C Variable names: Revised 11-08-83, SB

C

C AREA = Minimum flow area, sq.ft

C C = Coefficient to find h ( h*d/k=C*RE**X )

C 0 = Outside diameter of pipes, in

C KFILM = Conductivity of gas at TFILM, Btu/hr/ft/R

C HEIGHT = Height of heat exchanger, ft

C MR = Massflow of flue gas, lbm/sec

C MUFILM = Dynamic viscosity of gas, lbm/ft/sec

C NPN = Number of pipes normal to flow direction

C P = Inlet pressure, in W.C.

C PRFILM = Prandtl number at TFILM

C REFILM = Reynolds number at TFILM

C RO = Density at TAVE, Ibm/cu.ft

C ROFILM = Density at TFILM, lbm/cu.ft
C SND = Normal spacing of the pipes

C TAVE = Average temperature in the heat exchanger, F

C TFILM = Average film temperature , F

C VMAX = Maximum velocity in the heat exchanger, ft/sec

C X = Coefficient to calculate h

C

C External function names:
C

C KGAST = Thermal conductivity of air, f(T,y...)

C MUGAST = Dynamic viscosity of air, f(T,y...)

C PrGAST = Prandtl number of air, f(T,y...)

C ROGAS = Density of air, f(T,P,y...)

C

FUNCTION HHXCF (MR,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO,TAVE,TFILM,P,
HEIGHT,D,FSAFE,SND,C,X,NPN,VMAX)

REAL MR,KFILM,MUFILM,MUGAST,KGAST,NPN
C

C... Maximum velocity of flue gas:
C

Pabs=14.696+0.03163*P
RO= ROGAS (TAVE,PabCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
AREA=SND*0*(NPN+1)/12.*(HEIGHT+1.5/12.)-NPN*0/12.*HEIGHT
VMAX=MR/RO/AREA*FSAFE

C

C... Properties at film temperature:
C



Prfilm= PrGAST (Tfilm,yCO2,0420,02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
MUfilm= MUGAST (Tfilm,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
Kfilm = KGAST (Tfilm,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
ROfilm= ROGAS (Tfilm,Pabs,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,y00)

C

C... Heat transfer coefficient:
C

REFILM=VMAX*0/12.*ROFILM/MUFILM
HHXCF=KFILM/D*12.*C*REFILM**X*PRFILM**(1./3.)

C

END
C Pressure loss in a crossflow heat exchanger
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C

C This program calculates the pressure loss (in W.C.) on the

C shell side of a crossflow heat exchanger. The input to the

C program is the massflow, average and wall temperatures,
C pressure,height of heat exchanger outside diameter of tubes and

C specifacations of the heat exchanger.
C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson, July 1983.

C Revised 23-7-83, SB

C Variable names: Revised 11-08-83, SB

C

C AREA = Minimum flow area, sq.ft

C D = Outside diameter of pipes, in

C FRIC = Friction factor
C GMAX = Maximum massflow in heat exchanger, lb/h/scift

C HEIGHT = Height of heat exchanger, ft
C MR = Massflow of flue gas, lbm/sec

C MU_ = Dynamic viscosity, lbm/ft/sec

C NPN = Number of pipes normal to flow direction
C NPP = Number of pipes parallel to flow direction
C P = Inlet pressue to heat exchanger, in W.C.

C RE = Reynolds number
C ROAVE = Density at TAVE
C SND = Normal spacing of the pipes

C SPD = Parallel spacing of the pipes

C TAVE = Average temperature in the heat exchanger, F
C TWALL = Average wall temperature of the heat exchanger

C TYPE = Type of arrangement ( 1:in-line/2:staggered )

C

C External function names:
C

C MUGAST = Dynamic viscosity of air, f(T,y...)
ROGAS = Density of air, f(T,P,y...)

C

FUNCTION PHXCF (MR,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO,TAVE,TWALL,P
> ,HEIGHT,D,TYPE,FSAFE,SND,SPD,NPN,NPP)
REAL MR,MUWALL,MUAVE,MUGAST,NPP,NPN

C

C... Calculate properties of flue gas:
C

Pabs = 14.696 +0.03613*P
MUwall= MUGAST (Twall,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yhr,yCO)
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MUave = MUGAST (Tame ofCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
ROave = ROGAS (Tave,Pabs,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

C

C... Mass velocity and Reynolds number:
C

AREA=SND*D*(NPN+1)/12.*(HEIGHT+1.5/12.)-NPN*D/12.*HEIGHT
GMAX=MR/AREA*3800.*FSAFE
RE=GMAX/MUAVE*0/12./3600.

C

C... Friction coefficient (1:in-line/2:staggerd)
C

IF( TYPE .EQ. 1. ) THEN

TEMP=(SND-1.)**(0.43+1.13/SPD)
FRIC=(0.044+0.08*SPD/TEMP)/RE**0.15

ELSE
TEMP=(SND-1)**1.08
FRIC=(0.25+0.118/TEMP)/RE**0.18

ENDIF
C

C... Pressure loss:
C

PHXCF=FRIC*GMAX**2*NPP/ROAVE*(MUWALL/MUAVE)**.14/2.09E08*.1922
C

END
C Pressure loss inside a pipe

C

C This program calculates pressure loss pr. unit length in a

C pipe (psia/ft). The input to the program are massflow
C temperature, pressure, diameter and roughness factor (k/D).

C This program is for steam.
C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson 7-31-83

C Revised 11-08-83, SB

C Variable names:
C

C AREA = Cross section of pipe, sq.ft
C D = Diameter of pipe, in

C FRIC = Friction factor of the pipe.
C FSM = Friction factor for smooth pipe at same Re.

C MR = Massflow of fluid pr. pipe, lbm/sec.
C MU = Dynamic viscocity of fluid, ibm /ft /sec.

C P = Average pressure of fluid in pipe, psia.

C PI = Pi, 3.14...
C RE = Reynolds number.
C RO = Density of fluid, lbm/cu.ft
C ROUGH = Roughness factor, k/D.

C T = Temperature of the fluid, F

C VELOC = Velocity of the fluid, ft/sec.

C

C... External function names:
C

C MUvWT = Dynamic viscosity, f(T)

C VvWTP = Density of steam f(T,P)

C
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FUNCTION dPpipW(MR,T,P,D,ROUGH)
REAL MU,MUvWT,MR
PI=ACOS(-1.)

C
C... Properties of fluid:

C
R0 =1./VvWTP (T,P)
MU=MUvWT (T)

C

C... Reynolds number:

C

AREA=PI*(0/12./2.)**2
VELOC=MR/RO/AREA
RE=VELOC*RO*0/12./MU

C

C... The friction factor:

C

FSM=0.318/RE**0.25
GUESS1=1./SORT(FSM)
DO 10 1=1,20

GUESS2=1.74-2.*ALOG10(2.*ROUGH+18.7*GUESSURE)
IF(ABS(GUESS1/GUESS2-1) .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 20

GUESS1=GUESS2

10 CONTINUE

20 FRIC=(1./GUESS2)**2
C
C... Pressure loss pr. unit length:

C

dPpipW=FRIC/(D/12.)*RO*VELOC**2*0.5/32.174/144.
C

END
C

Pressure loss inside a pipe

C

C This program calculates pressure loss pr. unit length in a

C pipe (psia/ft). The input to the program are massflow

C temperature, pressure, diameter and roughness factor (k/D).

C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson 3-27-83

C
Revised 7-23-83, SB

C
Revised 11-08-83, SB

C Variable names:

C

C AREA = Cross section of pipe, sq.ft

= Diameter of pipe, in

C FRIC = Friction factor of the pipe.

C FSM = Friction factor for smooth pipe at same Re.

C MR = Massflow of fluid pr. pipe, lbm/sec.

C MU = Dynamic viscocity of fluid, ibm /ft /sec.

C P = Average pressure of fluid in pipe, psia.

C PI = Pi, 3.14...

C RE = Reynolds number.

C RO = Density of fluid, lbm/cu.ft

C ROUGH = Roughness factor, k/D.

= Temperature of the fluid, F



C VELOC = Velocity of the fluid, ft/sec.
C

C... External function names:
C

C MUGAST = Dynamic viscosity, f(T,y...).
C ROGAS = Density of gas, f(T,P,y...).
C

FUNCTION PINPIP(MR,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO,T,P,D,ROUGH)
REAL MU,MUGAST,MR
PI=ACOS(-1.)

C

C... Properties of fluid:
C

RO=ROGAS (T,P0/CO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
MU=MUGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

C

C... Reynolds number:
C

AREA=PI*(D/12./2.)**2
VELOC=MR/RO/AREA
RE=VELOC*RO*0/12./MU

C

C... The friction factor:
C

FSM=0.318/RE**0.25
GUESS1=1./SQRT(FSM)
DO 10 1=1,20

GUESS2=1.74-2.*ALOG10(2.*ROUGH+18.7*GUESS1/RE)
IF(ABS(GUESS1/GUESS2-1) .LT. 0.00001) GO TO 20
GUESS1=GUESS2

10 CONTINUE
20 FRIC=(1./GUESS2)**2
C

C... Pressure loss pr. unit length:
C

PINPIP=FRIC/(0/12.)*RO*VELOC**2*0.5/32.174/144.
C

END
C Heat transfer coefficient inside pipes
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C

C This function calculates the heat transfer coefficient inside
C pipes [Btu/(sqft*R)], using relations recomended by Keyes and
C Crawford, "Convective Heat and Mass Transfer". Input to the
C program are massflow, average temperature and pressure of air
C and ID of the pipe.
C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson June 1983
C Revised 11-08-83, SB
C Variable names:
C

C AREA = Cross sectiion of pipe, squere ft.
= Inside diameter of pipe, in.

C K = Conductivity of fluid, Btu/hr/ft/R
C MR = Massflow of fluid in.pipe, ibm /sec.
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C MU = Dynamic viscocity of fluid, lbm/sec/ft
C P = Pressure of fluid, psia.

C PI = Pi, 3.14...

C Pr = Prandtl number.
C RE = Reynolds number.

C RO = Density of fluid, lbm/cu.ft
= Temperature of fluid, F.

C VELOC = Velocity of fluid in pipe, ft/sec.

C

C... External function names:
C

C KGAST = Conductivity of air, f(T)

C MUGAST = Dynamic viscocity of air, f(T)

C PrGAST = Prandtl number of gas, f(T)

C ROGAS = Density of air, f(T,P)

C

FUNCTION HINPIP(MR,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO,T,P,D)
REAL K,MR,MU,MUGAST,KGAST
PI=ACOS(-1.)

C

C... Properties of fluid at average temperature and pressure:

C

Pr= PrGAST (T,ye02,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
MU= MUGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
K = KGAST (T,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
RO= ROGAS (T,P,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

C

C... Reynolds number:
C

AREA=PI*(D/12./2.)**2
VELOC=MR/RO/AREA
RE=VELOC*RO*0/12./MU

C

C... Heat transfer coefficient in the pipe:
C

HINPIP=0.022*K/D*12.*RE**0.8*SQRT(Pr)
C

END
C Heat transfer coefficient inside pipes
C

C This function calculates the heat transfer coefficient inside

C pipes CBtu/(scift*R>l, using relations recomended by Keyes and

C Crawford, "Convective Heat and Mass Transfer". Input to the
C program are massflow, average temperature and pressure of air

C and ID of the pipe.
C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson June 1983

C Revised 11-08-83, SB

C Variable names:
C

C AREA = Cross sectiion of pipe, squere ft.

C D = Inside diameter of pipe, in.

C K = Conductivity of fluid, Btu/hr/ft/R
C MR = Massflow of fluid in pipe, lbm/sec.



C MU = Dynamic viscocity of fluid, lbm/sec/ft

C P = Pressure of fluid, psia.

C PI = Pi, 3.14...

C Pr = Prandtl number.

C RE = Reynolds number.

C RO = Density of fluid, lbm/cu.ft

C T = Temperature of fluid, F.

C VELOC = Velocity of fluid in pipe, ft/sec.

C
C... External function names:
C

C KvWTP = Conductivity of steam f(T,P)

C MUvWT = Dynamic viscocity of steam, f(T)

C PRvWTP = Prandtl number of steam, f(T,P)

C UvWTP = Volume of steam, f(T,P)

C

function HPIPW (MR,T,P,D)
REAL K,MR,MU,MUvWT,KvWTP
PI=ACOS(-1.)

C

C... Properties of fluid at average temperature and pressure:

C

Pr= PRvWTP (T,P)
MU= MUvWT (T)
K = KvWTP (T,P)
RO= 1./VvWTP (T,P)

C

C... Reynolds number:
C

AREA=PI*(D/12./2.)**2
VELOC=MR/RO/AREA
RE=VELOC*RO*0/12./MU

C

C... Heat transfer coefficient in the pipe:

C

C

HpipW=0.022*K/D*12.*RE**0.8*SQRT(Pr)

END

c Correction factor for cross flow heat exchangers
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c

c This function calculates the error in using LMTD - method

c for a cross flow heat exchanger. The equation used is from:

c Bowman, Mueller and Nagle, "Mean Temperature in Design", Trans.

c ASME, May 1940. It returns the F factor:

c Q=F*U*A*LMTD

c Sigurdur Brynjolfsson, 09-03-83

c Revised 11-08-83, SB

function CORRHX (Tpipin,Tpipo,Tshin,Tsho)

C

real K,Knew



f(K) = exp(K*x)*(cosh(k*x)+(1-K)*sinh(K*x))-1./(1.-p)
fprm(K)= exp(K*x)*((2.-K)*x*cosh(K*x)+(2*x-K*x-1)*sinh(K*x) )

p=(Tpipin-Tpipo)/(Tpipin-Tshin)
q=(Tsho-Tshin)/( Tpipin-Tshin)
x=p/q
if (p.eq.q)then

r0=1.-p
else

r0=(p-q)/alog((1.-q)/(1.-p) )
endif

K=1.-exp(-q/2./r0)
do 10 i=1,20

Knew=K-f(k)/fprm(K)
if( abs(1.-K/Knew) .lt. 0.001) go to 100

K=Knew
10 continue

100 r=-q/alog(1.-Knew)*.5
CORRHX = r/r0

end

c Correction factor if less than 10 pipes
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c This function calculates the ratio of Hact/H10 if the number

c of pipes parallell to the flow is less than 10. The equation

c is a curve fit from J.P. Holman, "Heat Transfer".

c

function FHACT (Npip,type)
real Npip
data a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,b0,b1,b2,b3,b4 /

3.55875e-01, 3.69475e-01, -9.46125e-02, 1.09460e-02,
-4.58505e-04, 5.97611e-01, 7.79257e-02, 4.00786e-03,
-1.83290e-03, 1.07235e-04/

if (type .eq. 1.) then
FHACT=(((a4*Npip+a3)*Npip+a2)*Npip+al)*Npip+a0

else
FHACT=(((b4*Npip+b3)*Npip+b2)*Npip+b1)*Npip+b0

endif
end

Printing heat exchanger data

subroutine HXPRIN (txtl,txt2,Tgin,Tpin,Pginab,Ppin,
MRg,MRp,Tgo,Tpo,Pgoab,Ppo,Cpg,Cpp,mug,mup,kg,kp,EXgin,
EXpin,EXgo,EXpo,type,SnO,SpD,npn,npp,nu,OD,ID,k,rough,
length,height,width,area,VMAX,c,x,fsafe,Fcfhx,fh,hout,
hin,foul,U,UA,LMTD,Twmax,Tw,Q,IRR,dPp,dPft,dPg)

character*10 txtl,txt2,arrngm
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real MRg,MRp,length,ID,LMTD,IRR,mug,mup,kg,kp,k,npn,npp,nu

if ( type .eq. 1.) then
arrngm = 'in-line'

else
arrngm = 'staggered'

endif
write(8,1000) 'Flow conditions:',txtl,txt2
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at inlet, F :',Tgin,Tpin
write(8,1200) 'Pressure at inlet, psia :',Pginab,Ppin
write(8,1200) 'Massflow, lbm/sec :',MRg,MRp
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at exit, F :',Tgo,Tpo
write(8,1200) 'Pressure at exit, psia :',Pgoab,Ppo
write(8,1200)
write(8,1200) 'Cp - values, btu/lbm F :',Cpg,Cpp
write(8,1250) 'Viscosity, ibm /s ft :',mug,mup
write(8,1250) 'Conductivity,btu/h ft R :',kg,kp
write(8,1200) 'Exergy at inlet, KW :',EXgin,EXpin
write(8,1200) 'Exergy at exit, KW :',EXgo,EXpo

write(8,1100) 'Specifications of Heat Exchanger:'
write(8,1300)
write(8,1500) 'Tube arrangement: ',arrngm
write(8,1300) 'Spacing of tubes normal to flow, Sn/d: ',SnD
write(8,1300) 'Spacing of tubes parallel to flow, Sp/d: ',SpO
write(8,1300) 'Number of tubes normal to flow: ',npn
write(8,1300) 'Number of tubes parallel to flow: ',npp
write(8,1300) 'Number of U"s: ',nu
write(8,1300) 'Outside diameter of pipes: ',OD

,'inches'

write(8,1300) 'Inside diameter of pipes: ',ID

,'inches'
write(8,1300) 'Thermal conductivity of the tubes: ',k

,'btuh/ft/F'
write(8,1300) 'Rougness factor inside the tubes (k/D): ',rough
write(8,1300) 'Length of the tubes: ',length

,'ft'

write(8,1300) 'Height of the heat exchanger: ',height
,'ft'

write(8,1300) 'Width of the heat exchanger: ',width
,'ft'

write(8,1300) 'Total heat transfer area: ',area
,'sqft'

write(8,1300) 'Maximum velocity: ',VMAX
,'ft/sec'

write(8,1100) 'Heat Transfer Data:'
write(8,1300)
write(8,1300) '"C" to calculate Nusselt Number: ',c

write(8,1300) '"X" to calculate Nusselt Number: ',x

write(8,1300) 'Safety factor on the shell side: ',fsafe
write(8,1300) 'Correction factor due to cross flow! ',Fcfhx
write(8,1300) 'Correction factor due to few pipes: ',fh
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write(8,1300) 'H out heat transfer coefficient: ',hout,
'btu/h/sqft/F'

write(8,1300) 'H in - heat transfer coefficient: ',hin,

'btu/h/sqft/F'
write(8,1300) 'Fouling in heat exchanger: ',foul
write(8,1300) 'U Overall heat transfer coefficient',U,

'btu/h/scift/F'

c(N.C.) write(8,1300) 'UA - value: ',UA,'btu/h/F"
write(8,1300) 'Log-Mean-Temperature-Difference : ',LMTD,'F'
write(8,1300) 'Maximum wall temperature: ',Twmax,'F'
write(8,1300) 'Average wall temperature: ',Tw,'F'
write(8,1300) 'Total heat transfer: ',Q*1.0552,

'kW'

write(8,1300) 'Irreversibility: ',IRR,'KW'

write(8,1100) 'Pressure drops:'
write(8,1300)
write(8,1300) 'Pressure drop inside pipes :',dPp

,'psi'

write(8,1300) 'Pressure drop pr. ft of pipe :',dPft
,'psi/ft'

write(8,1300) 'Pressure drop on gas side :',dPg
,'in W.C.'

write(8,1300)

1000 format(lx/10x,a,22x,a,11x,a)
1100 format(lx/10x,a)
1200 format(15x,a,2f16.3)
1250 format(15x,a,2e16.5)
1300 format(15x,a,f14.3,2x,a)
1500 format(15x,a,14x,a)

end
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$title: 'Air-gas heat exchanger, ver U'
$storage:2
c Exit Temperatures of crossflow Heat Exchanger
c Program calulates exit temperatures of air and gas flows when
c the inlet temperature, mass rate and area are specified.

c written by:S.B. fixed size revision: R.B. 3-22-84

c Variable names:

c area = heat transfer area, soft

c c = coefficient to calculate Nu=c*Re**x*Pr**1/3
c Cp_ = estimated Cp of fluid, btu/lbm/F

c dPa = pressure loss of air (input and output), psi
c dPft = pressure loss pr.ft of pipe, psi/ft

c dPg = pressure loss on the gas side, in W.C.

c dt = temperature difference, F

c EX_ = Exergy, KW
c fsafe = factor of safety, shell side.(Geff=fsave*G)

c H_ = enthalpy of fluid, btu/lbm

c height = inside height of the heat exchanger, ft

c hin = heat transfer coefficient in pipes, btu/sqft/F

c hout = heat transfer coefficient outside, btu/soft/F

c ID = inside diameter of tubes, in

c IRR = irreversibility in heat exchanger, KW

c k_ = thermal conductivity, btulh ft R

c piplen = length of the pipes, ft

c LMTD = log-mean-temperature-difference, F
c MR_ = mass flow of fluid, lbm/sec
c mu_ = viscosity, lbm/ s ft

c npn = number of pipes normal to flow direction

c npp = number of pipes paralell to flow direction
c nu = number of u's "

c OD = outside diameter of pipes, in
c P_ = pressure, in W.C. or psia (flue gas /air)

c pi = 3.14159...

c pipdia = outside diameter of pipes, in
= heat transfer rate, btu/sec

c rough = roughness factor for the pipes

c search = true indicates interval of root has been found
c SnD = normalized spacing of tubes, normal to flow

c SpO " , paralell to flow

c T_ = temperature , F

c thick = pipe thickness, in
c Tstep = temperature step for root search

c type = type of heat exchanger, in-line/staggered
c U = overall heat transfer coefficient, btu/soft/F

c UA = UA value for hx, btu/F
c UMAX = maximum gas velocity between tubes
c x = coefficient to evaluate Nu=c*Re**x*Pr**1/3

c Subscripts:
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c a = air
c ab = absolute value

aye = average
c ds = dead state

= gas

c in = at inlet
c iter = iterative property

= at outlet
c w = at wall, (wall temperature)
c 1,2 = state 1,2

c External function names

c HGAST = enthalpy of gas, f(T,Tds,yCO2,...)
c HHXCF = heat transfer coefficient in crossflow hx
c HINPIP = heat transfer coeffiecent in pipes, btu/scift/F
c PHXCF = pressure loss in crosflow hx, psi
c PINPIP = pressure loss inside pipes, psi
c TGASH = temperature of flue gas, f(H,Tds,yCO2,...)

c

subroutine AIRHX (Tain,Pain,MRa,yaCO2,yaH20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaCO,
Tao,Pao,Tgin,Pgin,MRg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygCO3
Tgo,Pgo,dPa,dPg,00,ID,k,SnD,SpD,c,x,nu,npn,npp,type,
fsafe,foul,rough,area,VMAX,IRR,Tstep,print)

logical*2 print,search
real MRpip,MRg,MRa,11,12,ID,npp,npn,nu
real LMTD,IRR,mug,mua,kg,ka,KGAST,MUGAST,k
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO
character*10 txtl,txt2
data pi /3.14159/
search = .false.
Uiter = 1.

c... Calculate constant parameters

Hain = HGAST(Tain,yaCO2,yaH20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaC0)
Hgin = HGAST(Tgin,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)
piplen = area/OD*12./pi/npn/npp/nu/2.
height = piplen + 1.5/12.
MRpip = MRa/(npn*npp)

c... Assume temperature of air out

Tao = lain + Tstep

c... check for root search too large of step

if (Tao .gt. 2000.) write(1,10) Tstep
10 format (' Airhx warning: ',f8.3,' no root with this step')

do 100 I = 1,1000
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Hao = HGAST(TaoyaCO2,yaH20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaC0)
Q = MRa*(Hao - Hain)

Find exit temperature of flue as

Hgo = Hgin - Q/MRg
Tgo = TGASH(Hgo,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)

correction factors

if (nu .lt. 2. )then

Fcfhx = CORRHX (Tsin,Tso,Tgin,Tgo)
else

Fcfhx = 1.
endif

if (npp*2.*nu .lt. 10.) then
Fh = FHACT (npp*2.*nu,type)

else
Fh = 1.

endif

c... Find the LMTD, Cp and UA req'd
c

dtl = Tgin-Tao
dt2 = Tgo -Tgin

LMTD = (dtl - dt2)/alog(dtl/dt2)
Cpa = (Hao Hain)/(Tao Thin)
Cpg = (Hgin Hgo)/(Tgin Tgo)
Ureq = Q/Fcfhx/LMTD*3600./area

c... Calculate iterative properties

Tavea = (Thin + Tao)*.5
Paves = (Pain + Pao)*.S
Taveg = (Tgin + Tgo) *.5

Paveg = (Pgin + Pgo)*.5
Tw = 0.25*Taveg + 0.75 *Tavea
Tfilmg = (Tw + Taveg)*0.5
hin = HINPIP(MRpip,yaCO2,yaH20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaCO,Tavea,

Pavea,ID)
dPf t= PINPIP(MRpip,y8CO2,y8H20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaCO,

Tavea,Pavea,ID,rough)

c... Find the correct exit temperature

c... calculate the heat transfer coefficients:

hout = Fh*HHXCF(MRg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygCO,Taveg,
Tfilmg,Paveg,piplen,OD,fsafe,SnD,C,X,npn,VMAX)

U=1./(1./((ID/OD)*hin)+1./hout+OD/(2.*k*12.)*alog(00/ID)+foul)
if (abs(U/Ureq-1.) .lt. 0.001) goto 200

Uiter = U Ureq
if (.not. search) then
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if (Uiter*Uiterl .1t. 0.) then
Titerl = Tao Tstep
Titer2 = Tao
search = .true,
Uiter2 = Uiter
Tao = Titerl + Uiter1*(Titer2-Titer1)/(Uiterl-Uiter2)

else
Tao = Tao + Tstep
Uiterl = Uiter

endif
else

if (Uiter*Uiter2 .1t. 0.) then
Titerl = Tao
Uiterl = Uiter

else
Titer2 = Tao
Uiter2 = Uiter

end if
Tao = Titerl + Uiterl* (Titer2 Titerl) /(Uiterl- Uiter2)

endif

100 continue

c... calculate the pressure losses and ave. pressure:

200 Twmax = (hin*Tao + hout*Tgin)/(hin + hout)
Tw = ((Tao + Tain)/2.*hin + (Tgo + Tgin)/2.*hout)/(hin + hout)
width = SnD*00/12.*npn
dPg = PHXCF(MRg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygCO,Taveg,Tw,

Paveg,piplen,00,type,fsafe,SnD,SpD,npn,npp)
dPg = dPg*2.*nu
Pgo = Pgin dPg

dPa = dPft*piplen*2*nu
Pao = Pain dPa

if (print) then

c... Calculate the exergies and irreversibility:

Pginab=14.896 +0.03813*Pgin
Pgoab =14.898+0.03613*PQ°

Sain = SGASTP (Tain,Pain,yaCO2,yaH20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaC0)
Sao = SGASTP (Tao,Pao,yaCO2,yaH20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaC0)
Sgin = SGASTP (Tgin,Pginab,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)
Sgo = SGASTP (Tgo,Pgoab,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)
EXain = ( Hain (Tds + 459.87)*Sain)*MRa*1.0552
EXao = ( Hao (Tds + 459.87)*Sao )*MRa*1.0552

EXgin = ( Hgin (Tds + 459.67)*Sgin)*MRg*1.0552

EXgo = ( Hgo (Tds + 459.87)*Sgo )*MRg*1.0552

IRR = EXain + Exgin EXao EXgo

c... Transport properties of both streams:
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mua = MUGAST(Tavea,yaCO2,yaH20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaC0)
mug = MUGAST(Taveg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)
ka = KGAST(Tavea,yaCO2,yaH20,ya02,yaN2,yaAr,yaC0)
kg =KGAST(Taveg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygArofgC0)

Print the results:

write(8,1000) ' AIR-GAS HEAT EXCHANGER
txtl = 'flue gas'
txt2 = 'air'
call HXPRIN (txtl,txt2,Tgin,Tain,Pginab,Pain,MRg,MRa

,Tgo,Tao,Pgoab,Pao,Cpg,Cpa,mug,mua,kg,ka,EXgin,EXain
,EXgo,EXao,type,SnO,SpD,npn,npp,nu,OD,ID,k,rough,piplen,
height,width,area,VMAX,c,x,fsafe,Fcfhx,fh,hout,hin,foul,
U,UA,LMTD,Twmax,Tw,Q,IRR,dPa,dPft,dPg)

1000 format(lx/10x,a)

endif
end
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$title: 'Steam-gas heat exchanger, ver V'
$storage:2
c Outlet Temperatures of Crossflow Heat Exchanger

c Program calculates exit temperatures of the gas and steam flows
c when the inlet temperature, mass rate and area are specified.

c written by: S.B. revised for fixed size: R.B. 3-22-84

c Variable names:

c area = heat transfer area, sqft
c c = coefficient to calculate Nu=c*Re**x*Pr**1/3
c Cp_ = estimated Cp of fluid, btu/lbm/F
c dPs = pressure loss of steam (input and output), psi
c dPft = pressure loss pr.ft of pipe, psi/ft
c dPg = pressure loss on the gas side, in W.C.
c dt = temperature difference, F
c EX_ = Exergy, KW
c fsafe = factor of safety, shell side.(Geff=fsave*G)
c H_ = enthalpy of fluid, btu/lbm
c height = inside height of the heat exchanger, ft
c hin = heat transfer coefficient in pipes, btu/sqft/F
c hout = heat transfer coefficient outside, btu/sqft/F
c ID = inside diameter of tubes, in
c IRR = irreversibility in heat exchanger, KW
c k_ = thermal conductivity, btu/h ft R
c piplen = length of the pipes, ft
c LMTD = log-mean-temperature-difference, F
c MR_ = mass flow of fluid, lbm/sec
c mu_ = viscosity, lbm/ 5 ft

c npn = number of pipes normal to flow direction
c npp = number of pipes paralell to flow direction
c nu = number of " u's "

c OD = outside diameter of pipes, in
c P_ = pressure, in W.C. or psia (flue gas /air)
c pi = 3.14159...
c pipdia = outside diameter of pipes, in

= heat transfer rate, btu/sec
c rough = roughness factor for the pipes
c search = true indicates root interval has been found
c SnD = normalized spacing of tubes, normal to flow
c SpD " , paralell to flow
c T_ = temperature , F

c thick = pipe thickness, in
c Tstep = temperature increment for root search
c type = type of heat exchanger, in-line/staggered
c U = overall heat transfer coefficient, btu/sqft/F
c UA = UA value for hx, btu/F
c x = coefficient to evaluate Nu=c*Re**x*Pr**1/3
c UMAX = maximum velocity between tubes

c Subscripts:
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c ab = absolute value
c ave = average
c ds = dead state

= gas
C in = at inlet
c iter = iterative
c o = at outlet
c s = steam
c w = at wall, (wall temperature)
c 1,2 = state 1,2

c External function names

c HGAST = enthalpy of gas, f(T,Tds,yCO2,...)
c HHXCF = heat transfer coefficient in crossflow hx
c HpipW = heat transfer coeffiecent in pipes, btu/sqft/F
c PHXCF = pressure loss in crosflow hx, psi
c dPpipW = pressure loss inside pipes, psi.
c TGASH = temperature of flue gas, f(H,Tds,yCO2,...)
c

c

subroutine STMHX (Tsin,Psin,MRs,Tso,Pso,Tgin,Pgin,MRg,
ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygCO,Tgo,Pgo,dPs,dPg,
OD,ID,k,SnO,SpD,c,x,nu ,npn,npp,type,fsafe,foul,rough,
area,VMAX,IRR,Tstep,print)

logical*2 print,search
real MRpip,MRg,MRs,11,12,ID,npp,npn,nu
real LMTD,IRR,mug,mus,kg,ks,KGAST,MUGAST,KvWTP,MUvWT,k
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO
character*10 txtl,txt2
data pi /3.14159/
search = .false.
Uiter = 1.

c... Calculate constant parameters

Hsin = HvWTP(Tsin,Psin)
Hgin = HGAST(Tgin,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)
piplen = area/OD*12./pi/npn/npp/nu/2.
height = piplen+1.5/12.
MRpip = MRs/(npn*npp)

c... Assume temperature of steam out

Tso = Tsin + Tstep

c... check for root search too large of step

if (Tso .gt. 2000.) write(1,10) Tstep
10 format(' Stmhx warning: ', f8.3, ' no root with this step')
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do 100 I = 1,1000
Hso = HvWTP(Tso,Pso)
Q = MRs *(Hso Hsin)

c... Find exit temperature of flue gas

Hgo = Hgin Q/MRg
Tgo = TGASH(Hgo,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)

correction factors

if (nu .1t. 2. >then

Fcfhx = CORRHX (Tsin,Tso,Tgin,Tgo)
else

Fcfhx = 1.
endif
if (npp*2.*nu .lt. 10.) then

Fh = FHACT (npp*2.*nu,type)
else

Fh = 1.
endif

c... Find the LMTD, Cp and UA req'd

dtl = Tgin Tso

dt2 = Tgo Tsin
LMTD = (dtl dt2)/alog(dtl/dt2)
Cps = (Hso Hsin)/(Tso - Tsin)
Cpg = (Hgin Hgo)/(Tgin Igo)
Ureq = Q/Fcfhx/LMTD*3600./area

c... Calculate iterative properties

Taves = (Tsin + Tso)*.5
Paves = (Psin + Pso)*.5
Taveg = (Tgin + Tgo)*.5
Paveg = (Pgin + Pgo)*.S
Tw = 0.25*Taveg + 0.75*Taves
Tfilmg = (Tw + Taveg)*0.5
hin = HpipW(MRpip,Taves,Paves,ID)
dPft = dPpipW(MRpip,Taves,Paves,ID,rough)

c... Find the correct exit temperature

c... calculate the heat transfer coefficients:
c

hout = Fh*HHXCF(MRg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygCO,Taveg,
Tfilmg,Paveg,piplen,00,fsafe,SnD,C,X,npn,VMAX)

U = 1. /(l. /((ID /OD) *hin) + 1./hout +

OD/(2.*k*12.)*alog(OD/ID) + foul)
if (abs(U/Ureq 1.) .lt. 0.001) goto 200

Uiter = U Ureq
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if (.not. search) then
if (Uiter*Uiterl .1t. 0.) then

Titerl = Tso Tstep
Titer2 = Tso
search = .true.
Uiter2 = Uiter
Tso = Titerl + Uiter1*(Titer2-Titer1)/(Uiterl-Uiter2)

else

Tso = Tso + Tstep
Uiterl = Uiter

endif
else

if (Uiter*Uiter2 .lt. 0.) then
Titerl = T50
Uiterl = Uiter

else
Titer2 = Tso
Uiter2 = Uiter

end if
Tso = Titerl + Uiter1*(Titer2-Titer1)/(Uiterl-Uiter2)

endif
100 continue

c... calculate the pressure losses and ave. pressure:

200 Twmax = (hin*Tso + hout*Tgin)/(hin + hout)
Tw = ((Tso + Tsin)/2.*hin + (Tgo + Tgin)/2.*hout)/(hin + hout)
width = SnO*00/12.*npn
dPg = PHXCF(MRg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygCO,Taveg,Tw,

Paveg,piplen,OD,type,fsafe,SnD,SpD,npn,npp)
dPg = dPg*2.*nu
Pgo = Pgin dPg
dPs = dPft*piplen*2*nu
P50 = Psin dPs

if (print) then

Calculate the exergies and irreversibility:

Pginab = 14.696 + 0.03613*Pgin
Pgoab = 14.696 + 0.03613*Pgo

Hsds = HfWT(Tds)
Ssin = SvWTP (Tsin,Psin)
Sso = SvWTP (Tso,Pso)
Ssds = SfWT(Tds)
Sgin = SGASTP (Tgin,Pginab,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)
Sgo = SGASTP (Tgo,Pgoab,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)
EXgin = (Hsin Hsds (-ids + 459.67)*(Ssin Ssds))*MRs*1.0552
EXso = (Hso Hsds (Tds + 459.67) *(Sso - Ssds))*MRs*1.0552
EXgin = (Hgin (Tds + 459.67)*Sgin)*MRg*1.0552
EXgo = (Hgo (Tds + 459.67) *Sgo )*MRg*1.05E2
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IRR = EXsin Exgin EXso EXgo

Transport properties of both streams:

mus = MUvWT(Taves)
mug = MUGAST(Taveg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)
ks = KvWTP(Taves,Paves)
kg = KGAST(Taveg,ygCO2,ygH20,yg02,ygN2,ygAr,ygC0)

Print the results:

write(8,1000) ' STEAM-GAS HEAT EXCHANGER
txtl = 'flue gas'
txt2 = 'steam'
call HXPRIN (txtl,txt2,Tgin,Tsin,Pginab,Psin,MRg,MRs

,Tgo,Tso,Pgoab,Pso,Cpg,Cps,mug,mus,kg,ks,EXgin,EXsin
,EXgo,EXso, type, SnO, SpD, npn ,npp,nu,00,ID,k,rough,piplen,

height,width,area,VMAX,c,x,fsafe,Fcfhx,fh,hout,hin,foul,
U,UA,LMTO,Twmax,Tw,Q,IRR,dPs,dPft,dPg)

1000 format(lx/10x,a)

endif
end
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STITLE. ' economizer
$storage:2

subroutine econ (Tapp,Tgi,Tgo,PgiS,MRg,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,
YCo,Pgo,Twi,Pwi,MRw,Two,dPgS,dPgB,dPgE,dPwE,
Uecon,MRbyps,MRb,Aecon,Irr,PRINT)

c This subroutine calculates the exit temperature of the water
c and gas streams as well as the mass rate of water. If the
c boiler mass rate is greater than the economizer mass rate then
c then a new water exit temperature is calculated. Otherwise, the
c amount of recirculation necessary to keep the water from vapor
c izing is calculated.

C Variables:

C dP_ = Pressure loss, in W.C/psi
C dTi = Temperature difference in to the economizer,F
C dTo = Temperature difference out, F
C EX_ = Exergy, KW
C H_ = Enthalpy, btu/lbm
C IRR = Irreversibility of boiler, KW
C MR_ = Massflow, lbm/sec
C P_ = Pressure, in W.C./psia
C S_ = Entropy, btu/lbm R
C I_ = Temperature, F
C U_ = Overall heat tran. coeff., Btu/h sqft F
C

C... Subscripts:
C

C abs = absolute value
C ds = dead state
C g = gas stream
C i = inlet conditions
C o = outlet conditions
C w = water/steam
C

C... External function names:
C

C HFWT = Enthalpy of saturated water, f(T)
C HGAST = Enthalpy of flue gas, f(T,Tref,yCO2,...)
C HVWTP = Enthalpy of superheated steam, f(T,P)
C SFWT = Entropy of saturated water, f(T)
C SGASTP = Entropy of flue gas, f(T,yCO2,...)
C SVWTP = Entropy of superheated steam, f(T,P)
C TGASH = Temperature of flue gas, f(H,Tref,yCO2,...)
C TSATWP = Saturation temperature of water, f(P)
C TfWH = Saturation temperature of water, f(H)
C

C

implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /DS/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO

eps = .0001
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initial conditions

Pgi = PgiS dPgS dPgB
Pgiabs = 14.696 + 0.03613*Pgi
Pwo = Pwi dPwE

Pgo = Pgi dPgE
Pgoabs = 14.696 + 0.03613*Pgo

Tw = TSATwP(Pwo)
Hwi = HfwT(Twi)
Hwo = HfwP(Pwo)
Hgi = HgasT(Tgi,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)

c... assume exit temperature of gas (65% of inlet temp.)

Tgo = .95 *Tgi

Hgo = HgasT(Tgo,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)

100 Qgas = MRg*(Hgi Hgo)

dTo = Tgo Twi

dTi = Tgi Tw

if (dTi .1t. Tapp) then
Tw = Tgi Tapp

Hwo = HfwT(Tw)
dTi = Tapp

endif
if (dTo .1t. Tapp) then

Tgo = Twi + Tapp
Hgo = HgasT(Tgo,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
Qgas = MRg*(Hgi - Hgo)
MRw = Qgas/(Hwo Hwi)

else
LMTD = (dT0 dTi)/alog(dTo/dTi)

Q = Uecon*Aecon*LMTD/3600.

check for convergence

check = abs((Qgas Q) /Qgas)

if (check .gt. eps) then
Hgo = Hgi abs((Qgas + Q)/2./Mrg)
Tgo = TgasH(Hgo,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
goto 100

else
MRw = Qgas/(Hwo Hwi)

endif

endif

c... check for Mass rate less than boiler mass rate

if (MRw .ge. MRb) then
MRbyps = MRw MRb

Two = Tw
else
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assign mass rate to boiler value and find new exit temperatures

MRbyps = 0.
MRw = MRb

guess Two and calculate new economizer conditions

Two = Two E.

Hwo = HfWT(Two)

iterate

Qh2o = MRw*(Hwo Hwi)

Hgo = Hgi Qh2o/MRg
Tgo = TgasH(Hgo,y002,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
dTi = Tgi Two

dTo = Tgo Twi

check for temp. difference

if (dTi. lt. Tapp) then
Two = Tgi Tapp

Hwo = HfWT(Two)
Q = MRw*(Hwo Hwi)

Hgo = Hgi Q/MRg
Tgo = TgasH(Hgo,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
goto 60

endif

if (dTo. lt. Tapp) then
Tgo = Twi + Tapp
Hgo = Hgast(Tgo,yCO2,yH20,y02gyN2,yAR,yCO)
Q = MRg*(Hgi Hgo)

Hwo = Q/MRw + Hwi
Two = TfWH(Hwo)
goto 60

endif

LMTD = (dTi dTo)/alog(dTi/dTo)
Qlmtd = Uecon*Aecon*LMTD/3600.

check for convergance in superheater

check = abs((Qh2o QLMTD )/Qh2o)
if (check . gt. eps) then

Hwo = Hwi + abs((Q1mtd + 3 *QhZo )/4./MRw)
Two = TfWH(Hwo)
goto 101

endif

endif
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60 if (print) then
Sgi = S6ASTP (Tgi,Pgiabs,yCO2,yH20,y02eyN2,yAr,yCO)
Sgo = S6ASTP (Tgo,Pgoabs,ye02,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
Swi = SfWT(Twi)
Swo = SfWT(Two)
psi = Q*1.0552

C

C... Calculate the irreversibility of the economizer:
C

Hwds = HfWT(Tds)
Swds = SfWT(Tds)
Tdsabs = Tds+469.67
EXgi = (Hgi-Tdsabs*Sgi)*MRg*1.0652
EXgo = (Hgo-Tdsabs*Sgo)*MRg*1.0652
EXwi = (Hwi-Hwds-Tdsabs*(Swi-Swds))*MRw*1.0652
EXwo = (Hwo-Hwds-Tdsabs*(Swo-Swds))*MRw*1.0552
IRR = EXgi-EXgo+EXwi-EXwo

c... Print the results:
c

write(8,1000) ' ECONOMIZER

$nodebug
write(8,1100) 'Flow conditions:',' flue gas','steam'
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at inlet, F :',Tgi,Twi

write(8,1200) 'Pressure at inlet, psia :',Pgiabs,Pwi

write(8,1200) 'Massflow, Ibm/sec :',MRg,MRw
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at exit, F :',Tgo,Two

write(8,1200) 'Pressure at exit, psia :',Pgoabs,Pwo
write(8,1400) 'Recirculation rate, lbm /sec:',MRbyps
write(8,1000) 'Heat Transfer Data:'
write(8,1300) 'dT at gas inlet : ',dTi,'F'

write(8,1300) 'dT at gas outlet: ',dTo,'F'

write(8,1300) 'Heat transfer area: ',Aecon,'sqft'

write(8,1300) 'Total heat transfer: ',Osi,'KW'

write(8,1300) 'Irreversibility: ',IRR,'KW'

1000 format(lx/10x,a)
1100 format(lx/10x,a,17x,a,11x,a)
1200 format(10x,a,2f16.3)
1300 format(10x,a,f14.3,2x,a)
1400 format(10x,a,17x,f14.3)

endif
end
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STITLE: 'EVAPORATOR SUBROUTINE'
$storage:2

subroutine EVAP (Tapp,Tgi,Tgo,PgiS,MRg,yCO2,yH20,
y02,yN2,yAr,yCo,Twi,PwiE,MRw,Two,dPgS,dPgB,dPwE,dPwB,
Uboil,Aboil,Agboil,Vgave,IRR,print)

C

C

C EVAPORATOR
C

C This subroutine calculates massflow of steam generated
C in a waste heat boiler. Inputs to the program are temperature,

C pressure and massflow of flue gas at inlet to boiler,temperature

C and pressure of the water into the boiler, pressure drop for
C steam and gas, area and overall heat transfer coefficeint.
C In case of pinch point problem, approach temperature is used.
C This program also calculates temperature of exiting gas.

C 7-31-84,"

C... Variable names:
C

C dP_ = Pressure loss, in W.C/psi

C dTi = Temperature difference in to the boiler, F

C dTsatf = Min. temperature difference inside, F

C dTo = Temperature difference out, F

C EX_ = Exergy, KW

C H_ = Enthalpy, btu/lbm
C IRR = Irreversibility of boiler, KW

C MR_ = Massflow, lbm/sec

C P_ = Pressure, in W.C./psia
C S_ = Entropy, btu/lbm R
C T_ = Temperature, F
C Tsuper = Amount of superheat at exit, F
C U_ = Overall heat tran. coeff., Btu/h sqft F

C

C... Subscripts:
C

C abs = absolute value
C cis = dead state

C g = gas stream
C i = inlet conditions
C o = outlet conditions
C w = water/steam
C

C... External function names:
C

C HFWT = Enthalpy of saturated water, f(T)

C HGAST = Enthalpy of flue gas, f(T,Tref,yCO2,...)

C HVWTP = Enthalpy of superheated steam, f(T,P)
C SFWT = Entropy of saturated water, f(T)
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C SGASTP = Entropy of flue gas, f(T,yCO2,...)
C SVWTP = Entropy of superheated steam, f(T,P)
C -MASH = Temperature of flue gas, f(H,Tref,yCO2,...)
C TSATWP = Saturation temperature of water, f(P)
C

C

Ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

C

implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /0S/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO

eps = .0001
C

C... calculate the pressure
C

Pgi = PgiS dPgS
Pgo = Pgi dPgB
Pwi = PwiE dPwE
Pwo = Pwi - dPwB

C

C... convert to absolute pressure
C

Pgiabs = 14.696 + 0.03613*Pgi
Pwave = (Pwi + Pwo)*.5
Pgoabs = 14.696 + 0.03613*Pgo

c

c... check for saturated inlet conditions
c

Twsat = TsatWP(Pwave)
Two = Twsat
if ( Twi .gt. Twsat ) then

Twi = Twsat
endif

calculate enthalpies

Hwi = HNT(Twi)
Hwo = HvWTP(Two,Pwo)
Hgi = HgasT(Tgi,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
if (Twi .eq. Twsat) then

100 Q = MRw*(Hwo Hwi)
c

c... find exit temperature of gas

Hgo = Hgi Q/MRg
Tgo = TgasH(Hgo,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
dTi = Tgi Two
dTo = Tgo Twi



check for pinch point

if (dTo .1t. Tapp) then
dTo = Tapp
Tgo = Twi + Tapp

endif
LMTD = (dTo dTi)/alog(dTo/dTi)

QLMTD = Uboil*Aboil*LMTD/3600.

if ((abs(Q QLMTD)/Q) .gt. eps) then

MRw = (Q*4 + QLMTD)/5./(Hwo Hwi)

goto 100
endif
dTmin = Aminl (dTi,dTo)

else

200 Q = MRw*(Hwo Hwi)

Hgo = Hgi Q/MRg

Tgo = TgasH(Hgo,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)

find pinch point

Hwsat = HfWT(Twsat)
4 = MRw*(Hwsat Hwi)

Hgp = 4/MRg + Hgo
Tgp = TgasH(Hgp,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)

300 dTi = Tgi Two

dTo = Tgo Twi

dip = Tgp Twsat

check pinch point

if (dTp .ge. Tapp) then
LMTD1 = (dTi dTo)/alog(dTi/dTo)
LMTD2 = (dTp dTo)/alog(dTp/dTo)
QLMTD = Uboil*Aboil*(LMTD1 + LMTD2)/3600.

if ((abs(Q QLMTD)/Q) .gt. eps) then

MRw = (Q*4 + QLMTD) /S. /(Hwo Hwi)

goto 200
endif

else
Tgp = Twsat + Tapp
Hgp = HgasT(Tgp,yG02,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
Hgo = Hgp dQ/MRg

Tgo = TgasH(Hgo,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
goto 300

endif
dTmin = Aminl (dTi,dTo,dTp)

endif
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if (print) then
Sgi=SGASTP (Tgi,Pgiabs,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
Sgo= SGASTP (Tgo,Pgoabs,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
Q5i = Q*1.0552
Swo=SVWTP(Two,Pwo)
Swi = SfwT(Twi)

C

C... Calculate the gas velocity

C

Pgave=(Pgiabs+Pgoabs)/2
Tgave=(Tgi+Tgo)/2
ROgave=ROGAS(Tgave,Pgave,YCo2,YH2o,Y02,YN2,YAr,YCO)
ROgi=ROGAS(Tgi,Pgiabs,YCOZ,VH20,Y02,YN2,YAr,YCO)
ROgo=ROGAS(Tgo,Pgoabs,YCO2,YH20,Y02,YN2,YAR,YCO)
Vgi=MRg/ROgi/Agboil
Vgo=MRg/ROgo/Agboil
Vgave=MRg/ROgave/Agboil

C

C... Calculate the irreversibility of the boiler:

C

Hwds=HFWT(Tds)
Swds=SFWT(Tds)
Tdsabs=Tds+459.67
EXgi=(Hgi-Tdsabs*Sgi)*MRg*1.0552
EXgo=(Hgo-Tdsabs*Sgo)*MRg*1.0552
EXwi=(Hwi-Hwds-Tdsabs*(Swi-Swds))*MRw*1.0552
EXwo=(Hwo-Hwds-Tdsabs*(Swo-Swds))*MRw*1.0552
IRR=EXgi-EXgo+EXwi-EXwo

c... Print the results:

write(8,1000) ' EVAPORATOR

write(8,1100) 'Flow conditions :',' flue gas','steam'
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at inlet, F :',Tgi,Twi

write(8,1200) 'Pressure at inlet, psia :',Pgiabs,Pwi

write(8,1200) 'Massflow, lbm/sec :',MRg,MRw

write(8,1200) 'Temperature at exit, F :',Tgo,Two

write(8,1200) 'Pressure at exit, psia :',Pgoabs,Pwo

write(8,1200) 'Ave. gas velocity, ft/sec :',Vgave

write(8,1000) 'Heat Transfer Data:'
write(8,1300) 'dT at pinch point: ',dTmin,'F'

write(8,1300) 'Saturation temperature: ',Twsat,'F'

write(8,1300) 'Heat transfer area:
write(8,1300) 'Total heat transfer:
write(8,1300) 'Irreversibility: ',IRR,'KW'

1000 format(lx/10x,a)
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$title: 'superheater'
$storage:2

subroutine SUPER(Tapp,Tgi,TgoS,Pgi,MRg,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,y00,
> Pgo,Twi,PwiE,MRw,Two,Pwo,Tsuper,dPgS,dPwS,dPwB,dPwE,Usuper,
> Asuper,IRRsup,print)

C

C

C SUPERHEATER
C

C This subroutine calculates the temperature of flue gas
C and steam out of superheater. Input of the program are masflow
C rate of steam and flue gas, temperature of flue gas and steam
C to the superheater, heat transfer area and heat transfer coef.
C of the superheater and pressure drop for gas and steam side in
C the superheater. velocity of the flue gas and irreversibility
C are also calculated.
C

C

C Revised 7-25-84
C

C... Variable names:
C

C dP_ = Pressure loss, in W.C/psi
C dTi = Temperature difference in to the boiler, F
C dTsatf = Min. temperature difference inside, F
C dTo = Temperature difference out, F
C EX_ = Exergy, KW
C H_ = Enthalpy, btu/lbm
C IRR = Irreversibility of boiler, KW
C MR_ = Massflow, lbm/sec
C P_ = Pressure, in W.C./psia
C S_ = Entropy, btu/lbm R

= Temperature, F
C Tsuper = Amount of superheat at exit, F
C U_ = Overall heat tran. coeff., Btu/h soft F
C

C... Subscripts:
C

C abs = absolute value
C ds = dead state
C g = gas stream
C i = inlet conditions
C o = outlet conditions
C w = water/steam

= superheater
C

C... External function names:
C

C HFWT = Enthalpy of saturated water, f(T)
C HGAST = Enthalpy of flue gas, f(T,Tref,yCO2,...)
C HVWTP = Enthalpy of superheated steam, f(T,P)
C SFWT = Entropy of saturated water, f(T)
C SGASTP = Entropy of flue gas, f(T,yCO2,...)
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C SVWTP = Entropy of superheated steam, f(T,P)
C TGASH = Temperature of flue gas, f(H,Tref,yCO2,...)
C TSATWP = Saturation temperature of water, f(P)
C

C

C

cccccccccccccccccocccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccecccccc
C

implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO
eps = .0001

calculate the pressure of the water to the superheater

PwiS = PwiE dPwE - dPwB
Twi = TsatWP(PwiS)

c. calculate exit pressures

Pgiabs = 14.696 + 0.03613*Pgi
Pwo = PwiS dPwS
Pwave = PwiS + dPwB/2.
Pgo = Pgi dPgS
Pgoabs = 14.696 + 0.03613*Pgo

c... calculate constant properties

Twsat = TsatWP(Pwave)
Hwsatv = HvWTP(Twsat,Pwave)
Hwsatf = HfWT(Twsat)
Hgi = HgasT(Tgi,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)

c... calculate superheater conditions

Tgos = Tgi (Tgi Twsat)/10.
Hgos = HgasT(Tgos,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)

c... iterate

100 QgasS = MRg *(Hgi Hgos)

Hwo = QgasS/MRw + Hwsatv
Two = TvWPH(Pwo,Hwo)
dTiS = Tgi Two
dTos = Tgos Twsat

c... check for temp. difference

if (dTiS. lt. Tapp) then
Two = Tgi Tapp
Hwo = HvWTP(Two,Pwo)
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C

QS = MRw*(Hwo Humatv)
HgoS = Hgi QS/MRg
TgoS = TgasH(Hgos,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
goto 60

endif

if (dToS. lt. Tapp) then
TgoS = Twsat + Tapp
HgoS = Hgast(Tgos,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
Qs = MRg*(Hgi HgoS)
Hwo = QS/MRw + Hwsatv
Two = TvWPH(Pwo,Hwo)
goto 60

endif

LMTDS = (dTiS dToS)/alog(dTiS/dToS)
QS = Usuper*Asuper*LMTDS/3600.

check for convergence in superheater

checkS'= abs((QgasS QS)/QgasS)
if (checkS. gt. eps) then

HgoS = Hgi - abs((QgasS + QS)/2./MRg)
Tgos = TgasH(HgoS,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAR,yCO)
goto 100

endif

60 if (print) then
Tsuper = Two Twsat

Qs/ = QS*1.0552
if (Tsuper .le. 0.0)then

write(8,1000) 'NO SUPERHEAT IN THE SUPERHEATER
else
endif
Swi = SvWTP(Twi,PwiS)
Swo = SVWTP(Two,Pwo)

C

C... Calculate the irreversibility of the boiler:
C

Sgi = SGASTP(Tgi,Pgiabs,yCO2,yH2o,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
SgoS = SGASTP (TgoS,Pgoabs,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
Swsatv = SvWTP(Twsat,Pwo)
Hwds = HFWT(Tds)
Suds = SFWT(Tds)
Tdsabs = Tds + 459.67
EXgi = (Hgi Tdsabs*Sgi)*MRg*1.0552
EXgoS = (HgoS Tdsabs*SgoS)*MRg*1.0552
EXsatv = (Hwsatv Hwds Tdsabs*(Swsatv Swds))*MRw*1.0552
EXwo = (Hwo Hwds Tdsabs*(Swo - Swds))*MRw*1.0552
IRRsup = EXgi EXgoS + EXsatv EXwo

c... Print the results:
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write(8,1000) ' SUPER-HEATER
write(8,1100) 'Flow conditions:',' flue gas','steam'
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at inlet, F :',Tgi,Twi

write(8,1200) 'Pressure at inlet, psia :',Pgiabs,PwiS
write(8,1200) 'Massflow, lbm/sec :',MRg,MRw
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at exit, F :',Tgos,Two
write(8,1200) 'Pressure at exit, psia :',Pgoabs,Pwo
write(8,1000) 'Heat Transfer Data:'
write(8,1300) 'dT at as inlet: ',dTiS,'F'

write(8,1300) 'dT at gas outlet: ',dToS,'F'

write(8,1300) 'Saturation temperature: ',Twsat,'F'

write(8,1300) 'Amount of superheat (delta T) ',Tsuper,'F'

write(8,1300) 'Heat transfer area:
,Asuper,'scift'

write(8,1300) 'Total heat transfer: ',Qsi,'KW'

write(8,1300) 'Irreversibility: ',IRRsup,'KW'

1000 format(lx/10x,a)
1100 format(lx/10x,a,17x,a,11x,a)
1200 format(10x,a,2f16.3)
1300 format(10x,a,f14.3,2x,a)

endif
return
end
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$title:' desuperheater

$storage:2

c calculates mass rate req'd for desuperheater

c Program calculates the mass rate of water required to desuperheat

c a steam flow when the steam mass rate, pressure, temperature and

c water temperature are specified. The routine assumes an adia-

c batic process.

c written by: Robert Brawn date: June 26,1984

c variables

c T_ = temperature (deg F)

c MR_ = mass rate (1b/s)

c H_ = enthalpy (BTU/lbm)

c 9_ = entropy (BTU /lbm /deg F)

c P_ = pressure (psia)

c IRR = irreversibility (kW)

subscripts

c 1 = steam inlet

c 2 = water inlet

c 3 = steam exit

subroutine dsuper(T1,T2,T3,Tmax,P1,MR1,MR2,MR3,IRR,print)
implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

check for desuperheat

if (T1 .le. Tmax) then
T3 = Ti
MR3 = MR1
MR2 = 0.0
IRR = 0.0
return

else
T3 = Tmax
HI = HvWTP(T1,P1)
H2 = HfWT(T2)
H3 = HvWTP(T3,P1)

find mass rates from energy balance

MR2 = MR1*(H3 H1)/(H2 H3)

MR3 = MR1 +MR2

endif



if (print) then

calculate irreversibilty of process and print result

Hds = HfWT(Tds)
Sds = SfWT(Tds)
Si = SvWTP(T1,P1)
S2 = SfWT(T2)
S3 = SvWTP(T3,P1)

EX1 = (H1 Hds (Tds+459.87)*(S1 Sds))*MR1*1.0552

EX2 = (H2 Hds (Tds+459.67)*(S2 Sds))*MR2*1.0652

EX3 = (H3 Hds (Tds+459.67)*(S3 Sds))*MR3*1.0552

IRR = EX1 + EX2 EX3

c... calculate degrees superheat

Tdspr = T1 13

write(8,100) DESUPERHEATER
write(8,200) 'Degrees of desuperheat :',Tdspr,'F'
write(8,200) 'Inlet temperature
write(8,200) 'Inlet mass rate
write(8,200) 'Exit temperature
write(8,200) 'Exit mass rate
write(8,200)-'Irreversibility

100 format (1x/10x,a)
200 format (10x,a,f8.2,1x,a)

endif
return

end

:',T1,'F'
:',MR1,'1b/s'
:',T3,'F'
:',MR3,'1b/s'

,IRR,'kW'
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Stitle :' Steam Turbine Throttling Valve ---'
$storage:2

c This subroutine controls the inlet temperature to the steam
c turbine within a specified range. The new exit pressure of the

c valve is calculated assuming isenthalpic expansion.
c

c By: Robert Brawn Date: 8-21-84

c Variables:
c

c T = temperature, F
c P = pressure, psia
c S = entropy, BTU /lbm R

c dT = design range of temperature control, F
c MRs = mass rate of steam, lbm/5
c IRR = irreversibilty, kW

c Subscripts:

c in = inlet

c out = exit

c ds = dead state
c desgn = design condition
c econ = inlet to economizer
c

subroutine THROTL (Tin,Pin,Tout,Pout,Tdesgn,dT,MRs,IRR,print)
implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /ds/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,yd5H20,yd502,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

c... return if temperature drop of valve = 0

if (dT .le. 0) then
Tout = Tin
Pout = Pin
IRR = 0.

return
endif

C4. calculate enthalpy

Hin = HvWTP(Tin,Pin)
Hout = Hin

c... check for design range for temperature control and assign to

c maximum or minimum value as required

if (abs(Tin Tdesgn) .1t. dT) then
Tout = Tdesgn

else
if (Tin .gt. Tdesgn) then

Tout = Tin dT
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else
Tout = Tin + dT

endif
endif

c... exit pressure

Pout = PvWTH(Tout,Hout)

c... check for exit pressure greater than inlet pressure

if (Pout .gt. Pin) then
Pout = Pin
Tout = Tin
IRR = 0.

return
endif

if (print) then

c... calculate irreversibilty and print results

Sin = SvWTP(Tin,Pin)
Sout = SvWTP(Tout,Pout)
IRR = (Tds + 459.87)*(Sout - Sin)*MRs*1.0552
write(8,100) ' THROTTLING VALVE 1

write(8,200) 'Inlet temperature',Tin,'F'
write(8,200) 'Inlet pressure ',Pin,'psia'

write(8,200) 'Exit temperature ',Tout,'F'
write(8,200) 'Exit pressure ',Pout,'psia'

write(8,200) 'Irreversibility ',IRR,'kW'

endif
return

100 format (1x/10x,a)
200 format (10x,a,f10.3,1x,a)

end



$title :' -steam turbine -'
$storage:2
C Steam Turbine
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C

C This program calculates the power produced and irreversibility
C of a steam turbine. Input to the program are temperature,pres-

C sure and massflow at inlet, wheel diameters, speed and pressure

C at outlet of the turbine. If three or more Rateau stages are

C used, then an additional single Curtis stage is assumed (ref.

C Ronald P. Lapina, Calculator method for steam-turbine
C efficiency).
C

C BY:R.B. 3-31-84 revised 7-24-84

C

C... variable names:
C

C BLADht = blade height of Curtis stage, inches

C eff_ = Isentropic efficiency of steam turbine, X

C H_ = Enthalpy at subcript condition, BTU/lbm

C Hdrop = Enthalpy drop across Curtis stage, BTU /lbm

C IRR = Irreversibility of the process, KW

C MR_ = Massflow of steam, lbm/sec
P_ = Pressure at subscript condition, psia

C power = Shaft power from turbine, KW
C S_ = Entropy at subscript condition, BTU /lbm F

C T_ = Temperature at subscript condition, F
C X_ = Quality of steam at subscript condition, %

VBLAD_ = Blade velocity at subscript, fps

C Videal = Ideal blade velocity, fps

C Rstage = No. of Rateau stages in turbine
C SR = Steam rating, lbm/hp hr

C EX_ = Exergy at subscript condition, kW
C nRPM = Turbine speed, rpm

C Whld_ = Turbine wheel diameter, inches

C pi = 3.1415...

C func_ = Function for root finding
C search = logical variable, true indicates root inter

C val has been found
C type = 1, single-stage and single-valve
C multistage, backpressure

C 2, single-stage and single-valve

C multistage, condensing

C 3, multivalve, multistage, backpressure
C 4, multivalve, multistage, condensing

C Eb,Ec,L,C = coefficients for empirical formulas

C

C... Subscripts

C

C ds = Dead state

C exit = At exit

C act = Actual condition

C out = Outlet



C in = Inlet

C isen = State if process were isentropic

C f = Saturated fluid

C v = Saturated vapor

C ratio = Ratio of two quantities

C 1,2 = 1, Curtis stage 2, Rateau stage

C sat = Saturated condition

C iter = Iteration value

C old,older,oldest = Values stored for iteration

C

C... external function names:
C

C HfWP = Enthalpy of saturated water as a function of

C pressure (Hf of Water, function of Pressure)

C HvWTP = Enthalpy of vapor as function of temperature

C and pressure (Hv of Water, f(T,P) )

C SfWP = Entropy of sat. water,function of pressure
C SvWTP = Entropy of vapor,function of T and P

C TsatWP = Saturation temperature, function of Pressure

C

C

C

subroutine STTURB(Tin,Pin,MRin,eff,Tout,Pout,power,IRR,Xact,
nRPM,WHLd1 ,Rstage,Pstep,type,WHLd2,print)

implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print,search
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydshR,ydsCO
data pi /3.141592/
search = .false.
funcold = 0.

C

C... Calculate H and S at inlet conditions:
C

Hin = HvWTP(Tin,Pin)
Sin = SvWTP(Tin,Pin)

c ... check turbine type If there are more than 3 Rateau stages

c present then a single Curtis stage is assumed in addition to

c the number of Rateau stages.

if (Rstage .ge. 3.) then

c... calculate Curtis stage performance
c

c... calculate blade and ideal velocity

VBLAD = pi*nRPM*WHLd1/720.
Videal = VBLAD/.23

calculate enthalpy and pressure at exit of curtis stage

Hdrop = (Videa1/224.)**2
Hsexit = Hin Hdrop
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c... calculate pressure p(Hsexit,Sin)

c... initial guess

Pold = Pin
Pexit = Pin - Pstep
funcoid = -1.

c... check for root search too large of step

if (Pexit .1t. Pout) write (1,10) Pstep
10 format(' Stturb warning: ',f8.3,'psia no root with this step')

c... saturated conditions

50 That = TsatWP(Pexit)
Svsat = SvWTP(Tsat,Pexit)
Sfsat = SfWP(Pexit)
Hvsat = HvWTP(Tsat,Pexit)
Hfsat = HfWP(Pexit)

c... check for saturation

if (Hsexit .1t. Hvsat) then
Xsexit = (Hsexit Hfsat)/(Hvsat Hfsat)
Siter = Sfsat + Xsexit*(Svsat Sfsat)

else
Tsexit = TvWPH(Pexit,Hsexit)
Siter = SvWTP(Tsexit,Pexit)

endif

func = Siter Sin

check for root interval and convergence

if (abs(func) .ne. 0.) then
if(abs(funcold/func -1) .gt. .05) then

if (search) goto 75
if (func*funcold .11. 0.) then

search = .true.
Polder = Pold
Pold = Pexit
Pexit = (Polder + Pold)/2.
funcoid = func

else
Pold = Pexit
Pexit = Pexit Pstep
funcoid = func

endif
goto 50

converge on root



c...

75

endif

update values

Poldest = Polder
Polder = Pold
Pold = Pexit

if (func*funcold .1t. 0.) then
Pexit = (Pexit + Polder)/2.

else
Pexit = (Pexit + Poldest)/2.

endif
funcold.= func

goto 50

endif
endif

Hexit = Hin .7*Hdrop

check for saturation

Tsat = TsatWP(Pexit)
Hfsat = HfWP(Pexit)
Hvsat = HvWTP(Tsat,Pexit)
Sfsat = SfWP(Pexit)
Svsat = SvWTP(Tsat,Pexit)
if (Hexit .lt. Hvsat) then

Xexit = (Hexit Hfsat)/(Hvsat Hfsat)
Sexit = Sfsat + Xexit*(Svsat Sfsat)
Texit = That

else
Texit = TvWPH(Pexit,Hexit)
Sexit = SvWTP(Texit,Pexit)

endif
powerl = MRin*(Hin - Hexit)*1.0552
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c... begin Rateau stage calculations

c... Assign values from Curtis stage calculations or from initial
c inlet conditions if no Curtis stage is present.

if (Rstage .ge. 3.) then
Ti = Texit
P1 = Pexit
Si = Sexit
Hi = Hexit

else
Ti = Tin
PI = Pin
SI = Sin
HI = Hin

endif



calculate program parameters

if (type .ge. 3.) then
Pratio = .95

else
Pratio = .92

endif

Plprim = Pratio*P1

L= .94
if (type .eq. 3.) then

L = .88
endif
if (type .eq. 1.) then

L = .88
endif

calculate enthalpies H2s,Hs2prim

Tsatout = TsatWP(Pout)
Sfsat = SfWP(Pout)
Hfsat = HfWP(Pout)
Svsat = SVWTP(Tsatout,Pout)
Hvsat = HvWTP(Tsatout,Pout)

check for saturation

if (S1 .le. Svsat) then
X2 = (S1 - Sfsat)/(Svsat Sfsat)
H2s = Hfsat + X2*(Hvsat Hfsat)

else
H2s = HvWPS(Pout,Sl)

endif

Tsprim = TsatWP(Plprim)
Sfsprim = SfWP(Plprim)
Hfsprim = HfWP(Plprim)
Svsprim = SvWTP(Tsprim,P1prim)
Hvsprim = HvWTP(Tsprim,P1prim)

check for saturation

if (H1 .le. Hvsprim) then
Xprim = (Hi Hfsprim)/(Hvsprim Hfsprim)
Sprim = Sfprim + Xprim * (Svsprim Sfsprim)

else
Tprim = TvWPH(Plprim,H1)
Sprim = SvWTP(Tprim,P1prim)

endif

check for saturation
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if (Sprits .le. Svsat) then
X2sprim = (Spriri Sfsat)/(Svsat Sfsat)
H2sprim = Hfsat + X2sprim*(Hvsat Hfsat)

else
H2sprim = HvWPS(Pout,Sprim)

endif

calculations

check for no. of Rateau stages if zero then a single
Curtis stage performance is assumed.

if (Rstage .eq. 0.) then
L = .94
VBLAD2 = nRPM*pi*WHLd2/720.
dHsprim = HI H2sprim
C = 224.*SQRT(dHsprim)
Vratio = VBLA02/C
Eb = 3.68*Vratio**.922

if (Vratio .ge. .09) then

Eb = 1.359*Vratio**.508
endif
if (Vratio .ge. .2) then

Eb = .6
endif

else
VBLAD2 = nRPM*pi*WHLd2/720.
dHsprim = HI H2sprim
C = 224.*SQRT(dHsprim/Rstage)
Vratio = VBLAD2/C
Eb = 3.011*Vratio**.971

if (Vratio .ge. .125) then
Eb = 2.055*Vratio*.787

endif
if (Vratio .ge. .25) then

Eb = 1.277*Vratio**.444
endif
if (Vratio .ge. .4) then

Eb = .85
endif

endif

Ec = L*Eb
Hact = HI Ec*dHsprim

check for saturation

Xact = (Hact Hfsat)/(Hvsat Hfsat)
if (Hact .1t. Hvsat) then

Tout = Tsatout
Sact = Sfsat + Xact*(Svsat Sfsat)

else
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Tout = TvWPH(Pout,Hact)
Sect = SvWTP(Tout,Pout)

endif

EFFZ = .98 *(Hl Hact)/(H1 H2s)

SR = 2545./EFF2/(H1 H2s)

power2 = MRin/SR*2684.5

if (print) then
Power = powerl + power2
EFF = 100.*power/MRin/(Hin H25)/1.0552

Hds = HfWP(Pds)
Sds = SfWP(Pds)
EXin = (Hin Hds (459.67 + Tds)*(Sin Sds) )*MRin*1.0552

EXout = (Hact Hds (459.67 + Tds)*(Sact Sds))*MRin*1.0552

IRR = EXin - EXout power
write(8,700) ' STEAM TURBINE '

call FLOWS(Tin,Tout,Pin,Pout,MRin,MRin,EXin,EXout)
write(8,710) 'Efficiency ',EFF,'%'

if (Xact .gt. 0.0 .and. Xact .lt. 1.0)
> write(8,710) 'Exit quality',Xact*100.0,'%'

write(8,710) 'Power output',power,'kW'
write(8,710) 'Irrevers. ',IRR,'kW'

endif
return

700 format(lx/10x,a)
710 format(10x,a,f10.3,1x,a)

end
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$title:' DEAERATOR
$storage:2

c This model calculates the amount of steam required to deaerate

c two entering condensate flows and the irreversibilty of the

c process.

c R.C.B. 7-26-84 revised 7-31-84

c Variables:

c Mrw = deaerator rating, ibm /s

c MRs = mass rate of steam required for deaeration, lbm/s
c MRcndl = mass rate of condensate #1, lbm/s
c MRcnd2 = " #2,

c MRmak = makeup water, Ibm/s

c H_ = enthalpy at state, btu/lbm
c S_ = entropy at state, btu/lbm F
c T_ = temperature at state, F
c EX_ = exergy of state, kw
c IRR = irreversibility of process, kw

P_ = pressure, psia

c Subscripts:

c makup = makeup water condition
c cndl = condensate #1
c cnd2 = condensate #2
c steam = saturated steam at boiler exit pressure

c boil = boiler

c aer = deaerator
c cnd = condenser
c ds = dead state
c out = exiting dearator

subroutine dearatr (Pcnd,Paer,PwiE,dPwE,dPwB,MRw,Twout,MRcndl,
> MRcnd2,MRmak,MR5,Prcbio,IRR,print)
implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,yd5H20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

Pboil = PwiE dPwE dPwB
Twout = TsatWP(Paer)

c... calculate enthalpies at various conditions

Hmakup = HfWT(Tds)
Hcndl = HfWP(Pcnd)
Hout = HfWP(Paer)

c... steam temperature

Tsteam = TsatWP(Pboil)
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Hsteam = HvWTP(Tsteam,Pboil)
Hcnd2 = HfWT(Tsteam)

c... calculate blowdown as a percent of flow

MRblo = Prcblo*MRw/100.

c... calculate required steam flow

MRs = ((MRw + MRblo)*(Hout Hmakup) + MRcnd1*(Hmakup Hcndl) +

MRcnd2*(Hmakup Hcnd2))/(Hsteam Hmakup)

c

c... check for steam flow less than zero

if (MRs .lt. 0.) MRs = 0.
MRmak = MRw + MRblo - MRs MRcndl MRcnd2

if (MRmak .1t. 0) MRmak = 0.

if (print) then

c... calculate the irreversibility and print results

Smakup = SfwT(Td5)

Scndl = SfWP(Pcnd)
Sout = SfWP(Paer)
Ssteam = SvWTP(Tsteam,Pboil)

c... assume isenthalpic expansion of condensate #2

c

c... check for saturation

Tsat = TsatWP(Paer)
Hsatv = HvwTP(Tsat,Paer)
Hsatf = HfWP(Paer)
Ssatv = SvWTP(Tsat,Paer)
Ssatf = SfWP(Paer)
if (Hcnd2 .le. Hsatv) then

Xcnd2 = (Hcnd2 Hsatf)/(Hsatv Hsatf)

Scnd2 = Xcnd2*(Ssatv Ssatf) + Ssatf

else

iterate for cond42 inlet temperature

Thi = Tsteam
dHhi = Hsteam Hcnd2

Tlo = Tsai

dHlo = Hsatv Hcnd2

guess new temperature for root finding

T = (Thi + Tlo)/2.
Told = T

100 H = HvWTP(T,Paer)
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dH = H Hcnd2
if ((dH*dHlo) .lt. 0.) then

Thi = T
dHhi = dH

else

Tlo = T
dHlo = dH

endif
T = Thi - (Thi - Tlo)*dHhi/(dHhi dHlo)

if (((T - Told)/T) .gt. .001 ) then

Told = T
goto 100

endif
Scnd2 = SvWTP(T,Paer)

endif
EXcnd2 = (Hcnd2 Hmakup -(Tds + 459.67)*(Scnd2 Smakup))

*MRcnd2*1.0552
EXcndl = (Hcndl Hmakup -(Tds + 459.67)*(Scndl Smakup))

*MRcndl*1.0552
EXout = (Hout Hmakup -(Tds + 459.67)*(Sout Smakup))

*MRout *1.0552
EXsteam = (Hsteam Hmakup -(Tds + 459.67)*(Ssteam Smakup))

*MRs *1.0552
IRR = EXcnd2 + EXcndl + EXsteam EXout

write(8,500)' DEAERATOR
write(8,600)'Operating Pressure',Paer,'psia'
write(8,600)'Water exit temp. ',Twout,'F'

write(8,600)'Rating ',MRw,'lbm/s'
write(8,600)'Steam required ',MRs,'lbm/s'

write(8,600)'Blowdown ',MRblo,'lbm/s'

write(8,600)'Makeup water ',MRmak,'lbm/s'

write(8,600)'Condensate #1 ',MRcndl,'lbm/s'
write(8,600)'Condensate #2 ',MRcnd2,'Ibm/s'

write(8,600)'Irreversibility ',IRR,IkW'

500 format (lxiiOx,a)
600 format (10x,a,f10.3,1x,a)

endif
return
end
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$title:'cooling tower'
$storage:2

c This subroutine simulates the performance of a counter or cross

c flow cooling tower under varying conditions of wet bulb temper

c ature, and inlet and exit water conditions. The flow conditions

c are scaled by comparing the actual wet bulb temperature to the

c reference wet bulb temperature of 70 F since insufficient data

c was available to predict cooling tower operation over the

c anticipated off-design range. In addition to this, the accuracy

c of this method is questionable when the wet bulb temperature is
c below 40 F. Therefore, a wet bulb temperature less than this
c value is not allowed during iterative calculations.

c ref:R.L. Webb Algorithms for Performance Simulation of cooling

c Towers, Evaporative Condensers, and Fluid Coolers.
c

c by:R.8. 7-26-84 revised 10-31-84

c... Variables

c flo = 1, counterflow
c 2, crossflow
c case = 1, floating Tf2 fixed Mw and Ma

c 2, floating Ma fixed Tf2 and Mw

c 3, floating Mw fixed Tf2 and Ma

c tol = tolerance (.01)
c HPM = design fan power for tot. no. fans, hp

c CFM = actual air flow, cfm

c Pds = dead state pressure, psia
c Tds = dead stae temperature, F
c Twb = wet bulb temperature, F
c Twi = hot water temperature, F
c Tw2 = estimated exit water temperature, F

c GPM = water volume flow rate, gpm

c CFMM = design air flow, cfm
c C = coefficient for flow from empirical relation

c Xn

c Rm = design range, F
c Am = Approach, F
c dT = Scaling temperature, F
c VRevap = volume rate evaporated, gpm
c VRblo = volume rate used for blowdown, gpm
c VRmakup = volume rate for makeup, gpm

c Prcblo = percent of makeup used for blowdown

c NTU = number of heat transfer units

c NTUa = number of heat transfer units available

c

subroutine cooltwr(flo,case,HPM,CFMM,Twbin,Twlin,Tw2sin,GPM,
C,Xn,Prcblo,MRmak,print)

implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,yd5N2,ydsAR,ydsCO
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c... reference wet bulb and exit temperature

Twb = 70.
Texit = 94.

c... check for Twbin less than acceptable value

if (Twbin .lt. 40.) then
dT = 15.

else
dT = (Twb Twbin)/2.

endif

c... assign scaled temperatures

Twl = Twlin + dT
Tw2s = Tw2sin + dT

c... C and Xn given from manufacturer's data

c... case 41: Fixed L/G (water/air ratio); calculate Tw2 (cold water
c temperature)

if (case. eq. 1.) then
c The ratio L/G is calc. Factor 8.33 is the product of the water
c density in ibm /cu ft and the conversion from gallons to cu. ft.
c The air density is calculated at the given elevation.

c... calculate air density

RO = dens(Pds,Tds)
RLG = GPM *8.33 /(CFMM *RO)

c... Calculate available NTU

NTUA = C*RLG**(-(1.+Xn))

c... Assign range for iteration
c

RL = Twl Twb
RS = O.

c... iteration in search of range

600 R = (RL + RS)/2.

c... new approach

A = Twl R Twb

c... cooling tower characteristic from function count. or cross

if (FLO. eq. 1.) then
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CTC = count(RLG,Twb,R,A)
else

CTC = cross(RLG,Twb,R,A)
endif

c... convert tower characteristic to NTU

NTU = CTC/RLG

c... Compare required NTU to available NTU. If they are not equal

c then update the value and continue.

if (abs((NTUA NTU)/NTUA). gt. .001) then
if (NTUA. gt. NTU) RS = R
if (NTUA. lt. NTU) RL = R
goto 600

endif

c... After convergence calculate Tw2
c

Tw2 = Twl R

endif
c

c... Case #2; TW2 specified; calculate L/G by changing L alone

if (case. eq. 2.) then

c... range is calculated

R = Twl Tw2s

c

c... calculate the approach
c

A = Tw2s Twb

c... High and low values for the air flow rate are established

CFMH = CFMM*2.
CFML = CFMM/2.

c... search for true airflow

650 CFM = (CFMH + CFML)/2.

c... calculate density of air

RO = dens(Pds,Tds)

c... new ratio L/G

RLG = GPM*8.33/(CFM*R0)

c. calculate new NTU from new air flow rate
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NTUA = C*RLG**(-(1.+Xn))

calculate the tower characteristic

if (FLO. eq. 1.) then
CTC = count (RLG,TWB,R,A)

else
CTC = cross (RLG,Twb,R,A)

endif

c... convert tower characteristic to NTU
c

NTU = CTC/RLG

c

c... Converge on NTU

if (abs((NTUA NTU)/NTUA). gt. .001) then
if (NTUA. gt. NTU) CFMH = CFM
if (NTUA. lt. NTU) CFML = CFM
goto 650

endif

after convergence, calculate exitng water temp., new fan power

Tw2 = Twl - R
HP = HPM*(CFM/CFMM)**3

endif

c... Tw2 specified: calculate L/G by changing G alone

if (case. eq. 3.) then

c... calculate the range

R = Twl Tw2s

c... calculate the appproach
c

A = Tw2s Tub

c... high and low water flow rates are established for iteration
c purposes

if (GPM. eq. 0.) GPM = CFMM*.0015
GPMH = GPM*2.
GPML = GPM /2.

c... search for the required water rate

750 GPM = (GPMH + GPML)/2.

c... calculate the air density
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RO = dens(Pds,Tds)

c... New ratio L/G

RLG = GPM*8.33/(CFM*R0)

c... Available NTU
C

NTUA = C*RLG**(-(1.+Xn))
C

c... Tower characteristic

if (FLO. eq. 1.) then

CTC = count(RLG,Twb,R,A)
else

CTC = cross(RLG,Twb,R,A)
endif

c... get number of NTU

C

NTU = CTC/RLG
C

c... check for convergence of NTU

if (abs((NTUA - NTU)/NTUA). gt. .001) then
if (NTUA. gt. NTU) GPML = GPM
if (NTUA. it. NTU) GPMH = GPM
goto 750

endif

c... After converging calculate the temperature of the water exiting

c the tower

Tw2 = Twl R

c... Since air flow is constant the fan power is constant

HP = HPM
endif

c... reassign actual inlet and exit temperatures

c...

C

Twlin = Twl dT

Twlin = Tw2 dT

Tw2sin = Texit dT

if (print ) then

calculate evaporation, blowdown and makeup

Range = Twlin Tw2sin
A = Tw2sin Twbin
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VRevap = Range*GPM/1000.
VRblo = Prcblo/100*GPM
URmakup = VRevap + VRblo
MRmak = VRmakup*8.33/60.
write(8,900)' COOLING TOWER

write(8,950)'Range
write(8,960)'Approach
write(8,950)'Exit temperature
write(8,950)'Wet bulb temperature
write(8,950)'Evaporation rate
write(8,950)'81owdown
write(8,950)'Makeup water

900 format(lx/10x,a)
960 format(10x,a,f10.3,1x,a)

endif
end

',Range,'F'
',A,'F'
',Tw2sin,'F'
',Twbin,'F'
',VRevap,'gpm'
',VRblo,'gpm'
',VRmakup,'gpm'

Function cross calculates the required Kav/L for crossflow
cooling towers under operating conditions specified by the user

function cross(RLG,Twb,R,A)
dimension Tw(100),HA(100),TL(100)
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

c... entering water temperature is calculated

Thu = Twb + A + R

c
c... The cold or leaving watering temperature is calculated

c

T2 = Twb + A

c... A grid of incremental squares for integration is made with the
fill. The water falls over the rows loosing heat as it proceeds
down. The air passes across vertical columns taking the heat
lost by the water. A high number of increments is originally set.
The computer uses only the number necessary for convergence.

HAI = HVTA(Twb)
do 100 I = 1,100

c... All the squares in the first column have the same enthalpy of

c incoming air

HA(I) = HAI

c... Squares of the first row have the same temperature

Tw(I) = THW

100 continue
DO 500 I = 1,100
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c... Begin analysis with square 1,1. Energy balance performed by
c subroutine grid.

if (I. eq. 1) then
call grid(HA(I),TW(1),RLG)
TL(1) = TW(1)

endif
if (I.ge. 2) then

J = I 1

c... Continue the analysis with the next column to the right,
c advancing I 1 squares downward.
c

do 200 k = 1,j
call grid(HA(k),TW(i),RLG)

200 continue
c

c... analysis continues with the Ith row, progressing horizontally to
c the Ith square, covering a grid of I*I squares.
c

do 300 k = 1,I
call grid(HA(i),TW(k),RLG)

300 continue
TWL = 0.

c... The temperature of water leaving the last square in columns 1 to

c I is determined here.

do 400 1 = 1 , I

TWL = TWL + TW(L)
400 continue

c... The temperature calculated for columns 1 to I is averaged

TL(i) = TWL/i
endif

c

c... The tower characteristic corresponing to squares of sides (I 2)

c *(I - 2), (I 1)*(I 1), and I*I is calculated. The resulting
c values Xl, X2 and X3 are paired to their corresponding exiting
c water temperature.

if (TL(i) .lt. T2 .and. I .ge. 3 ) then

X1 = .1*(I 2)

X2 = .1*(I 1)

X3 = .1*I
Y1 = TL(I 2)

Y2 = TL(I 1)

Y3 = TL(I)

c... With the pairs of values obtained a parabola is fitted to the
c three points. The coefficients D, B, and C are determined here.
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D = ((Y1 - Y2)*(X1 X3) (Y1 - Y3)*(X1 X2))/((X1 X2)*(X1

> X3)*(X2 X3))
B = ((Y1 Y2)*(Xl*X1 X3*X3) (Y1 Y3)*(Xl*X1 X2*X2) )/

((XI. X2)*(X1 X3)*(X3 - X2))

C = Y1 - D*X1 *X1 B *Xi

c... the determinant of the equation is calculated

SR = SQRT(B *B 4. *D *(C T2))

c... root number 1 and 2 are found

Z1 = (SR B)/(2.*D)
Z2 = (-B SR)/(2.*D)

c... select the root that lies within the extremes of the interval

if (Zl .ge. Xi .and. Zl .le. X3) ct = Zl
if (Z2 .ge. X1 .and. Z2 .le. X3) ct = Z2
cross = ct
return
endif

500 continue
return
end

c subroutine grid: calculates the enthalpy of air and the temper -

c ature of water leaving, across and down respectively, each
c increment and square.

subroutine grid(HA,TW,RLG)
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

c

c... enthalpy of air at a wet bulb temperature Tw is calc. using HVTA.

HW = HVTA(TW)

c... temporary storage for entering air enthalpy

HAT = HA
800 continue

c... temporary storage for increased air enthalpy

HAO = HA

c... Storage at mean water temperature
c

HWO = HW

c... decrease of water temperature

DTW = .1*(HW HA)
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c... mean temperature of water in incremental square

TT = TW DTW/2.

c... enthalpy of air at mean water temperature calc. through S/R HUTA

HW = HVTA(TT)

c... increased enthalpy of air calc. from the ener. bal. eq.

HA = HAT + RL6*DTW/2.

c... heat gained by the air or lost by the the water checked for
c convergence with the preset value of .1

if (abs(HAO HA). gt. .1. or. abs(HWO HW). gt. .1) goto 600

c... temperature of water leaving the incremental square
c

TW = TW DTW
return
end

c

c Function HVTA: enthalpy of saturated air as a function of temp.
c and pressure. ref: ASHRAE handbook of fundamentals

function HVTA(T)
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

c... the enthalpy of air at its wet bulb temperature is calculated
c using the correlations for a perfect gas given in ch. 5 of
c ASHRAE'S manual, 1981 fundamentals
c

c... Partial pressure of water vapor corresponding to the wet bulb
c temperature is calculated using Psat

Ps = PsatWT(T)

c... specify humidity ratio as function of the vapor partial pressure

Ws = .6219*(Ps/(Pds Ps))
c

c... convert temperature to deg C from deg F
c

Ta = .555*(T 32)

c... air enthalpy as a function of dry bulb temp. and sp. humidity
c

HVTA = .4299*(TA + W5*(2501. 1.805*TA)) + 7.6866
return
end
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c Function dens calculates the air density

function dens(Press,Temp)

c... ideal gas constant (ft lbf/lbm R)

Rbar = 53.352

c... convert deg. F to deg. R

T = Temp +460.

c... convert psia to lbf/ sq ft

P = Press*144.
dens = P/Rbar/T
return
end

c Function count. calculates the required tower characteristic for
c a counterflow tower under operating conditions specified by user.

c This subroutine is based on information taken from the CTI, who
c mentions the Tchebycheff integration method.

function count(RLG,Twb,R,A)
dimension Y(4)
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

c... height of the active fill packing is divided into fllwg. incr.

data y/.1, .3, .2, .3/

c... Tower characteristic initialized

CT = 0.0

c... air enthalpy at initial conditions
c

HA = HVTA(Twb)

c... water temperature at tower exit

Tw = Twb +
do 200 I = 1,4

c... temperature of water at the beginning of each increment is calc.

Tw = Tw + Y(I)*R

c... enthalpy of air past each increment is cal. from energy balance

HA = HA + RLG*Y(I)*R

c... enthalpy of air at interfacial conditions is calculated
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HT = HVTA(Tw)
c

c... enthalpy difference between saturated and bulk air

c

DH = HT - HA
c

c... tower characteristic corresponding to each increment

c

CT = CT + 1./DH
200 continue

c

c... the final value of the tower characteristic os obtained
c

count = CT*R/4.
return
end
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Stitle: 'Steam cycle routines'
$subtitle: 'Condenser'
$storage:2
C Simple condenser model
C

C This model calculates the cooling load for a condenser and the
C condenser pressure when the mass rate and inlet temperature of
C the cooling water is specified.
C

C 7-31-84 R.C.B.
C

C Variable names:
C

C HF = Enthalpy of saturated water , Btu/lbm
C HV = Enthalpy of saturated steam , Btu/lbm
C IRR = Irreversibility of condenser, KW

MRCOL = Massflow of cooling water, lbm/sec
C MRW = Massflow rate of wet steam in, lbm/sec
C PW1 = Inlet pressure, psia
C Q51 = Cooling load of condenser, SI-units KW
C Q = Cooling load of condenser, Btu/s
C X = Quality of wet steam in
C TSAT = Saturation temperature in condenser, F
C

External function names:
C

C HFWT = Enthalpy of saturated water, f(T)
C HVWTP = Enthalpy of steam, f(T,P)
C TSATWP = Saturation temperature of water, f(P)
C

SUBROUTINE CONDEN (PW1,X,MRW,VRcol,Q,Tin,
Tcoli,Tcolo,Ucond,Acond,IRR,print)

implicit real (a-z)
LOGICAL*2 print
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

c

c... convert volume rate of coolant to mass rate for half of the
steam system

MRcol = VRcol*8.337/60./2.
C

C... Calculate Tsat,Hf and Hv:
C

100 Tsat=TsatWP(PW1)
Hf=HfWP(PW1)
Hy=HyWTP(Tsat,PW1)

C

C... Calculate the cooling load, massflow and irreversibility:
C

if ( X .gt. 1.) then
Hin = HvwTP(Tin,Pwl)
Q = MRw*(Hin Hf)

else
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Q=MRW*X*(HV-HF)
endif
Hcoli = HfWT(Tcoli)
Hcolo = Q/MRcol + Hcoli
Tcolo = TfWH(Hcolo)
Heat = exp(Ucond/3600.*Acond/Q*(Tcoli - Tcolo))
Tcond = (Tcolo - Tcoli*Heat)/(1 Heat)

Pcond = PsatWT(Tcond)
if ((abs((Pwl - Pcond)/Pwl)) .gt. .01 ) then

Pwl = Pcond
goto 100

endif
if (print ) then

Qsi=Q*1.0552
IRR=Qsi*(1.-(Tds+459.67)/(Tsat+459.67) )

write(8,300) ' CONDENSER
write(8,400) 'Pressure 1,PW1,' psia'
write(8,400) 'Quality of steam ',X*100.0,' %'
write(8,400) 'Mass flow rate ',MRW,' lbm/s'
write(8,400) 'Cooling load ',Qsi,' KW'
write(8,400) 'Coolant flow rate',MRcol,' lbm/s'
write(8,400) 'Inlet temperature',Tcoli,' F'
write(8,400) 'Exit temperature ',Tcolo,' F'
write(8,400) 'Condensing temp. ',Tcond,' F'
write(8,400) 'Irreversibility ',IRR,' KW'

300 format(lx/10x,a)
400 format(10x,a,f12.2,a)

endif
return
end

$subtitle: 'Pump'
C Simple pump model II
C

C This model calculates the work required for the pump, given
C the inlet and outlet pressure,efficiency of the pump etc.
C Water is assumed to be saturated at inlet. The power is

C calculated using WR=v*dP.
C 04-08-1983 Sigurdur Brynjolfsson
C Revised 07-29-83, SB
C Variable names:
C

C dH = Enthalpy difference over the pump
C eff = Isentropic efficiency of the pump,
C H_ = Enthalpy of water, btu/lbm
C IRR = Irreversibility of the pump, KW
C MRw = Massflow of water, lbm/sec
C power = Power required for the pump, KW
C P_ = Pressure, psia

= Temperature of the water, F
C VOLUME = Specific volume of water, cu.ft./lbm
C

C External function names:
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C

C HFWT = Enthalpy of water, f(T)

C TSATWP = Saturation temperature of water, f(P)
C VFWP = Specific volume of sat. water, f(P)
C

subroutine PUMP (Pwl,Pw2,MRw,eff,power,IRR,print)
implicit REAL (a-z)
logical*2 print

if(print) then
C

C... Calculate the enthalpy of water out of the pump:
C

Tw1=TSATWP(Pwl)
VOLUME=VFWP(Pwl)
dHisen=VOLUME*(Pw2-Pw1)*144./778.2

C

C... Power required for pump and irreversibility:
C

power=dHisen/eff*100.*MRw*1.0552
IRR=(1.-eff/100.)*power

write(8,100) ' PUMP
write(8,110) 'Mass flow rate ',MRw,' lbm/s'
write(8,110) 'Inlet pressure ',Pwl,' psia'
write(8,110) 'Exit pressure ',PW2,' psia'

write(8,110) 'Efficiency ',eff,' 7.'

write(8,110) 'Power required ',power,' kW'
write(8,110) 'Irreversibility',IRR,' kW'
endif
RETURN

100 format(lx/10x,a)
110 format(10x,a,f12.3,a)

END
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Stitle :' dryer
$storage:2

c This model calculates rotoray dryer performance. The exit

c moisture content is based on a regression model (Frederick
c Kamke>. When the moisture content is known, the remaining

properties of the dryer can be calculate from mass and
c energy balances. The ranges for each of the variables are as

c follows. Using the model outside these ranges may cause
c unpredictable results.

c Temperature of gas into dryer: 404 to 536 F
c Entering fuel moisture content: 33 to 60 X wet basis
c Dry gas flow rate: 30.4 to 50.7 ibm /s
c Dry wood flow rate: 1.1 to 3.3 lbm/s
c Equivalent wood particle diameter: 1/16 to 13/64 inch
c Drum diameter: 12 feet
c Length: 40 to 65 feet, single pass
c 32 feet, triple pass

c By: Robert Brawn Date: September 14,1984

c Variables:

c T_ = temperature, F
c P_ = pressure, in. h2o
c y_ = mol fraction
c X_ = moisture content, Ibm/Ibm
c MR_ = mass rate, lbm/s
c L = length of dryer, ft
c De = equivalent diameter of wood particle, inches
c H_ = enthalpy, btu/Ibm
c Q_ = heat, btu
c C_ = specific heat, btu/lbm F
c dP_ = pressure drop, in.h2o
c WR_ = work rate, kw
c Xdirt = fraction of dirt in fuel, lbm/lbm dry fuel
c type = 1, single pass
c 2, triple pass
c Subscripts:

in = inlet
= exit

c ds = dead state
c db = dry basis
c wb = wet basis
c g = gas

c dry = dryer

c leak = leakage
c rad = radiation
c wd = wood
c vap = water vapor
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subroutine dryer (dPdry,Xinwb,Xewb,Tgin,Tge,MRgin,MRge,MRbdwd,
radlos,Xdirt,De,L,type,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,yARin,yCOin,
yCO2e,yH20e,y02e,yN2e,yARe,yC0e,Pgin,Pge,Tair,WRdry,MRwdin,
MRwde,MRpas,print)

implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /ds/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO
MRpas = 0.

c... check and return if no dryer is used

if (dPdry .le. 0.) then
Xewb = Xinwb
Tge = Tgin
Pge = Pgin
yCO2e = yCO2in
yH2Oe = yH2Oin
y02e = yO2in
yN2e = yN2in
yARe = yARin
yCOe = yCOin
return

else

c... convert entering moisture content to dry basis and calculate

c exiting moisture content, dry basis and wet basis

Xindb = Xinwb/(1. Xinwb)
if (type .eq. 1.) then

Xedb = (-.386 + .287*Xindb .00694*L + 30.5*De/L

9.8026E-6*MRgin*(Tgin 32) + 1548.*MRbdwd*Xindb/

MRgin/(Tgin 32.) + .00405 *(MRgin*.4536)**1.5)*Xindb

+ 2.746E-3*L
else

Xedb = (1. + .04296*MRgin .2227*MRbdwd + 4.29*MRbdwd/
MRgin .0005611*(Tgin 32.>*Xindb + .1919*MRbdwd*

Xindb .364*(MRgin*.4536)**.87)*Xindb
endif

c... check for low moisture content

if (Xedb .lt. .0989) Xedb = .0989

c... convert moisture content to wet basis

Xewb = Xedb/(1. + Xedb)
Pgin = Pge + dPdry

c... perform energy balance and calculate exiting gas temperature

c (Wood enters at Ids, dirt and air leakage enters at

c Tair and Pds. Wood and dirt exit at Twd.)

c... constants
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Twd = 140.
WRdry = 25.
Cdirt = .2

mass rates

MRleak = .1*MRgin
MRvap = (Xindb Xedb)*MRbdwd
MRwdin = MRbdwd*(1. + Xindb + Xdirt)
MRwde = MRbdwd*(1. + Xedb)

enthalpies and heat

Hgin = HgasT(Tgin,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,yARin,y0Oin)
Hwdin = Cwdint(Xedb,Tds)
Hwde = Cwdint(Xedb,Twd)
Qgin = MRgin*Hgin
Qrad = radlos*Qgin
Qdirt = MRbdwd*Xdirt*Cdirt*(Twd Tair)
Qwd = MRbdwd*(1 Xewb)*(Hwde Hwdin)
Qvap = MRvap*Qsorp(Xedb,Twd)
Qge = Qgin Qrad - Qdirt Qwd Qvap
Hge = Qge/(MRvap + MRleak + MRgin)

c... calculate mol fractions of exiting gas

call molfrc(MRgin,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,yARin,yCOin,
MWgin,MRleak,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,
ydsCO,MWleak,MRmx,yCO2mx,yH20mx,y02mx,yN2mx,
yARmx,yCOmx,MWmx)

call molfrc(MRmx,yCO2mx,yH20mx,y02mx,yN2mx,yARmx,yCOmx,

yCO2e,yH20e,y02e,yN2e,yARe,yC0e,fte)
if (Xedb .le. .0989) then

Tge = 190.
50 Hge = HgasT(Tge,yCO2e,yH2oe,y02e,yN2e,yARe,yC0e)

MRgreq = (Qdirt + Qwd + Qvap + Hge*MRvap)/(Hgin*(1
radios) 1.1*Hge)

MRleak = .1*MRgreq
MRbypas = MRgin MRgreq
if ((MRbypas MRpas)/MRbypas .gt. .001) then

call molfrc(MRgreq,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,yARin,
yCOin,ftgin,MRleak,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,
ydsAR,ydsCO,MWleak,MRmx,yCO2mx,yH20mx,y02mx,
yN2mx,yARmx,yCOmx,MWmx)

call molfrc(MRmx,yCO2mx,yH20mx,y02mx,yN2mx,yARmx,
yCOmx,MWmx,MRvap,0.,1.,0.,00.,0.,ftvap,MRge,
yCO2e,yH20e,y02e,yN2e,yARe,yC0e,MWe)

MRpas = MRbypas
goto 50

endif

else
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Tge = TgasH(Hge,yCO2e,yH2oe,y02e,yN2e,yARe,yC0e)
endif

if (print) then
write(8,100) ' DRYER
write(8,400) 'Equivalent particle diameter:',De
write(8,200) 'Flow conditions:','inlet','exit'
write(8,300) 'Wood moisture content (wb) :',Xinwb,Xewb

write(8,300) 'Temperture of gas (F)
write(8,300) 'Pressure of gas (in. h2o)
write(8,300) 'Massflow of gas (lbm/s)

:',Tgin,Tge
:',Pgin,Pge
:',MRgin,MRge

write(8,300) 'Massflow of wet wood (lbm/s):',MRwdin,MRwde
write(8,300) 'Leakage of air (lbm/s) :',MRleak

write(8,300) 'Bypass of air (lbm/5) :',MRpas

write(8,400) 'Power required (kw):',WRdry
endif

endif
return

100 format (1x/10x,a)
200 format (1x/10x,a,24x,a,11x,a)
300 format (10x,a,2f16.3,)
400 format (1x/10x,a,f7.2)

end
function Cwdint(X,T)

***********************************************************************
Function integrates the specific heat of wet wood based on an *

equation for dry wood (Stamm 1964), and the transformation to *

wet wood (Siau 1971).
X = moisture content of wood, dry basis
T = temperature, F

***********************************************************************
Cwdint = (.2658 + 5.8E-4*T + X)*T/(1 +,X)
return
end
function Qsorp(X,T)

***********************************************************************
Function calculates the sorption energy of water in wood per
pound of water evaporated (Bramhall 1979).

X = moisture content of wood, dry basis
T --,, temperature, F

***********************************************************************
Qsorp = 503.*(2.14 .00118*(T 32.) exp(-15*X))

return

end
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$STORAGE:2
$TITLE: 'COMBUSTOR MODEL PROGRAM'

SUBROUTINE BURNER( HHV, radlos, xash,xdirt,XC,XH2,XN2,X02,XH2O,
unbcbn,XCCO,AFrat,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,yArin,yCGin,
Pair,dPburn,Tair,
MRair,Tamb,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,yeAr,yeCO,LHVI,LHV2,
MRwdin,Mrbdwd,Metot,Tadflm,Pfgex,Qre12,IRRbrn,PRINT)

C

C SUBROUTINE BURNER
C THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE INPUT VARIABLES PROVIDED BY OTHER
C COMPONENTS, OR DIRECT INPUTS AND CALCULATES EXIT TEMPERATURES,
C GAS COMPOSITIONS, CONDITIONS OF THE EXIT STREAMS, LOSSES DUE
C TO RADIATION, UNBURNED CARBON, FORMATION OF CO, DIRT IN THE
C FUEL ETC.. IT ALSO CALCULATES AND PRINTS OUT A BREAKDOWN OF
C THE FUEL COMPOSITION, FLUE-GAS, DOES AN ENERGY BREAKDOWN AND
C A SECOND LAW ANALYSIS OF THE COMBUSTOR.
C THIS IS A GENERAL PROGRAM NOT SET UP FOR A SPECIFIC UNIT.
C LOSSES DUE TO RADIATION, UNBURNED CARBON, AND CO ARE CALCU-

LATED FROM INPUTS OF FRACTIONS OR PERCENTAGES INDICATING
C AMOUNTS FOR THE LOSSES.
C

C THE ENERGY BALANCE FOR THIS PROGRAM USES VARIABLE Cp
C EQUATIONS IN ANOTHER FUNCTION FOR THE FLUE-GAS.
C

C WRITTEN BY TIM BAUER
C DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
C OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
C AUGUST 11, 1983 revised 6-20-84
C

***********************************************************************

NOMENCLATURE:
Most of the variables are abbreviations or shortened
statements describing the variable. Many of tyhem consist of
two or three parts each of which means something. For example,
AVrtea: the AU means availability, the rte means rate, and the a
stands for the substance in question air. Put together, it
means the availability rate of the air into the combustor.
Below, the parts will be split up into abbreviations and
substance abbreviations.

*

*

Substance Abbreviations:
*

a or air air

ar argon

ash ash

C or cbn carbon
CO carbon monoxide
CO2 carbon dioxide
dir or dirt dirt or other noncombustibles (excl. ash)

* f fuel

fg or fgas or g flue-gas
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H2 hydrogen
H2O or watr - water
N2 nitrogen
02 oxygen
prod products of combustion
wd or wood wood

*

*

Abbreviations:
*

AF air-fuel
AV - availability
bd - bone-dry
brn or burn burn (condition happrns during burning)

- dry
dcf dry, clean fuel
Dp pressure drop through unit
e or ex - exiting condition
in - inlet condition
irr - irreversibility
m or MW molecular weight (lb/mole)

* M - mass
MR - mass rate
ni - number of moles into unit/lb of fuel in

* P pressure (generally inches H20)
* Q - heat released, absorbed, or lost

rat - ratio (when used with a substance abbreviation
it is lb subst/lb wet, dirty fuel)

rte rate (generally lb/sec, but depends on input)
temperature (deg. F)

unb - unburned
x(C,02,N2,H2,ASH)- mass ratio of subst. in list to dry clean

fuel.

wdin wood into unit
y??in mole fraction of subst. ?? into unit
yd?? mole fraction of subst. ?? in dry gas
ye?? - mole fraction of subst. ?? exiting unit
yds?? - dead state mole fractions

*

*

Others
*

HHV higher heating value
metot - total mass rate of gas exiting combustor

Miatd - total mass of dry air in/lb fuel burned

radios fraction of available energy lost to radiation

seceff second law efficiency
Tadflm adiabatic flame temperature
XA - fraction excess air
xcco fraction of carbon burned to CO
xdcf lb dry, clean fuel/lb wet, dirty fuel
xdirt lb dirt/lb dry, clean fuel
XH2O - lb H20/1b wet, clean fuel
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xwcf lb wet, clean fuel/lb wet, dirty fuel

************************************************************************
IMPLICIT REAL (M-N)
real irrbrn,LHU1,LHU2
LOGICAL PRINT*2
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO
data mCO2,mH20,m02,mN2,mAr /44.01,18.018,32.,28.016,39.944/
data mC0 /28.01/
xdirt2=xdirt*(1.-xH20)
xwcf=1./(1.+xdirt2)
Cpdirt=.20
H2Orat=xH20*xwcf
dirrat=xdirt2*xwcf
dcfrat=(1.-xH20)*xwcf
Crat=dcfrat*xC
H2rat=dcfrat*xH2
02rat=dcfrat*x02
N2rat=dcfrat*xN2
ashrat=dcfrat*xash
MWair=y02in*m02+yN2in*mN2+yArin*mAr+yCO2in*mCO2+yH2Oin*mH20
MRdair=(1.-(yH2Oin*mH20)/MWair)*MRair
AFrat=MRdair/MRbdwd

C CALCULATE MASS RATE OF BIOMASS INTO COMBUSTOR
MRwdin=MRbdwd/dcfrat
MRH2Ow=H2Orat*MRwdin
MRdirt=MRwdin*dirrat
MRash=MRwdin*ashrat
MRdcf=MRwdin*dcfrat
W=(yH2Oin*mH20)/(yN2in*mN2+y02in*m02+yArin*mAr+yCO2in*mCO2)

C PERFORM STOICHIOMETRY
CALL STOICH(XC,X02,XH2,XN2,XASH,XH20,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,

yArin,yCOin,w,MRair,MRwdin,unbcbn,xCCO,mwfg,mwfgd,
netot,netotd,XA,xwcf,mwair,xdcf,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,
yeAr,yeCO,ydCO2,yd02,ydN2,ydAr,ydCO3nCO,MCunb,NIH2,
wfgex,niatd,niatw,niH20f,niH20a,miatd)

c TOTAL WEIGHT OF FLUE-GAS EXITING COMBUSTOR (FOR MASS BALANCE)-
metot=netot*mwfg*MRwdin
MRunbC=MCunb*MRwdin
Mextot=Metot+MRash+MRdirt+MRunbC

C PRESSURE LOSS THROUGH THE COMBUSTOR (GENERALLY 16" BUT VARIABLE
Pfgex=Pair-dpburn
Pfgex2=Pfgex*.0361+Pds
Pair2=pair*.0361+Pds

c CALCULATION OF DRY AIR MOLE FRACTIONS
nrCO2=Niatw*yCO2in
nr02=Niatw*y02in
nrN2=Niatw*yN2in
nrAr=Niatw*yArin
nrCO=Niatw*yCOin
nrfgt=nrCO2+nr02+nrN2+nrAr+nrCO
ydaCO2=nrCO2/nrfgt
yda02=nr02/nrfgt
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ydaN2=nrN2/nrfgt
ydaAr=nrAr/nrfgt
ydaC0=nrCO/nrfgt
MWdair=ydaCO2*mCO2+yda02*m02+ydaN2*mN2+ydaAr*mAr+ydaCO*mC0

C HEAT RELEASED IN COMBUSTION (PER LB OF WET FUEL)
Orel=xdcf*HHV
Qrel2=Qrel*MRwdin

C HEAT PROVIDED FROM HOT, DRY INLET AIR
Qair=(Niatd*(hgast(Tair,ydaCO2,0.,yda02,ydaN2,ydaAr,ydaC0)-

> hgast(Tamb,ydaCO2,0.,yda02,ydaN2,ydaAr,ydaC0)))*mwair
Qair2=Qair*MRwdin

C HEAT LOSS DUE TO RADIATION
Qloss=radlos/MRwdin
Q1oss2=Qloss*MRwdin

C HEAT REQUIRED TO EVAPORATE WATER FORMED IN COMBUSTION (FROM THE
C DEFINITION OF HIGHER HEATING VALUE)

qlh=nih2*mH2O*1060.
LHV1=HHV-q1h/dcfrat

C HEAT TO HEAT UP AND BOIL OFF THE WATER IN THE FUEL
if (xh2o .lt. .25) then

HfgH20=((1335.-1456.*xh2o)+1335.)/2.
else

HfgH20= (971.*(xh2o-.25)+288.25)/xh2o
endif
qboil=nih2of*18.*(1.*(212.-tamb)+HfgH20)
LHV2=LHV1-(nih2of*18.*HfgH20)/dcfrat

C

C QW1 IS THE HEAT REQUIRED TO RAISE THE WATER ORIGINALLY IN THE
C WOOD FROM 212. TO EXIT TEMPERATURE. IT IS BROKEN UP INTO 2

C PARTS DUE TO THE NATURE OF THE EQUATION (CONTAINS THE UNKNOWN
C TEXIT WHICH MUST BE ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE EQUAL SIGN.
C QW1A IS ONLY THE PART AT 212.. THE SAME THING HOLDS FOR QW2

C BUT IT IS FOR THE WATER FORMED IN COMBUSTION RAISING FROM
C TAMB NOT 212. ALSO IT HOLDS FOR QH2OA WHICH STANDS FOR THE

C HEAT REQUIRED TO HEAT THE WATER IN THE AIR FROM AMBIENT TEMP
C TO EXIT TEMP. ALSO QPROD IS THE HEAT ABSORBED BY THE
C COMBUSTION GASES IS GOING FROM AMBIENT TO EXIT TEMPERATURE AND
C IS ALSO BROKEN UP FOR THE SAME REASON.
C

qw1a=nih2of*hgast(212.,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
qw2a=nih2*hgast(Tamb,O.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
qh2oaa=nih2oa*hgast(tair,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
qproda=netotd*hgast(tambeydCO2,0.,yd02,ydN2,ydAr,ydC0)*mwfgd

C NIWATR IS THE TOTAL NO. OF MOLES OF H2O EXITING THE BURNER
niwatr=nih2of+nih2+nih2oa

C HEAT LOSS DUE TO SPECIFIED AMOUNT OF UNBURNED CARBON
QunbC=MCunb*14100.
QunbC2=QunbC*MRwdin

C HEAT LOSS DUE TO CARBON BURNING TO CO INSTEAD OF CO2
QCO=NCO*mCO*9755.
QCOb= QCO *MRwdin

C HEAT LOSS DUE TO HEATING UP THE DIRT ETC. THEN LOSING IT
Odirta=dirrat*Codirt*tamb
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C Q1 REPRESENTS ONE SIDE OF THE EQUATION
Q1=Qrel+Qair-Qloss-Q1h-Qboil+Qw1a+Qw2a+QH2Oaa+Qproda-QunbC-QC0+

> Qdirta
C ITERATE FOR TEXIT THROUGH THE ENTHALPY FUNCTIONS
C USING NEWTONS METHOD

toler=.0005
t=2000.

deltat=100.
itsmax=100
do 1 iter=1,itsmax
r=Q2(t,Q1,netot,dirrat,Cpdirt,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,yeAr,

yeCO,mwfg)
dQdt=(Q2(t+deltat,Q1,netot,dirrat,Codirt,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,

yeN2,yeAr,yeCO,m0g)-r)/deltat
deltat=r/dQdt
t=t-deltat
if (abs(deltat) .lt. toler*t) go to 2

1 continue
2 continue

if titer .gt. itsmax) write(1,10) iter
10 format(' warning: ',i3,' ITERATIONS WITH NO CONVERGENCE.')

tadflm=t
IF (PRINT) THEN

C

C THESE WITH A b ARE THE SECOND PARTS OF THE VARIABLES LISTED
C EARLIER.
C

Qw1b=nih2of*hgast(tadflm,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
Qh2oab=nih2oa*hgast(tadflm,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
Qw2b=nih2*hgast(tadflm,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
Qprodb=netotd*hgast(tadflm,ydCO2,0.,yd02,ydN2,ydAr,ydC0)*

mwfgd
Qdirtb=dirrat*Cpdirt*tadflm

C HEAT REQUIRED BY THE WATER IN THE WOOD FROM IAMB TO TEXIT
Qh2owd=Qboi1-Qw1a+Qw1b

HEAT REQUIRED BY THE WATER IN THE AIR FROM IAMB TO TEXIT
Qh2oa=Qh2oab-Qh2caa

C TOTAL HEAT REQUIRED BY THE WATER FORMED IN COMBUSTION
Qh2o1=Q1h-Qw2a+Qw2b

C TOTAL HEAT REQUIRED BY ALL OF THE WATER INVOLVED
Qh2o=0h2owd+Qh2oa+Qh2o1
QH202=QH20*MRwdin
Qdirt=Qdirtb-Qdirta
Qdirt2=Wirt*MRwdin

C TOTAL HEAT ABSORBED BY THE DRY PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION
Qprod=Qprodb-Qproda+QH20
Qprod2=Qprod*MRwdin

c TOTAL HEAT LOST DUE TO EXITING PRODUCTS
Qtot1=QunbC+QCO+Cdirt+Qprod+Closs
Qtot2=Qtot1 *MRwdin

c calculate the % radiation heat loss
Perrad = Qloss/(Qrel+Qair)*100.

c SECOND LAW ANALYSIS
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AVwood=HHV
AUwatr=hfwt(tamb)-(Tds+459.67)*sfwt(Tamb)-(hfwt(Tds)-(Tds+459.67)*

sfwt(Tds))
AVrtew=AVwatr*MRH2Ow
AVrtef=HHV*MRbdwd*1.0551
AVair=HgasT(Tair,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,yArin,yCOin)-(Tds+

459.67)*SgastP(Tair,Pair2,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,
yArin,yCOin)

AUfgas=HgasT(Tadflm,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,yeAr,yeC0)-(Tds+
459.87)*SgastP(Tadflm,Pfgex2,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,
yeAr,yeCO)

AVrtea=MRair*AVair*1.0551
AVrteg=AVfgas*Metot*1.0551
Irrbrn=AVrtef+AVrtea+AVrtew-AVrteg
seceff=AVrteg/(AVrtef+AVrtea+AVrtew)*100.

C TABULATION OF RESULTS
WRITE(8,20) ' COMBUSTOR

20 FORMAT(lx/10X,A)
$nodebug

write(8,100)'Air-Fuel ratio (dry to dry) ',AFrat,'

write(8,100)'Fraction radiation loss ',perrad,' percent'

write(8,100)'Fraction unburned carbon ',unbcbn,'

write(8,100)'Fraction of carbon burned to CO ',xcco,"
100 format(10x,a,f10.4,a)

write(8,270)'Excess air level
XA*100.,' percent'

270 format(10x,a,f8.4,a)
write(8,310)'Adiab. flame temp. ',Tadflm,' deg F'

310 format(10x,a,f7.1,a)
write(8,340)'Irreversibility rate : ',irrbrn,' KW'

write(8,350)'Second Law Efficiency : ',seceff,' Percent'

340 format(10x,a,f7.l,a)
350 format(10x,a,f8.2,a)

ENDIF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE STOICH(XC,X02,XH2,XN2,XASH,XH20,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,
yN2in,yArin,yCOin,w,MRair,MRwdin,unbcbn,xCCO,mwfg,
mwfgd,netot,netotd,XA,xwcf,mwair,xdcf,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,
yeN2,yeAr,yeCO,ydCO2,yd02,ydN2,ydAr,ydCO3nCO,MCunb,
NIH2,wfgex,niatd,niatw,niH20f,niH20a,miatd)

C

C SUBROUTINE STOICH
C RETURNS THE NO. OF MOLES, MOLAR RATIOS, AND MASSES OF EACH

C COMPONENT GAS EXITING THE COMBUSTOR.
C

IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z)
data m02,mCO2,mN2,mH20,mAr /32.,44.01,28.016,18.016,39.9441
data mCO,mC,mH2 /28.01,12.011,2.016 /

C

C NOMENCLATURE:
C NO2STA-NO. OF MOLES OF STOICH 02 FROM AIR/LB WET FUEL IN



C NIO2ST-STOICH. AMOUNT OF 02 NEEDED/LB WET FUEL IN
C NIN2T -TOTAL N2 NEEDED/LB WET FUEL IN
C NIN2ST-STOICH. AMOUNT OF N2 NEEDED/LB WET FUEL IN
C NIATD -TOTAL AMOUNT OF DRY AIR IN/LB WET FUEL IN
C MWAIR -MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF WET AIR
C NIAST -STOICH. AMOUNT OF DRY AIR/LB WET FUEL IN
C NIATW -TOTAL AMOUNT OF WET AIR IN/LB WET FUEL IN
C NIH2OT -TOTAL H2O IN/LB WET FUEL IN

C NE... -NO. OF MOLES OF SUBST.'...' EXITING/LB WET FUEL IN
C YE... -MOLAR RATIO OF SUBST.'...' EXITING COMBUSTOR
C W -HUMIDITY RATIO OF AIR BY MASS
C XA -EXCESS AIR RATIO FOR COMBUSTION
C ME... -LB OF SUBST.'...' EXITING GIVEN INPUT WOOD RATE
C MRwdin -BIOMASS FEED RATE (LB/HR)
C MWFG -MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF FLUE GAS
C

C

C INLET CALCULATIONS
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xdcf=(1.-xH20)*xwcf
NIC=xdcf*XC/mC
NIH2=xdcf*XH2/mH2
NIO2f=xdcf*X02/m02
NIO2st=NIC+NIH2/2.
NO2STa=NIO2st-NIO2f
NCunb=unbcbri*NIC
MCunb=NCunb*mC
NC0=xCCO*NIC
NCO2=NIC-NCunb-NCO
MWdair=y02in*m02+yN2in*mN2+yArin*mAr+yCO2in*mCO2
wair=(yH2Oin*mH20)/MWdair
XA=((MRair*y02in/MWair)/(nO2sta*MRwdin))-1.
ni028=(1.+XA)*nO2sta
ni02t=ni02a+ni02f
niN2f=xdcf*XN2/mN2
niN2a=(yN2in/y02in)*ni02a
niN2t=niN2f+niN2a
niAra=(yArin/y02in) *ni02a
niCO2a=(yCO2in/y02in)*ni02a
niC0a=(yCOin/y02in)*ni02a
niatd=niN2a+ni02a+nihra+niCO2a
miatd=niatd*MWdair
niH20f=(XH20/mH20)*xwcf
niH20a=(yH2Oin/y02in)*ni02a
niH20t=n1H2Of+niH20a
niatw=niN2a+ni02a+niAra+niCO2a+niH20a

C EXIT CALCULATIONS
neCO2=nCO2+niCO2a
neH20=niH2+niH2Ot
ne02=ni02t-nC0/2.-nCO2-niH2/2.
neN2=niN2t
neAr=niAra
neCO=nCO+niCOa
netot=neCO2+neH2O+ne02+neN2+neAr+neCO



C

C

C

C
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netotd=netot-neH2o
ydCO2=neCO2/netotd
yd02=ne02/netotd
ydN2=neN2/netotd
ydAr=neAr/netotd
ydC0=neCO/netotd
yeCO2=neCO2/netot
yeH20=neH20/netot
ye02=ne02/netot
yeN2=neN2/netot
yeAr=neAr/netot
yeCO=neCO/netot
mwfg=yeCO2*mCO2+yeH20*mH2O+ye02*m02+yeN2*mN2+yeAr*mAr+yeCO*mC0
mwfgd=ydCO2*mCO2+yd02*m02+ydN2*mN2+ydAr*mAr+ydC0*mC0
wfgex=(yeH20*mH20)/(yeCO2*mCO2+yeCO*mC0+yeN2*mN2+ye02*m02+yeAr*

mAr)

RETURN
END

function Q2(t,Q1,netotedirrat,Cpdirt,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,
yeAr,yeCO,mwfg)

This function is used in iterating for the exit temperature,
using the enthalpy functions above.

real netot,mwfg
Q2=netot*mwfg*hgast(t,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,yeAr,yeCO)+

dirrat*Cpdirt*t-Q1
C return

end
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Utorage:2
STITLE. ' TRIMBURNER

SUBROUTINE TRIM(HHV,radlos,xash,XC,XH2,XN2,X02,
XCCO,Texit,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,yArin,yCOin,
Pair,dPburn,Tair,
MRair,Tamb,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,yeAr,yeCO,MRfuel,
Metot,Pfgex,m0g,irrtrm,PRINT)

C

C SUBROUTINE TRIM
THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE INPUT VARIABLES PROVIDED BY OTHER

C COMPONENTS, OR DIRECT INPUTS AND CALCULATES EXIT TEMPERATURES,

C GAS COMPOSITIONS, CONDITIONS OF THE EXIT STREAMS, LOSSES DUE
C TO RADIATION AND FORMATION OF CO.
C IT ALSO CALCULATES AND PRINTS OUT A BREAKDOWN OF
C THE FUEL COMPOSITION, FLUE-GAS, DOES AN ENERGY BREAKDOWN AND
C A SECOND LAW ANALYSIS OF THE COMBUSTOR.
C THIS IS A GENERAL PROGRAM NOT SET UP FOR A SPECIFIC UNIT.
C LOSSES DUE TO RADIATION AND CO ARE CALCU-
C LATED FROM INPUTS OF FRACTIONS OR PERCENTAGES INDICATING
C AMOUNTS FOR THE LOSSES.
C

C THE ENERGY BALANCE FOR THIS PROGRAM USES VARIABLE Cp
C EQUATIONS IN ANOTHER FUNCTION FOR THE FLUE-GAS.

C

C WRITTEN BY TIM BAUER
C DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
C OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
C AUGUST 11, 1983
C

***********************************************************************

NOMENCLATURE:
Most of the variables are abbreviations or shortened

statements describing the variable. Many of them consist of
two or three parts each of which means something. For example,
AVrtea: the AV means availability, the rte means rate, and the a
stands for the substance in question air. Put together, it
means the availability rate of the air into the combustor.
Below, the parts will be split up into abbreviations and
substance abbreviations.

*

*

Substance Abbreviations:
*

a or air air

ar argon

ash ash

C or cbn carbon
CO carbon monoxide

CO2 carbon dioxide

* f fuel

fg or fgas or g flue-gas
H2 hydrogen
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H2O or watr water
N2 nitrogen
02 oxygen
prod products of combustion

*

*

Abbreviations:
*

AF - air-fuel
AV availability
brn or burn burn (condition happens during burning)

* d dry

Op pressure drop through unit
e or ex exiting condition
in inlet condition
irr irreversibility
m or MW molecular weight (lb/mole)

mass

MR mass rate
ni number of moles into unit/lb of fuel in

* P pressure (generally inches H20)
* Q heat released, absorbed, or lost

rat - ratio (when used with a substance abbreviation
it is lb subst/lb wet, dirty fuel)

rte rate (generally lb/sec, but depends on input)
temperature (deg. F)

x(C,02,N2,H2,ASH)- mass ratio of subst. in list to dry clean
fuel.

y??in mole fraction of subst. ?? into unit
yd?? mole fraction of subst. ?? in dry gas
ye?? mole fraction of subst. ?? exiting unit
yds?? dead state mole fractions

*

*

Others
*

HHV higher heating value
metot total mass rate of gas exiting combustor
Miatd total mass of dry air in/lb fuel burned
radios fraction of available energy lost to radiation

seceff second law efficiency
Tadflm adiabatic flame temperature
XA fraction excess air
xcco fraction of carbon burned to CO

******************************************.******************************

IMPLICIT REAL (M-N)
real irrtrm
LOGICAL PRINT*2
dimension T2(2)
common /0S/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO
data mCO2,mH20,m02,mN2,mAr 144.01,18.018,32.,28.016,39.944/
data mC0 /28.01/
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if (dPburn .eq. 0.0) then
Texit=Tair
Pfgex=Pair
metot=mrair
MRfuel=0.0
yeCO2=yCO2in
yeH2O= yH2Oin

ye02=y02in
yeN2=yN2in
yeAr=yArin
yeC0=yCOin
mwfg=y02in*m02+yN2in*mN2+yArin*mAr+yCO2in*mCO2+yH2Oin*mH20
irrtrm=0.0
return

endif
TempAF=100.

4 dAFrat=1.0
Temp=tempAF
do S j=1,2
MRfue1=MRair/TempAF
MWair=y02in*m02+yN2in*mN2+yArin*mAr+yCO2in*mCO2+yH2Oin*mH20
MRdair=(1.-(yH2Oin*mH20)/MWair)*MRair
MRash=MRfuel*xash
W=(yH2Oin*mH20)/(yN2in*mN2+y02in*m02+yArin*mAr+yCO2in*mCO2)

C PERFORM STOICHIOMETRY
CALL STOICH(XC,X02,XH2,XN2,XASH,O.,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,

yArin,yCOin,w,MRair,MRfue1,0.,xCCO,mwfg,mwfgd,
netot,netotd,XA,1.,mwair,1.,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,
yeAr,yeCO,ydCO2,yd02,ydN2,ydAr,ydCO3nCO,mcunb,NIH2,
wfgex,niatd,niatw,0.,niH20a,miatd)

c TOTAL WEIGHT OF FLUE-GAS EXITING COMBUSTOR (FOR MASS BALANCE)-
metot=netot*mwfg*MRfuel
Mextot=Metot+MRash

C PRESSURE LOSS THROUGH THE COMBUSTOR (GENERALLY 16" BUT VARIABLE
Pfgex=Pair-dpburn
Pfgex2=Pfgex*.0361+Pds
Pair2=pair*.0361+Pda

C HEAT RELEASED IN COMBUSTION (PER LB OF WET FUEL)
Qre1=HHV
Qrel2=Qrel*MRfuel

c CALCULATION OF DRY AIR MOLE FRACTIONS
nrCO2=Niatw*yCO2in
nr02=Niatw*y02in
nrN2=Niatw*yN2in
nrAr=Niatw*yArin
nrCO=Niatw*yCOin
nrfgt=nrCO2+nr02+nrN2+nrAr+nrCO
ydaCO2=nrCO2/nrfgt
yda02=nr02/nrfgt
ydaN2=nrN2/nrfgt
ydaAr=nrAr/nrfgt
ydaC0=nrCO/nrfgt
MWdair=ydaCO2*mCO2+yda02*m02+ydaN2*mN2+ydaAr*mAr+ydaCO*mC0
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C HEAT PROVIDED FROM HOT, DRY INLET AIR
Qair=(Niatd*(hgast(Tair,ydaCO2,0.,yda02,ydaN2,ydaAr,ydaC0)-

> hgast(Tamb,ydaCO2,0.,yda02,ydaN2,ydaAr,ydaC0)))*mwair
Qair2= Qair *MRfuel

C HEAT LOSS DUE TO RADIATION
Qloss=radlos*Qrel
Qlos52=Qloss*MRfuel

C HEAT REQUIRED TO EVAPORATE WATER FORMED IN COMBUSTION AT 77 DEG
C F (FROM THE DEFINITION OF HIGHER HEATING VALUE)

qlh=n1h2*mH2O*1060.
C

C THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE BROKEN UP INTO 2 PARTS DUE TO THE
C FACT THAT THE VARIABLES ARE A FUNCTION OF THE UNKNOWN EXIT
C TEMPERATURE. QWZ STANDS FOR THE WATER FORMED IN COMBUSTION
C RAISING FROM IAMB TO TEXIT. ALSO IT HOLDS FOR QH2OA WHICH
C STANDS FOR THE HEAT REQUIRED TO HEAT THE WATER IN THE AIR FROM
C AMBIENT TEMP TO EXIT TEMP. ALSO QPROD IS THE HEAT ABSORBED BY
C THE COMBUSTION GASES IS GOING FROM AMBIENT TO EXIT TEMPERATURE
C AND IS ALSO BROKEN UP FOR THE SAME REASON.
C

qw2a=n1h2*hgast(77.,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
qh2oaa=nih2oa*hgast(tair,O.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
qproda=netotd*hgast(tamb,ydCO2,0.,yd02,ydN2,ydAr,ydC0)*mwfgd

C NIWATR IS THE TOTAL NO. OF MOLES OF H2O EXITING THE BURNER
niwatr=n1h2+nih2oa

C HEAT LOSS DUE TO CARBON BURNING TO CO INSTEAD OF CO2
QCO=NCO*mCO*9755.
QC0b=QCO*MRfuel

C Q1 REPRESENTS ONE SIDE OF THE EQUATION
Q1=Qrel+Qatr-Ploss-Q1h+Qw2a+QH20aa+Qproda-QCO

C ITERATE FOR TEXIT THROUGH THE ENTHALPY FUNCTIONS
C USING NEWTONS METHOD

toler=.0005
t=1700.
deltat=50.
itamax=100
do 1 iter=1,itsmax
r=Q6(t,Q1,netot,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,yeAr,yeCO,m0g)
dQdt=(Q6(t+deltat,Q1,netot,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,

yeN2,yeAr,yeCO,mwfg)-r)/deltat
deltat=r/dQdt
t=t-deltat
if (abs(deltat) .1t. toler*t) go to 2

1 continue
2 continue

if (iter .gt. itsmax) write(8,10) iter
10 format(' warning: ',i3,' ITERATIONS WITH NO CONVERGENCE, trim')

T2(j)=t-texit
if (abs(T2(j)) .le. 3.0) go to 7
if (j .eq. 2) then

dTdAF=(T2(2)-T2(1))/dAFrat
TempAF=Temp-T2(1)/dTdAF
go to 4



C

C

C

C
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else
TempAF=TempAF+dAFrat

endif
5 continue
7 AFrat=TempAF

tadflm=t
IF (PRINT) THEN

THESE WITH A b ARE THE SECOND PARTS OF THE VARIABLES LISTED
EARLIER.

Qh208b=nih2oa*hgast(tadflm,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
Qw2b=nih2*hgast(tadflm,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)*mH20
Qprodb=netotd*hgast(tadflm,ydCO2,0.,yd02,ydN2,ydAr,ydC0)*

mwfgd
C HEAT REQUIRED BY THE WATER IN THE AIR FROM TAMB TO TEXIT

Qh2oa=Qh2oab-Qh2oaa
C TOTAL HEAT REQUIRED BY THE WATER FORMED IN COMBUSTION

Qh2o1=Q1h-Qw2a+Qw2b
C TOTAL HEAT REQUIRED BY ALL OF THE WATER INVOLVED

Qh2o=Qh2oa+Qh2o1
QH202=QH20*MRfuel

C TOTAL HEAT ABSORBED BY THE DRY PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION
Qprod=Qprodb-Qproda+QH20
Qprod2=Qprod*MRfuel

c TOTAL HEAT LOST DUE TO EXITING PRODUCTS

Qtot1=QCO+Qprod+Qloss
Qtot2=Qtotl*MRfuel

c SECOND LAW ANALYSIS
AVfue1=HHV
AVrtef=HHV*MRfuel*1.0551
AVair=HgasT(Tair,yCO2in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,yhrin,yCOin)-(Tds+

459.67)*SgastP(Tair,Pair2,y002in,yH2Oin,y02in,yN2in,
yArin,yCOin)

AVfgas=HgasT(Tadflm,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,yeAr,yeC0)-(TOs+
459.67)*SgastP(Tadflm,Pfgex2,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,
yeAr,yeCO)

AVrtea=MRair*AVair*I.0551
AVrteg=AVfgas*Metot*1.0551
Irrtrm=AVrtef+AVrtea-AVrteg
seceff=AVrteg/(AVrtef+AVrtea)*100.

C TABULATION OF RESULTS
WRITE(8,20) ' TRIMBURNER

20 FORMAT(10X,A)
30 FORMAT(10X,A)
40 FORMAT(13X,A)
50 format(l3X,a,f5.4)
60 format(13x,a,f5.4)
70 format(13x,a,a)
90 format(10x,a,f7.1,a)

write(8,30)'INPUT CONDITIONS TO TRIMBURNER'
write(8,100)'Higher Heating Value ',HHV,' Btu/lb'

write(8,100)'Fraction radiation loss ',radios,"
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write(8,100)'Mass rate of inlet air ',MRair,' lb/sec'

write(8,100)'Inlet air humidity ratio ,,w9,

WRITE(8,100)'Inlet air temperature ',Tair,' deg. F'

write(8,100)'Exiting Flue-Gas Temperature ',Texit,'
WRITE(8,100)'Ambient air temperature ',Tamb,' deg. F'

WRITE(8,100)'Inlet air pressure ',PAIR,' psia'

100 format(13x,a,f10.4,a)
110 format(13x,a,f10.4,a)

write(8,30)'INLET AND EXIT STREAMS'
WRITE(8,200)'Mass rate of fuel required = '

MRfuel,' lb/sec'
write(8,210)'Mass rate of inlet air from turbine = '

MRair,' lb/sec'
200 format(13x,a,f8.4,a)
210 format(13x,a,f8.4,a)

write(8,'(13x,a,a)')'

write(8,220)'Total Inlet
MRfuel+MRair

220 format(13x,a,f8.4)
write(8,230)'Mass rate of flue-gas exiting

Metot, ' lb/sec'
write(8,230)'Mass rate of ash exiting with flue-gas

MRash,' lb/sec'
write(8,1(13x,a,a)')'

write(8,235)'Total Exit
mextot

230 format(13x,a,f8.4,a)
235 format(13x,a,f8.4/")

write(8,240)'FLUE-GAS ANALYSIS'
240 format(lOx,a)

Write(8,'(13x,a,a)')' Constituent Mole Fraction'

write(8,250)'Carbon dioxide ',yeCO2

write(8,250)'Nitrogen ',yeN2

write(8,250)70xygen ',ye02

write(8,250)'Water vapor ',yeH2O

write(8,250)'Carbon monoxide ',yeCO

write(8,250)'Argon ',yeAr

250 format(13x,a,f5.4)
write(8,260)'Molecular weight of flue-gas

mwfg,' lbs/mol'
260 format(13x,a,f8.4,a)

write(8,270)'Humidity ratio (lb H20/1b dry gas) of flue-gas =
wfgex ,'

write(8,270)'Excess air level
XA*100.,' percent'

write(8,310)'Air-Fuel Ratio
AFrat

write(8,265)'Exit pressure
pfgex,' psia'

265 format(13x,a,f10.4,a)
270 format(13x,a,f10.4,a)
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C

C

C
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write(8,240)'ENERGY BALANCE'
write(8,280)'Source or Sink Btu/lb fuel',

Btu/sec'

280 format(13x,a,a/")
write(8,290)'Heat released by combustion ',Qrel,Qrel2
write(8,290)'Heat provided by inlet air ',Qair,Qair2

290 format(13x,a,f8.1,9x,f10.4)
write(8,'(10x,a,a)')'

write(8,290)'Total ',Qrel+Qair,

Orel2+clair2
write(8,300)'Heat loss from radiation ',Qloss,Qloss2

300 format(13x,a,f8.1,9x,f10.4)
write(8,290)'Heat loss from formation of CO ',QCO,QCOb

write(8,290)'Heat absorbed by exhaust gases ',Qprod,Qprod2

write(8,'(10x,a,a)')'

write(8,290)'Total ',Qtotl,Qtot2

310 format(13x,a,f7.1)
write(8,'(10x,a)')'SECONO LAW ANALYSIS'

320 format(13x,a)
330 format(13x,a,f7.1,a,f8.1)

write(8,340)'Irreversibility rate = ',irrtrm,' KW'

write(8,350)'Second Law Efficiency = ',seceff,' Percent'

340 format(13x,a,f7.1,a)
350 format(13x,a,f8.2,a)
400 ENDIF

RETURN
END

function Q6(t,Q1,netot,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,
yeAr,yeCO,mwfg)

This function is used in iterating for the exit temperature,
using the enthalpy functions above.

real netot,mwfg
common /DS/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO
Q6=netot*mwfg*hgast(t,yeCO2,yeH20,ye02,yeN2,yeAr,yeC0)-Q1
return
end
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$title: 'Gas Turbine/Compressor'
$subtitle: 'Compressor'
$storage:2
C Compressor, III

C

C This program calculates the power req'd for the
C compressor and exit temperature and pressure. Ideal gas model
C is used for air, moisture is included!
C

C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson 07-14-1983

C Revised 08-06-83

C Variable names:
C

C dPin = Exit pressure loss, in W.C.

C eff = Isentropic efficiency, %

C EX_ = Exergy of flow stream, KW

C H_ = Enthalpy, btu/lbm
C IRR = Irreversibility of compressor, KW

C M = Molar mass of mixture, lbm/lbmole
MR_ = Mass flow rate, lbm/sec

C P_ = Pressure, psis
C Po = Exit pressure (back pressure), in W.C.

C POWER = Power req'd to drive compressor (kW)
PRCbla = Percent bleeding air, %.

C r = Pressure ratio
C S_ = Entropy, btu /ibm R

C S0_ = Standard State entropy, btu/lbm R

C T_ = Temperature, F

C Y_ = Mole fractions
= Humidity, lb water/lb dry air

C

C Subscripts:
C

C ACT = Actual value (not ideal)

C c = Cooling gas
C ds - Dead State
C da = Dry air

in = Inlet stream (working fluid)
C isen = After isentropic process
C out = Outlet stream (after mixing)
C

C External function names:
C

C HGAST = Enthalpy of gas, f(T,y002,...,yCO)
C SGASTP = Entropy of gas, f(T,P,yCO2,...,yCO)

C TGASH = Temperature, f(h,y002,...,yCO)
C TGASS = Temperature, f(s,P,yCO2,...,yCO)
C

SUBROUTINE COMPRE (Tin,Pin,dPin,MR,MRc,MRstp,Tout,Pout,
POWER,EFF,R,PRCbla,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO,M,W,
IRR,print)

REAL MR,MRstp,MRc,MRda,M,Mda,IRR
logical*2 print
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common /0S/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO

c... specification of dry air:

yda02=.2095
ydaN2=.7809
ydaAr=.0093
ydaCO2=0.0003
ydaH20=0.0
ydaC0=0.0

c... Mole fractions of the moist air:

call MOLFRC (1.,ydaCO2,ydaH20,yda02,ydaN2,ydaAr,ydaCO,Mda,
W,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,dummy,
MR,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO,M)

C

C... Mass flow, enthalpy and entropy at inlet:

C

PinACT=Pin-0.03813*dPin
MR=519./(Tin+460.)*PinACT/14.896 *MRstp
MRda=(y02+yN2+yCO2+yAr+yCO)*MR
MR=MRda*(1.+W)
Hin=HGAST (Tin,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
SOin=SGASTP (Tin,Pds,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
Sin =SGASTP (Tin,Pin,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAro/C0)

C

C... Isentropic compression:
C

Pout=PinACT*R
SOisen=Sin+1.9858/M*ALOG(R)
Tisen=TGASS(SOisen,Pds,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
Hisen=HGAST(Tisen,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

C

C... Actual conditions at exit:
C

Hout=Hin+(Hisen-Hin)/EFF*100.
Tout=TGASH(Hout,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
Sout=SGASTP(Tout,Pout,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

C

C... Power needed:
C

POWER=MR*(Hout-Hin)*1.0552

C... Mass flow used to cool the turbine:

C

MRc=MR*PRCbla/100.
MR=MR-MRc

c... Exergy at inlet and outlet:

EXin= ( Hin -(Tds+459.87)*Sin )*MR*1.0552

EXout=( Hout-(Tds+459.67)*Sout )*MR*1.0552



IRR= POWER-(EXout-EXin)

if(print) then
write(8,100) ' COMPRESSOR

call flows(Tin,Tout,Pin,Pout,MR,MR,Exin,Exout)
write(8,120)
write(8,120) 'Inlet pressure loss',dPin, 'in. h2o'

write(8,120) 'Bleeding air ',PRCbla,'%'

write(8,120) 'Efficiency ',EFF, '%'

write(8,120) 'Power to drive ',POWER, 'kW'

write(8,120) 'Irreversibility ',IRR, 'kW'

endif
100 format(lx/10x,a)
120 format(10x,a,f12.2,1x,a)

END

$subtitle: 'Turbine'
C Gasturbine model, III
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C

C This model calculates the power from the gasturbine

C and temperature and pressure at exit. Cooling included.

C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson 07-19-1983

C

C Variable names:
C

C dPo = Exit pressure loss, in W.C.

C eff = Isentropic efficiency, %

C EX_ = Availability of flow stream, KW

C H_ = Enthalpy, btu/lbm
C IRRtot = Irreversibility of turbine (+mixing)

C M_ = Molar mass of mixture, lbm/lbmole

C MR_ = Mass flow rate, lbm/sec

C P_ = Pressure, psia
C Po = Exit pressure (back pressure), in W.C.

C POWER = Power from turbine, KW

C S_ = Entropy, btu/lbm R
C SO_ = Standard State entropy, btu/lbm R

C T_ = Temperature, F

C y_ = Mole fractions

C

C Subscripts:
C

C c = Cooling gas
ds = Dead State

C exit = At turbine exit (before mixing)

C in = Inlet stream (working fluid)

C isen = After isentropic process
= Outlet stream (after mixing)

C

C External function names:

C

C HGAST = Enthalpy of gas, f(T,yCO2,...,yCO)

C SGASTP = Entropy of gas, f(T,P,yCO2,...,yCO)
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C TGASH = Temperature, f(h,yCO2,...,yCO)
C TGASS = Temperature, f(s,P,yCO2,...,yCO)
C

C

subroutine GASTUR (Tin,Pin,MRin,Tc,Pc,MRc,To,Po,
MRo,dPo,POWER,eff,yinCO2,yinH20,yin02,yinN2,yinAr,yinCO,
Min,ycCO2,ycH20,yc02,ycN2,ycAr,ycCO,Mc,
yoCO2,yoH20,yo02,yoN2,yoAr,yoCO,IRRtot,print)

implicit REAL (a-z)
logical*2 print
common /0S/Tds,Pds,YdsCO2,YdsH20,Yds02,YdsN2,YdsAr,YdsCO

C

C... Inlet condition:
C

SOin=SGASTP(Tin,Pin,yinCO2,yinH20,yin02,yinN2,yinAr,yinC0)
Hin=HGAST(Tin,yinCO2,yinH20,yin02,yinN2,yinAr,yinC0)

C

C... isentropic expansion:

C

C

C...
C

SOisen=S0in+1.9856/Min*ALOG((14.696+0.03613*(Po+dPo))/Pin)
Tisen=TGASS(SOisen,Pin,yinCO2,yinH20,yin02,yinN2,yinAr,yinC0)
Hisen=HGAST(Tisen,yinCO2,yinH20,yin02,yinN2,yinAr,yinC0)

Actual values at turbine exit:

Hexit=Hin+eff/100.*(Hisen-Hin)
Texit=TGASH(Hexit,yinCO2,yinH20,yin02,yinN2,yinAr,yinC0)

C

C... Power out:

C

POWER=MRin*(Hin-Hexit)*1.0552
C

C... Mixing of cooling and exit flows (mole fractions):

C

call MOLFRC (MRin,yinCO2,yinH20,yin02,yinN2,yinAr,yinCO,Min,
MRc,ycCO2,ycH20,yc02,ycN2,ycAr,ycCO,Mc,
MRo,yoCO2,yoH20,yo02,yoN2,yoAr,yoCO,Mo)

Hc=HGAST(Tc,ycCO2,ycH20,yc02,ycN2,ycAr,ycAr)
Ho=(MRin*Hexit+MRc*Hc)/MRo
To=TGASH(Ho,yoCO2,yoH20,yo02,yoN2,yonr,yoC0)

c call below only when printing is requested
if(print) then

c... Entropy difference, S-Sds:

dSin=SGASTP(Tin,Pin,yinCO2,yinH20,yin02,yinN2,yinAr,yinC0)
dSc=SGASTP(Tc,Pc,ycCO2,ycH20,yc02,ycN2,ycAr,ycCO)
Poabs=Pds+Po*0.03613
dSo=SGASTP(To,Poabs,yoCO2,yoH20,yo02,yoN2,yoAr,yoC0)

c... Irreversibility of turbine (+ mixing):
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EXin=( Hin -(Tds +459.67) *dSin )*MRin*1.0552
EXc =( He -(Tds+469.67)*dSc )*MRc*1.0SS2

EXo =( Ho -(Tds+4S9.67)*dSo )*MRo*1.0S52

IRRtot=EXin+EXc-EXo-POWER

write(8,100) ' GAS TURBINE
call flows(Tin,To,Pin,Po,MRin,MRin,EXin,EXo)
write(8,130)
write(8,130) 'Mass flow rate ',MRin, '1b/s'

write(8,130) 'Cooling flow ',MRc, '1b/s'

write(8,130) 'Power output ',POWER, 'kW'

write(8,130) 'Irreversibility ',IRRtot, 'kW'

endif
RETURN

100 format(lx/10x,a)
130 format(10x,a,f10.2,1x,a)

END
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$title: 'various routines'
$subtitle: 'deltaP'
$storage:2

subroutine DELTAP(name,Pin,dP,Pout,print)
logical*2 print
character*20 name
Pout=Pin-dP
if(print) write(8,100) ' ',name,'

if(print) write(8,110) 'Pressure loss = ',abs(dP)
100 format(lx/10x,a,a,a)
110 format(10x,a,f10.3)

RETURN
END

$subtitle: 'Efficiency calculations'
subroutine EFF(WRgnl,WRgn2,WRfnl,WRfn3,WRfn4,WRfn5,WRpml,

WRpm2,WRonv,ctwrhp,WRdry,WRhml,WRscw,
HHV, LHVI,LHV2,MRbdwd,Wfuelc,Wfueld,
HHVoi1 ,LHVoil,MRoil,MRmakl,MRmak2,
EFFHg,EFFHn,EFFL1g,EFFL3g,WRaux,WRgrs,print)

*

* EFF calculates plant efficiencies, gross (w/o aux) and
net (w/ aux).

* written by S Fox 83.07.07
*

IMPLICIT REAL (a-z)
logical*2 print

C total makeup water (gpm)
MRmak = (MRmakl + MRmak2/2.)/8.33*80.

C total pump work
WRpms = WRpml + WRpm2

C work rate (kW) for half of cooling tower
WRctr = ctwrhp/2./1.341

C energy into the system (kW)
HRHHV =( HHV * MRbdwd+HHVoil*MRoil)* 1.054
HRLHV1 =(LHV1 * MRbdwd +LHVoil*MRoil)* 1.054
HRLHV2 =(LHV2 * MRbdwd +LHVoil*MRoil)* 1.054
HRLHV3 = HRLHV1 (HRLHV1 HRLHV2)/Wfuelc * Wfueld

C energy out, gross (incl. no auxilliary power)
WRgrs = WRgn1 + WRgn2

C energy out, net (incl. all auxilliary power)
WRaux = WRfnl + WRfn3 + WRfn4 + WRfnS + WRpml + WRpm2 + WRcnv

+ WRctr + WRdry + WRhml + WRscw
WRnet = WRgrs WRaux

C efficiencies
EFFHg = WRgrs / HRHHV * 100.0

EFFHn = WRnet / HRHHV * 100.0

EFFL1g = WRgrs / HRLHV1 * 100.0
EFFL1n = WRnet / HRLHV1 * 100.0
EFFL2g = WRgrs / HRLHV2 * 100.0
EFFL2n = WRnet / HRLHV2 * 100.0
EFFL3g = WRgrs / HRLHV3 * 100.0
EFFL3n = WRnet / HRLHV3 * 100.0
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if(print) then
wr ite(8,100) ' Plant Summary
write(8,125) 'Total makeup water',MRmak,'gpm'
write(8,110) 'Auxilliary Power (k(4)','Generator Power (kW)'

write(8,120) 'Pump ',WRpms,'Gasturb/Compressor ',WRgn1

write(8,120) 'Cooling twr',WRctr,'Steam turbine ',WRgn2

write(8,120) 'Fan #1 ',WRfnl

write(8,125) 'Fan #3 ',WRfn3,'First Law Summary (kW)'

write(8,120) 'Fan #4 ',WRfn4,'Work Rate (gross) ',WRgrs

write(8,120) 'Fan *5 ',WRfnS,'Work Rate (net) ',WRnet

write(8,120) 'Conveyor ',WRcnv,'Fuel Energy (HHV) ',HRHHV
write(8,120) 'Hammermill ',WRhml
write(8,125) 'Screw ',WRscw

write(8,120) 'Dryer ',WRdry

write(8,120) 'TOTAL ',WRaux

write(8,130) 'Plant Efficiency (%)',' HHV',' LHV1',' LHV2',

' LHV3'

write(8,135) 'Gross ',EFFHg, EFFL1g, EFFL2g, EFFL3g

write(8,135) 'Net ',EFFHn, EFFL1n, EFFL2n, EFFL3n

endif
100 format(lx/10x,a )

110 format(10x,a,10x,a)
120 format(12x,a,f10.2,10x,a,f10.2)
125 format(12x,a,f10.2,8x,a)
130 format(10x,a,2x,4(Sx,a))
135 format(12x,a,4f10.1)

RETURN
END

$subtitle: 'Fan'
Fan model II

C

C This routine calculates the required power of a fan, given

C the increase of pressure over the fan. This model assumes

constant density and temperature.
C Sigurdur Brynjoifsson 06-16-1983
C Revised 7-27-83, SB

C Variable names:
C

C dH = Enthalpy rise of fluid through fan, btu/lbm
EFF = Efficiency of fan, %

C MR = Mass flow of fluid, lbm/sec

C PIN = Pressure at inlet, in W.C.

C POUT = Pressure at exit, in W.C.

C POWER = Power required for fan, KW
C RO = Density of fluid, lbm/cu.ft

C TIN = Temperature of fluid at inlet, F

C

C External function names:

C

ROGAS = F(T,P,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)

C

SUBROUTINE FAN (name,Tin,Pin,MR,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO,
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Pout,eff,power,dP,CFM,IRR,print)
REAL MR,IRR
logical*2 print
character*20 name

C only when print flag is .true.
if(print) then

C

C... Calculate the enthalpy rise of fluid:
C

P1=14.696+Pin*0.03613
P2=14.696+Pout*0.03613
Pave=(P1 +P2)*0.5
RO= ROGAS (Tin,Pave,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
dH=(P2-P1)/R0*144./778.2/EFF*100.

C

C... Power required and irreversibility:
C

POWER=dH*MR*1.0562
IRR=(1.-EFF/100.)*POWER

C delta P and cubic feet per minute
dP = Pout Pin
CFM = MR / RO * 60.0

write(8,100) ' Fan: ',name,'

call flows(Tin,Tin,Pin,Pout,MR,MR,0.,0.)
write(8,110) 'Power required ',power, 'kW'

write(8,110) 'Irreversibility',IRR, 'kW'

write(8,110) 'Delta P ',dP, 'in. h2o'

write(8,110) 'Flow rate ',CFM, 'cu ft/min'

endif
RETURN

100 format(lx/10x,a,a,a)
110 format(10x,a,f10.2,1x,a)

END

$subtitle: 'Mixer heater/cooler'
subroutine MIXER (name,T1,P1,MR1,T2,P2,MR2,T3,P3,MR3,MR2min,

yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO,IRR,print)
implicit real (a-z)

C

C MIXER rev III
C Checks if mixing is required, and if so, determines the mass
C flow rate of the mixing stream (MR2).

Inlet streams: 1 & 2. Outlet stream: 3.

C If the mixer heats the main inlet stream (1), then:

C MR1,T2,T3 are always constant; Ti is usually constant.

C If no mixing is required, Tl is set to T3.

C If the mixer cools the main inlet stream (1), then:

C MR1,T1,T2 are always constant; T3 is usually constant.

C If no mixing is required, T3 is set to Ti.

C If MR2 is less than MR2min, then MR2 is considered unneccesary,

C and no mixing is required.

C

C Temperature is in F, pressure in in W.C. and massflow in ibm /s.
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C Sigurdur Brynjolfsson, 06-08-1983

C Revised 7-31-83, SB
C " 8-11-83, SFox

C
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character*20 name
logical*2 print,mixing,heater,cooler
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO

c heating or cooling; is mixing required
heater = .FALSE.
cooler = .FALSE.
mixing = .FALSE.
if (T2 .gt. T3) heater = .TRUE.
if (T2 .1t. T3) cooler = .TRUE.
if (heater .and. T3 .gt. Ti) mixing = .TRUE.
if (cooler .and. T3 .lt. Ti) mixing = .TRUE.

c mixing is probably required
if (mixing) then
HI = HGAST (T1,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAro/C0)
H2 = H6AST (T2,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
H3 = HGAST (T3,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
MR2 = MR1 * (H3 HI) / (H2 H3)

C check against the minimum, MR2min
if(MR2 .ge. MR2min) then
MR3 = MR1 + MR2
P3 = AMIN1(P1,P2)

else
mixing = .FALSE.
MR2 = 0.0

endif
endif

C when no mixing is required

c... assign exit temperature to inlet temperature if no mixing occurs

if (MR2. eq. 0.0) then
T3 = T1
P3 = P1
MR3 = MR1

else
if( .not. mixing) then

if (heater) Ti = T3
if (cooler) T3 = Ti
MR2 = 0.0
P3 = P1
MR3 = MR1

endif
endif
if(print) then
if(mixing) then
Plebs = 14.696 + 0.03613 * P1
P2abs = 14.696 + 0.03613 * P2
P3abs = 14.696 + 0.03613 * P3
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Tdsabs = Tds + 459.67
Si = SGASTP (T1,Plabs,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,y00)
S2 = SGASTP (T2,P2abs,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
S3 = SGASTP (T3,P3abs,yCO2,yH20,y02,yN2,yAr,yCO)
IRR = Tdsabs * (MR1 * (S3 Si) + MR2 * (S3 - S2)) * 1.0552

else
IRR = 0.0

endif
write(8,100) ' MIXER ',name,'

write(8,110) 'Irreversibility = ',IRR,'kW'
endif

100 format(lx/10x,a,a,a)
110 format(10x,a,f12.2,1x,a)

end

$nodebug
$subtitle: 'Splitter'
C

C Splitter

C

C This subroutine calculates mass flow from a Splitter.
C

C

C

SUBROUTINE SPLITT (name,MR1,MR2,MR3,print)
REAL MR1,MR2,MR3
character*20 name
logical*2 print

MR3=MR1-MR2

if(print) then
write(8,100) ' Splitter: ',name,'

endif
RETURN

100 format(lx/10x,a,a,a)
END

$subtitle: 'Steam injection'
c Steam injection

c This program calculates the mole fractions of air after
c steam has been injected to it. It also calculates the
c irreversibility of the process.
c Sigurdur Brynjolfsson, 08-03-83.

subroutine INJECT (MRsi,Tsi,Psi,MRso,MRai,yiCO2,yiH20,yi02,
yiN2,yiAr,yiCO,Moli,Tai,Pai,
MRao,yoCO2,yoH20,yo02,yoN2,yoAr,yoCO,Molo,
prcinj,Tao,Pao,IRRtot,print)

real MRsi,MRso,MRai,MRao,MRinj,IRR1,IRR2,IRRtot,MOLs,MOLI,MOLo
logical*2 print
common /DS/ Tds,Pds,ydsCO2,ydsH20,yds02,ydsN2,ydsAR,ydsCO
data Tref,Pref /77.,14.696/
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if (prcinj .eq. 0.0) then

Tao=Tai
Pao=Pai
MRao=MRai
yoCO2=yiCO2
yoH2O =yiH2O
yo02=yi02
yoN2=yiN2
yoAr=yiAr
yoCO =yiCO

MRso=MRsi
Molo=Moli
IRRtot=0.0

else

c... Energy balance:

Pao=Pai
Tao=Tai-20.0
Cpa=HGAST (Tai,Tao,yiCO2,yiH20,yi02,yiN2,yiAr,yiC0)/(Tai-Tao)
Nsi=HvWTP(Tsi,Psi)
Hso=HvWTP(Tao,Pao)
Cps=(Hsi-Hso)/(Tsi-Tao)
MRinj=MRai*prcinj/100.
MRso=MRsi-MRinj

c... calculate exit temperature:

do 10 i=1,10
Taonew=(MRinj*Cps*Tsi+MRai*Cpa*Tai)/(MRinj*Cps+MRai*CPa)
if (abs(1.-Taonew/Tao) .lt. 0.006) go to 100
Tao=Taonew
Hso=HvWTP(Tao,Pao)
Cps=tHso-Hsi)/(Tsi-Tso)
Cpa=HGAST (Tai,Tao,yiCO2,yiH20,yi02,yiN2,yiAr,yiC0)/

(Tai-Tao)
10 continue

Tao=Taonew

c... mixing:

100 call MOLFRC (MRinj,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.,MOLs,
MRai,yiCO2,yiH20,yi02,yiN2,yiAr,yiCO,MOLi,
MRao,yoCO2,yoH20,yo02,yoN2,yoAr,yoCO,MOLo)

if (print) then

c... irreversibility, (1) heating/cooling (2) mixing:

Ssi=SvWTP (Tsi,Psi)
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Ssol=SvWTP (Tao,Pao)
dSai= SGASTP (Tao,Pao,Tai,Pai,yiCO2,yiN20,yi02,yiN2,yiAr,yiCO,

yiCO2,yiH20,yi02,yiN2,yiAr,yiC0)

IRR1=( MRai*dSai+MRinj*(Ssol-Ssi) )*(469.67+Tds)*1.0552

dSail = SGASTP (Tao,Pao,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.)
dSail = SGASTP(Tao,Pao,yiCO2,yiH20,yi02,yiN2,yiAr,

yiC0)

dSao = SGASTP(Tao,Pao,yoCO2,yoH20,yo02,yoN2,yoAr,yoC0)

IRR2 =(dSao*MRao-dSail*MRai-dSsil*MRinj)*(Tds+459.67)*1.0552

IRRtot=IRR1+IRR2

c... Print the results:

write(8,1000) ' STEAM INJECTOR (for gas turbine)

write(8,1200)
write(8,1100) 'Flow conditions:'
write(8,1400) ' air ','steam'
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at inlet, F
write(8,1200) 'Pressure at inlet, psia
write(8,1200) 'Massflow, lbm/sec
write(8,1200) 'Temperature at exit, F
write(8,1200) 'Pressure at exit, psia
write(8,1100) 'Irreversibilities: (kW)'
write(8,1300) 'Due to cooling ',IRR1

write(8,1300) 'Due to mixing ',IRR2

write(8,1300) 'Total irreversibility ',IRRtot
write(8,1300)

:',Tai,Tsi
:',Pai,Psi
:',MRai,MRinj
:', Tao,Pao

:',Pao,Pao

1000 format(lx/10x,a)
1100 format(lx/10x,a)
1200 format(10x,a,2f16.3)
1300 format(15x,a,f14.3)
1400 format(43x,a,llx,a)

endif
endif
end

Snodebug
$subtitle: 'Generator/Gear box'
C Generator and Gearbox

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

This program models generator and gearbox. Input to the
program are the efficiencies of both components and work rate

of both turbine and compressor. It returns the amount of
electricity (KW) produced)
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Names of variables:
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C

C EFFBOX = Efficiency of gearbox, %

C EFFGEN = Efficiency of generator, %

C POWER = Electricity produced, kW

C WRCOMP = Power needed for compressor, kW

C WRTURB = Power from turbine, kW

subroutine GENBOX(name,WRturb,WRcomp,EFFgen,EFFbox,Powr,IRR,
print)

implicit real (a-z)
logical*2 print
character*20 name

C

if(print) then
POWER=(WRTURB-WRCOMP)*EFFBOX*EFFGEN/10000.
IRR= WRTURB-WRCOMP-POWER
write(8,100) ' Generator/Gear box. ',name,'

write(8,110) 'Irreversibility ',IRR, 'kW'

endif
RETURN

100 format(lx/10x,a,a,a)
110 format(10x,a,f12.2,1x,a)

END

subroutine FLOWS(Tin,Tout,Pin,Pout,MRin,MRout,EXin,EXout)
C writes information about the flows in/out of component

implicit real (a-z)
write(8,110) 'Conditions at: Inlet','Exit'

write(8,120) 'Pressure ',Pin,Pout

write(8,120) 'Temperature ',Tin,Tout, 'F'

write(8,120) 'Mass flow rate ',MRin,MRout, 'ibis'

write(8,120) 'Exergy ',EXin,EXout, 'kW'

110 format(10x,a,8x,a)
120 format(13x,a,2f12.2,1x,a)

return
end


